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A

INTRODUCTION.

The object of this report is to give adic,count, in such a form as to
allow comparisons, of the instruction in mathematics in the Lower
and Middle Commercial and Industrial Schools in the countries report-
ing to the International Commission on the Teaching of Mathematics.

The data of this report have been taken entirely from the reports of
the international commission, except in the cases of Great Britain,
Germany and the United States. In these cases certain other sources
of information, such as official school reports, have been consulted.°

Tho countries included in this report are Austria, Belgium, Den-
mark, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Holland, Hungary,
Italy, Japan,. Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United
States. _

Tho reports of the international commission give a very brief treat-
ment of the commercial anil industrial schools in certain countries,
and consequently the discussion of the schools of those countries is
brief in the present report.

The first part of this report consists of an account of the schools
considered, arranged according to countries. This account contains,
so far as the facts are available, a brief statement of the organization
of each type of school, the entrance requirements, length of the course,
by whom supported, aim of the school and of the mathematical in-
struCtion, courses of study in mathematics, methods -of instruction
in mathematics, preparation of the teachers, examinations', and
present tendencies.

The second part gives in tabular form, so far as the facts are avail-
able, for each type of school in each country the following facts: The
number of years of previous school attendance required for entrance;
the approximate age at entrance; the number of years in the course;
the number of hours a week spent in the school"; the(number of hours
a week given to the study of mathematics; the course of study in
mathematics.

There is given, finally (pp. 94-96), a list of the kinds of schools here
considered and the terms used as equivalents in this report.

An account of the teaching of mathematics in the commercial and
industrial schools of the United States is given in the Reports of Com-
mittees I, II, III, IV, and V of the American Subcommission of the
International Commission. As these reports are readily available,'
it has been thought necessary in the present. report to give only a
brief summary of this work and to refer to the original committee
reports for further details.

1 In the bulletin teeing of the U. B. Bureau of Education. Bee Noe. 6-9, 12, 13, 16, of 1911, and 2, 4,13,

14, 29, of 1912.
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114ATHEMATICS IN THE LOWER AND MIDDLE cox-
MERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS-.

OF VARIOUS COUNTRIES BRPRKSIINTED IN THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
ON THIS TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS.

AUSTRIA.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.'

Organization.-The higher commercial schools, wl)ich are the ones
discussed in the report, are State schools, and all, apparently, have
the same course of study. When the report was written (1010) there
were 25 of these schools. The course of study is four years. The age
of entrance is 14 years. There is no unity of requitement as to.prepa-
ration for ent mace into the first year's Work. Perhaps one.m may say
thin the average requirement is the completion. of three years in a
Gymnasium or a Realsehule. This lack of unity in the entrance
requirements is said to cause an unsatisfactory gradation of students.

Aim of the insfruction.fihhematics is to be taught- both for its
disciplinary and for its practical value. Special attention is given to
applications to commercial pn)blems.

.COURSE OF STUUY.1 MATHEMATICH.1

MST YEAR!

Commercial arithmetic. (Three hours a week.) This course includes a review of the
fundamental operations, abridged muLtipliestion and division, accounts, the chain
rule, und percentage.

Algebra. (Allgemeine und politsrhe urithmetik. (Two hours a week.) The
fundamental operations, measures, multiples, fractio s, equations of the first degree
in ono or more unknowns, and ratio and proportion the principal topics studied in
this course.

Geoinetry. (him hours a week.) Plane and solid g smotry.

MOCCOND YEAR. (TIM RITTDENT'S TIMI1 11001. 4itatt.)

Commercial arithmetic. (Three hours u week.) is includes interest, discount,
equation of payments, accounts current with interest stocks, exchange, and problems
in buying and selling.

I Derichte Uber den meth. UnterrIcht In offterreich, Heft 2: D r math. und Unterrieht in den
h&leren Handelaschutn, by M. DolLnakt, pp. 29-41. Referred to ereeile2te Heft 2.

Heft 2, p 36.
*In most eases this is probably the student's ninth school year. In some cases it Is probably the eighth.



10 MATHEMATICS IN COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

Algebra. (Two hours a week.) Powers, roots, equations of the first degree in one
unknown, and logarithms.

mom ma. arimarr's sultana &moot. TLS.)

Commercial arithmetic. (Three hours a week.) Various probleins in exchanges
stocks, accounts current with interest, and calculation of prices of goods are taken up.

Algebra. (Two hours a week.) Exponential equations, progressions, compound
interest and annuities, and sinking funds.

7017RTR YEAR. (THE STUDENT'll Twicrrit SCHOOL YEAR.)

Commercial arithmetic. (Two hours a week.) Calculation of pricesof foreign goods,
' stocks, bonds, and exchange.

Algebra. (Two hours a week.). Probability, annuities, and insurance.

Methods of instruction'. The subject matter of the courses in
mathematics, as the above program shows, is mainly Vocational.
The report gives nq examples of the problems solved, and nothing is
said of their origin. They are pfobably taken in the main from the
texts, a list of which is given. Considerable freedom is given the
teachers in administering the programs, but it is required that the
work outlined be done. The method of teaching is heuristic.

Preparation of teachers' The problem of finding properly prepared
teachers has not been solved. Some of those teaching mathematics
are qualified to teach in the upper classes and some only in the lower
classes of the secondary schools. There is, however, a law, passed
1907, that requires that all candidates to teach commercial arithmetic
shall have completed the equivalent of the four lower classes of a
middle school, and then the four years' course in a commercial school;
this to be followed by two years of satisfactory commercial experience
in a_ large commercial center, and finally the two years of work In.e-
scribed by the minister of education in some higher institution.

Examinations 3 Oral examinations are given from two to foui
times a semester. There is no final examination. Students who
finish the course receive a leaving certificate.

Modern tendencies' The modern reform movement in the teaching
of mathematics has affected the teaching in the commercial schools.
It is recommended that the notion of function he introduced as early
as possible, and that it be-made the central point in the teaching of
geometry. Graphical-methods should be used. More hours should
be given to algebra. The instruction in algebra and geometry
should be connected more closely. The elements of trigonometry and
the use of the slide rule should be taught. It,is especially to be
desired that mathematics and the other subjects be more closely
connected.

IRA 2, p. 37. p. Ibid., p. 3b. 4 Ibid., pp. 3941.
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INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

INDUSTRIAL CONTINUATION SCHOOLS)

".4177,Mcl

it

Organization and aim. The industrial continuation schools have
for their problem to give apprentices such necessary theoretical in-
struction as can not be given in the shop. The students are from 14
to 18 years of age. There is a preparatory class for those who have
not completed the Volksschule, or who have not mastered the lan-
guage in which the instruction is given. Tlie course appears to be
two years in length.

The teachers are mainly from the Volksschulen, Bargerschulen,
and Mittelschulen.

There are no figal examinations.

COURSE OP STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic. Only those parts are taught that have practical value. There is much
use of tables in the solution of practical industrial problems.

Geometry. In the course in drawing some fundamental notions of geometry and pro-
jection are given.

Drawing. The course includes some work in freehand, geometrical, and projection
drawing, with applications to the industries.

COURSES FOR MASTERS AND ASSISTANTS)

These courses are given evenings and Sundays. The students must
have completed their apprenticeship before entering the school, and
must be 17 years of age or over.

The instruction in arithmetic follows the same lines as in the indus- 1
trial continuation schools. The most important theorems and con-
structions of geometry are developed intuitively and concretely.
Special emphasis is placed upon computations of surfaces, volumes,
and weights. The instruction in projection is based upon observa-
tion and intuition.

Part of the teachers are from the secondary schools and part have
technical training and practice.

GENERAL TRADE SCHOOLS'

Organization and aim.The aim of the general trade schools is to
give the theoretical instruction and the ractice which are necessary
in learning a trade. The requirements for admission are an age of
at least 12 years and evidence of having completed a course'of study
equivalent to the first six years of a Volksschule or the first year of
a BUrgerschule. The students are as a ,rule from 12 to 15 years of
age. As the compulsory school age in Austria is from 6 to 14, these

I Heriehte Ober den =them:di/when Unterrlaht In eleterrekh, Eleft 4: Der mathemstbehe Unterridit
en den gewerbIlehen Lehranstalten, by Sehuhat Wilhelm Rulf, pp. 55-60. Referredto borestter as Holt 4.

Ibld., pp. 59, 60.
's Heft 4, pp. 41, 45.



12 MATHEMATICS IN COligRADIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

schools offer an opportunity for preparation for a trade during .the
last two years of compulsory school age.

The course is three years in length.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

riasr TZAR. (Ins eruniter's SEVENTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

Industrial arithmetic. Applications of the fundamental operations with integers
and fractions are made to simple practical problems.

Geometry. The geometry of this year is closely connected with the geometrical
and projection drawing. From observation and examination of simple solids there
is developed knowledge of their lines, angles, and surfaces, and also of the most impor-
tant theorems of plane geometry. Representation of the principal sections of solids
are made from models.

SECOND TZAR. (THE STUDENT'S EIGHTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

Industrial arithmetic. Positive and negative numbers are studied. Cost prices are
computed from price lists. Selling prices are computed under given conditions as
to capital involved and the cost of production.

Geometry. The course includes the graphical representation of geometrical bodies
in orthogonal and oblique projection, and also of the plane sections of these bodies.
Surfaces and volumes are computed and applications are made to practical industrial
problems.

THIRD YEAR. (THE STUDENT'S NINTH SCHOOL TZAR.)

Industrial arithmetic. The subject matter of this course consists mainly of the
solution of practical problems, and the discussion of such subjects as Government
bonds, discount, exchange, and of the objects of savings banks and insurance companies.

Geometry. Plane sections and intersections of solids, and shades and shadows are
studied.

Preparation of teachers. The instruction is given, as a rule, by
engineers and by specially prepared teachers from the Burgerschulen.

TRADS SCHOOLS FOR PARTICULAR !NDUSTRIBS.

Organization and aim.The aim of the instruction is to assist the
students in learning a trade.' The emphasis here is placed upon
drawing and the shop instruction. Students must be 14 years of age
to enter. The course is three or four years in length.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic. The object of arithmetic is to make the student familiar with the com-
putations that arise in his trade, especially with those that involve the prices of
materials and the values of foreign moneys.

Algebra is taught to a student if it is necessary for his trade. Emphasis is placed
upon the evaluation of formulas, the solution of equations, and applications to the
trades.

Geometry and geometrical drawing. Drawings of models are made to scale. The
object of the work is to give the student ability to prepare and to read working draw-
ings. Practice is given in computing surfaces and volumes.

Projective geometry. The emphasis is placed upon the representations of objects
upon the three planes of projection and upon the development and computation Of
the surfaces of solids.

These schools differ from the general trade schools just discussed In that the alos.here la 'overbite*.
Ansbildrag, and In the general trade schools the dm Is pnverbliche Vorbiklung.
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Preparation of teachers.The instruction is given by teachers from
the Volksschulen, Burgerschulen, and Mittelschulen, and by engineers.

SCHOOLS POR THE BUILDING TRADES AND THE MECHANICAL ARTS.'

Organization and aim.These schools have the problem of giving
instruction to assistants in the buildings trades and the mechanical
arts, and to prepare them for the master's examination.

Por masons and carpenters there are two winter courses and a
winter preparatory course, and for cabinetmakers, locksmiths, and
workers in the mechanical arts there are two winter courses, a summer
course, and a summer preparatory course.

Each course is of five months' duration.
In order to enter, a student must be at least 17 years of age, have

completed his apprenticeship, and be in possession of such knowledge
and skill as is expected of one who has completed two or three years
in an industrial continuation school. Those who do not satisfy the
last condition take a preparatory course. ,

COVIISIE..9F STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Preparatory course. The instruction given here in industrial arithmetic and In
geometry connected witipthe work in projection is the same, in the main, as that
given in the first year of the industrial continuation school.

Courses for masons and carpenters. Arithmetic and algebra. The work in arithmetic
includes a review of squares and cubes, square and cube root, and applications to
problems from the trades. The topics studied in algebra are the fundamental opera-
tions and the solution of equations so far as is necessary for the understanding and
use of formulas.

Ge.ometry. Areas and volumes are computed and applications are made to finding
the volume and weight of various forms used in building. Some elementary work
is done in trigonometry.

Courses for cabinetmakers, locksmiths, and workers in the mechanical arts: '-Arithmetic
and geometry. These courses are the same as those given above, except that the
work in trigonometry is omitted. The arithmetic and geometry Env taught with
special reference to the nqeds of the trades. A second course in industrial arithmetic
is given and is the same as that given in the third year in the general trade schools.

Projection drawing. The course includes plane sections and intersections of solids,
shades and shadows, and practical applications to the building trades and to the
mechanical arts.

Preparation of teachers.The instruction is given by teachers who
have taken both State examinations in the technical high school or
by teachers from the Burgerschulen.

SCHOOLS POR MASTER WORKMEN.'

Organization and aim.These are State industrial schools and
have for their object to give theoretical and practical training to
men who have had several years of practice and who wish to become
master workmen or independent operators.

I Eel" 4, pp. 44, 43. Ibld., pp. 46-49.



14 MATHEMATICS IN COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

In order to enter the school, a student must be at least 17 years
of age, must have completed the Volksschule, and must have had
several years of practice in his trade.

The length of the course is two or two and one-half years,

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

The courses in mathematics are not the same in the different schools,
and the report does not outline them in detail. The following state-
ments. are thought to give fair approximations of the general condi-
tions as given in the report:

Arithmetic. There is usually one semester of industrial arithmetic.
Algebra. A course in algebrii is usually given which includes the solution of equa-

tions of the first degree and in some cases quadratic equations. .

Geometry. The course in geometry extends through one, and in some cases two,
semesters. Geometrical drawing is sometimes given in connection with the geometry.

Trigonometry. Thu elements of trigonometry are given in part of the schools.
Projection drawing. In some schools the course in projection drawing extends

through two semesters. Much attention is given to applications.

Preparation of teachers.The teachers are engineers or teachers front
the Mittelschulen.

THE HIGHER INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.'

Organization and aim.The aim of the higher industrial schools is
to prepare men to fill the important positions in the industries.

The course is four years in length and has three divisionsfor the
building trades, fog the chemical industries, and for the mechanical
industries.

Admission is given to those who are 14 years of age and have fin-
ished a three-class BOrgerschule, or with good standing a three-class
trade school or the fourth class of a Mittelschulo.

Afin, of the inetruttion, in mathematics. The chief aim of the work
in mathematics is to prepare for the study of technical subjects.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

KEST mks. (TEE SIVDENT'S NINTH scnooi.

Algebra. (Five to eight hours a week.) Algebra through quadratics.
Geometry. (Four to five hours a week.) The course includes a study of rectilinear

figures, the circle, sirtiilar figures, the computation of areas, the trigonometrical solu-
tion of right triangles, and an introduction to solid geometry and to the theory of
projection.

Geometrical drawing. (Four hours a week.) Exercises in geometrical construction
and an introduction to the theory of projection are given.

SECOND YEAR., fine eremnres rams SCHOOL 111R.)

Algebra. The subjects studied are powers and roots, imaginary numbers, loga-
rithms, equations of the second degree with one or more unknowns, exponential and

Heft 4, pp. 49-53.
The courses outlined 'ler the chemical section are slightly different from those outlined here. The

average amount of time given to algebra, geometry, and trigonometry in the second year In the different
SOO* seem to be about-seven hours a week.
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Indeterminate equations, progressions, compound interest anj annuities, anti the
binomial theorem with positive integral exponents.

Geometry. The work here includes a shOrt review of plane geometry, the elements
of graphical computation, and something of solid geometry.

Trigonometry. The extent of the course is not given.
Projective geometry. (Seven to eight hours a week.) The principal topics studied

are plane sections, intersections of solids, the most important parts of the theory of
shadows and perspective, and applications taken from the trade of the students.

THIRD YEAR. (THE STUDENT'S ELEVENTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

"In the third year mathematics comes only in the mechanical-technical division
and has fiom two and one-half to four hours a week. Review and extension of the
material previously studied. Theory of curves: The straight line, the conic sections
(elements of analytical geometry), the cyclic curves, and the spirals."'

Methods of instruction.Much attention is given to the discussion of
formulas, to the notion of a function as it appears in the formulas of
mechanics, to graphical representation, and to maxima and minima.
Simpson's rule is studied in geometry. In the study of curves those
properties are developed which are of most importance hr practice.
Special attention is given to the cyclic curves and spirals.

Preparation of teachers. The instruction is given by teach from
the Mittelschulen or by engineers.

HIGHER SCHOOLS FOR THE TEXTILE INDUSTRIES.,

Organization and dim.The object of the higher schools for the
textile industries is to furnish the necessary general and technical
instruction for those who wish to prepare to become operators or
officers of textile manufactories. These schools have mechanical
and chemical departments.

The length o the course is four years.
In order to enter, the student must be 14 years old and have com-

pleted the third class of a, Burgersehule, or the fourth class of a
Mittelschule.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

MIST YEAR. (THE STUDENT'S NINTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

Algebra. To the solution of equations of the first degree. Logarithms.
Geometry. Including areas of surfaces and graphical computation.
Trigonometry. The elements of trigonometry.

Geometrical drawing. This course includes the construction of rectilineal- figures,
conics, cycloids, evolutes, and introduction to the projection of lines,, surfaces, and
solids.

SECOND TEAR. (THE STUDENT'S TENTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

Arithmetic. This is a course in industrial arithmetic.
Algebra. This includes a review, logarithms, and quadratic equations in one

unknown.
Geometry. Computations of surfaces and volumes.
Trigonometry. This includes the solution of right triangles.

I Heft 4, p. 51. 1 lb Id., pp. 53, 54.



16 MATHEMATICS IN COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL. SCHOOLS..

Preparation of teachers.The instruction is given by engineers and,
by teachers who are certificated to teach in the higher commercial
schools.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS FOR WOMEN.'

Organization, and aim.These schools give instruction to the
women who are going into the garment-making trades, and they
give also some instruction in the household arts.

The course is two years in length.
The only entrance condition given is that a student must have

reached her fourteenth year.

COURSE OR STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

111R.9T YEAR. (THE STUDENT'S NINTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

ArithrrYttic. (Two hours a week.) There is a discussion of the lowest necessary
income for women in the garment-making trade. A comparison is made between
the wages commonly earned in the locality and the necessary expenses, including
rent, heat, light, taxes, sickness. life and fire insurance, the use of a machine, and
other items. There should be practice in mental arithmetic each recitation period.

SECOND YEAR. (THE STUDENT'S TENTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

Induslrial.arithmetic and bookkeeping. (Two hours a week.) There is a discussion
of problems of buying and selling, loss and gain, cost of labor and genal expenses,
and the relations that exist between these quantities.

Preparation of teachers. The instrudikn is given by Volksschuie
and Bfirgerschule teachers. Preference is given to applicants who
have had courses in these industrial schools for women.

SCHOOLS FOR DOMESTIC SCIENCE.'

Organization and aim.The aim of the Koch-sund Haushaltungs-
schulen is to give courses in cooking and housekeeping. The length
of the course is five months. In order to enter, a student must have
reached her sixteenth year.

COURSE 'OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic. (Two hours a week.) The principal topics studied aro the metric
system with applications to the cost of provisions and other, household necessities;
computation of household exp(Mses by the day, fieek, month, and year; food values;
cost of clothing, furniture, cooking utensils, and. laundry; cost of light and hoftt;

.` devices for saving; loss and gain; and insurance.

Preparation of teachers.A teacher must hold a license to teach in
a Volksschure or a Burgerschule. Preference is given to applibants
who have attended courses in these schools for domestic scibilce.

I Heft 4, p. Ibid., p.,158.
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BELGIUM.

17'

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SECTION OF THE ATHENtES ROVAUX.

Organization.The athenees royaux are public secondary schools
with a course of seven years. The pupils enter at the age of 11.
One division of the school devotes the most of its time to the study
of the modern humanities. The three upper classes of this division
are divided into two sectionsthe scientific and the commercial and
industrial.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

The work outlined below includes only the special work given to
the commercial find industrial section. The remainder of the work
in mathematics is the same as that given other students in the
athenees royaux.

MTH TEAR. (TH1 STUDENT'S TENTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

This courrie deals with financial operations with long periods of time, and includes
compound interest, discount, exchange, ,annuities, and perpetuities. Logarithms
are used.

SIXTH YEAR. (THE STUDENT'S ELEVENTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

Theory of annuities and sinking funds.

SEVENTH TZAR. (THE STUDENT'S TWELFTH SCHOOL TEAR.)

The study of long-term financial operations is continued, including loans, insurance,
and public obligations.

The ecoles moyennes of Belgium have general, commercial, indus-
trial, and agricultural sections, but all of these sections seem to have
the same mathematical programs.'

DENMARK.

The fifth chapter of the Danish Report: treats the elementary
technical, commercial, and navigation scheols.- These,schools were
founded first by industrial organizations and techrical societies.
They later' came to be controlled and supported wholly or in part by
the State.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.

" The greatest of these schools is the so-called `Kobmandsskolen,'
which was erected in Copenhagen by the Verein fur Ausbildung
junger Handelsreute ' (number of students, 2,480 in 1910 -11). In

Rapports sur l'enselgnement des mathematkines,du dessin et du travail manual dans lee &eke pro
makes, les &roles normsies primaires, les ecoles enoyennes, les athondes, les colleges beiges, rot I, pp.
2167;18.

Der yathematlkunterslcbt In Dinemark, by Pouf LIeegaard, pp. 64-72. Referred to hereafter as Diutfeb
Report.

Ibid., pp. 70, 71.

90987 °-15-2



18 MATHEMATICS IN COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

the three=year evening school (school year Sept. 1 to May 31) there
are divisions for professional subjects and elective subjects. In the
day school (one year, six hours instruction daily; 24 crowns [about
$6.50] monthly) more preparation is assumed. There is gone through
in the teaching of arithmetic (in the evening school two hours weekly,
in the one-year school five hours weekly) pure elementary arithmetic
(Rechnen), percentage and interest, reduction of moneys and meas-
ures, simple and complex calculation, stocks, exchange, and discount.
There is connected with this institute a commercial school with a
two-year course, the so-called 'Niels Brocks Handelsskole' (arith-
metic two and .three hours)."

The evening classes are being more and more abandoned.

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS)

There is no common prescribed course of study for the schools,
and the following discussion is limited to the technical school in

.Copenhagen. This school has six divisions: Evening school, day
school for builders, machine constructors and electroteChnologists,
school for painters, and institute for metal workers.

EVENING SCHOOL.

The instruction is given front 4 to 9.30 in the following subjectd:
Arithmetic and algebra, two winter semesters, 6 hours.
Plano geometry, one winter semester, 6 hours.
Trigonometry, one winter semester, 6 hours.
Geometrical drawing, about 48 hours.
Projection drawing, 84 haunt,
Perspective and vocational drawing.

DAY SCHOOL. FOR BUILDERS. (TAGESSCHULE FUR BAUHANDWERKER.)

This school has a course of four winter semesters. The tuition is
80 crowns ($21.60). "It is assumed that the studguts have the
general common-school education and such knowledge of arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, and geometrical drawing as can be, obtained in
the evening school. Instruction in mathematics is given in the first
two coursesin the first, 12; in the second, 6 hot& a week. After
a shoit review of the previotis work there are gone through: Jul.
Petersen, Aritmetik og Algebra II; O. Juol, Trigonometri og Stereo-
metri for ,telmiske Skoler."' Drawing is given 12 hours a week the
first semester.

The instruction in mathmetics and drawing in the Tagesiehulen
der Masehinenkonstrukteure and Elektrotechniker is the same as
that just given.

Danish Report, pp. 65-70. *Ibid., p. 65.
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A number of examination questions from the above schools are
given. These are of the usual textbook type. The following ' are
examples:

I. The following decimal fractions are to he written as common fractions and reduced:
0.4375; 0.592592 ; 1.1296296

2. Find x in the equation: and prove the correctness of the root
found by substitution.

3. Compute: 1/11.5
0.7809 .

4. Find the surface of a pluallelogrun with the sides a and b and an angle of 150°.
5. In a trapezoid AB('D, where BC and AD are the parallel sides given: AB=14m,

BC=19.8m, AC=25.7m, and L D=67.38°. Find the surface of the trapezoid.

There exist special scliooLs for certain trades. As an example a
school for watchmakers is named, which gives a course of four years.
The mathematics includes elementary arithmetic and algebra, geome-
try, trigonometry, the elements of analytical geometry, and of
differential and integral calculus.

SCHOOLS F9R AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, ETC.'

AGRICULTURE.

The higher instruction in agriculture is given in the Veterinary
high School (Veterinar- and

llochschule) in Copenhagen. Courses are given for veterinarians,
farmers, surveyors, gardeners, and foresters. Instruction in Tootle_
matics is given only in the courses in surveying and forestry.

SURVEYORS' COURSES..

There are three courses for surveyors, one of 11- years, one of 11
years, and one of about 1 year. In the first course there are four or
five hours of instruction in mathematics in the following courses:

Arithmetic. This course includes mental arithmetic, use of slide rule and tables.
Algebra. The principal topics aro permutations and combinations, binomial

theorem, elementary theory of equations, logarithms, compound interest, and an-
l hies.

Trigonometry. This emirs° includes the elements of both plane and spherical
trigonometry.

Solid geometry. This course includes theorems concerning lines and planes, poly-
hedrons, cylinders; cones, and spheres.

Analytical geometry.* This is a course in the elements of plane analytical geometry.
Differential calculus. Differentiation of algebraic, trigonometric, and exponential

functions, indeterminate forms, complete differential, maxima and minima; and
some applications to geometry are taken up in this course.

Integral calculus. This is a course of about thd seine extent as that in differential
calculus.

I Daniell Report, pp. 86-67. Ibid., pp.19,93. 3 ThIS., p. 80.
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PORBS713RS' COURSE.%

The foresters have two courses, one of 11 years, the other of about
2 years. In the first course they have four or five hours s. week in
mathematics. They have the same instruction in arithmetic, algebra,
plane geometry, solid geometry, and analytical geometry as the
surveyors. They have only the elements of calculus. A course in
the theory of errors is given.

INSTRUCTION IN NAVIGATION.'

. This instruction is given in private schools that are recognized
and supported by the State. The examinations are under the exam-
ining commission appointed by the minister of commerce: There
are four grades of examination: (1) For seamen making short jour-
neys; (2) for fishermen; (3) the general pilot's examination, which
is also taken by sea captains; (4) the extended pilot's examination.
In all of these an elementary knowledge of mathematics is demanded.
In (2) the examination includes practical computation with integers
and fractions, proportti, the circle, triangles, the sphere, and lines
on its surface. Knowledge of the theorems in arithmetic, plane
geometry, trigonometry, and solid geothetry are required in (3), bill,
no proofs are required.

FINLAND.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.'

The report mentions three kinds of commercial schools, the schools
for commercial employees (Ecoles pour les Employees do Commerce),
schools of commerce (Ecoles do Commerce), and commercial insti-
tutes (Institute Commerciaux). These schools are under the control
of cities or private associations, and if they fulfill certain conditions
receive partial support from the State. It is said that about one-
sixth of the time spent in the schools is given to the study of mathe-
matics.

No entrance requirements are given for the Ecoles pour les Em-
ployees de Commerce. The course of study gives at least 12 hours
of work a week for 1 or 2 years. The ago of entrance is about 14
or 15 years. In arithmetic a review of the elementary school courses
is given, with special reference to the calculation of prices, per-
centages, and interest. These schools seem to correspond to the
commercial continuation schools in other countries.

The Ecoles de Commerce require for entrance the completion of
4he primary school course (six years). The age of entrance is about

Danish Report, p.
I Ibld., p. 71.
*Rapport cur l'Ensalgnoment dos Math. dans lee Rooks de F5.lande, VIII, pp. 34, 35.. Referred to

..beitar* Rapport
-
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16 years. There is a two years' course. The work in mathematics
includes commercial calculation, the more important properties of
geometrical figures, and computations of areas and volumes.

Students May enter the Instituts Commerciaux if they have com-
pletedthe first five classes of a lycee real,' or if they. have completed
the secondary school, a school for girls, or a school of commerce. The
average age at entrance is 16 or 17 years. The courses are two or
three years in length. These schools are coeducational.

The students enter the Instants Cominerciaux with some knowl-
edge of arithmetic, of the fundamental operations in algebra, and the
solution of the equation of the first degree in one unknown, and of
the elements of plane geometry. The course in the school includes
political and commercial arithmetic, algebra, with the solution of
equations and applications to annuities and life insurance, and ale-.
mentary geometry.

The above facts include practically all that is given concerning
these schools in the report from Finland.

INDUSTRIAL AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

LOWER TECHNICAL SCHOOLS (ECOLES TECHNIQUES INFERIEURRS.)

1. The manual training schools ((:colas de Travau.: !denude are
usually situated in the country. These are schools for artisans of
various sorts and give courses of one or two years. The work in
arithmetic involves the calculation of prices and of surfaces and
volumes.

II. The lower and 'higher trade schools (ncolas do Métiers InfiSri-
cures et Superieures)3 require' for admission the completion of the
elementary school. The lengths of the courses are one, two, and
occasionally three years of eight months each. These are evening
schools and have for their object to give artisans the necessary theory
and practice for their trades.

The only mathematicS given in the Pcoles InfOrieures is a review
of the elementary school course in arithmetic.

The following courses are given in the Ecoles Superieures:
Arithmetic, two hours a week the first year. This gives a review of the elementary

school course.
Algebra, two hours a week the second year. The fundamental operations and

equations of the first degree in one unknown are studied.
Elemptary deecriptive geometry, two hours a week the second year.

VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS ((COLES PROFESSIONEILLBS).4

Organization.The requirement for adMisaion is the completion of
the elementary school. The stylenta eater at the age of 13 or 14
years. The courses require from 12 to 29 hours a week. The

I YOU' years of primary school work are required for entrance to a lyede.
Rapport, VIII, p. 36. +Ibid. pp. 36 37

Mid., pp. 36, XI.
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length of these courses is not given, but it is apparently two years.
These schools, it seems, are supported by the cities. They have for
their object to give. the students the necassary practical and theo-
retical preparation for the practice of a trade. There are not many
of these schools, and they are said to be new in Finland,

COURSE OP STUDY. IN MATHEMATICS.

The following courses are given in the sehools for boys. Only arith-
metic is given in the schools for girls.

Arithmetic. (Clawed I and 11, five and three hours a week.) This course includes
review of the work of the elementary school. extraction of roots, proportion, per-.

oentage, and calculittion of prices.
Algebra. This course extends through equations of the first degree in one unknown.
Geometry. (Classes I and II, four and Iwo hours a week.) This course takes up the

elementary theorems, calculation of surfaces and volumes, and problems concerning
materials used in the shops.

Descriptive geometry. (Class I.) Elementary notions.

There are no leaving examinations. Most of the teachers in the
boys' schools are technologists; in the girls' schools they arc women
primary and manual-training teachers.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS (*COLDS INDUSTRIBLLES).1

Organization.To enter sit industrial school a student nipst have
finished the elementary synod and have had one year of practice in a
shop; or have finished four years of a' secondary school, in which case
no shop work is required. The minimum entrance age is 17 years,
and the average age of the students is 23. To complete the course
requires two years, six months a year, with 39 or 40 hours of work a
week.

Aim of the instruction.Tho aim- of these schools is tO educate
skilled workmen and foremen, and prepare mechanics and chauffeurs
to take the public examination.

COURSE OP STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic and algebra. (Classes I and H, six and two hours a week.) This is a
review of arithmetic with application to vocational problems. The algebra goes
through equations of the second degree in one unknown.

Geometry. (Claws I and II, four and two hours a week.) This course includes the
principal theorems of elementary geometry, calculations of areas and volumes, and
applications to vocational problems.

Descriptive geometry. (Cleave I and II, four and two hours a week.) This is a
course in the elements of descriptive geometry. .

Mechanics and theory of resistance. (Classes I and II, two and four hours a week.)
This course deals with elementary mechanics and resistance of materials.

Books used. The book used in mechanics is specially prepared for
these schools. The books used in the other courses are the same as
those used in the secondary schools.

Rapport, VIII, p. 39.
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Preparatimi of teachers. Tho teachers must have had a course in
a technical, high school and have had at least one year of practical
work.

FRANCE.

HIGHER PRIMARY SCHOOLS FOR BOYS.'

Organisation. These higher primary schools for boys are a part
of the regular public elementary school system. In order to be
admitted, the pupils must possess the certificate of primary studies
and have had, in addition thereto, one year of instruction in the
higher- course of an elementary primary school. IIence, before enter-
ing the higher primary school the pupils haAshad seven years of
schooling. The course is three years in length.

Aim of instruction,' The students prepare in the higher primary
schools to go into industry, commerce, agriculture, and similar voca-
tion't or prepare for certain State examinations: "One does not
take up in the school the apprenticeship of any profession in par-
ticular, but prepares himself for the intelligent practice of many
which have, front the point of view of technique, numerous points in
common; in other words, we put the future workeon a good road,
inn definite diroction (agriculture, industry).-

VOURMR OV STIA/V

the first year of the course the instruction for all students is
the acme, but during the last two years there are five sections
general, agricultural, industrial, commercial, and maritime.

PUNT TILL. (TIM irtUDIENT'S WORTH SCHOOL !RAI) ColINION is TiVCT111N.

Arithmetic.' (Three hours with algebra.) The course includes the fundamental
operations, greatest &mown divisor, least common multiple, metric system, common
and decimal fractions, and square root.

Aliebra.' Fundamental operations, limited to applications to simple problems.
(Part of the time allotted to algebra in the program is taken for topics of arithmetic,
such at the rule of three, interest, and discount.)

Geometry! (Ono hour a wt. k.) The course includes the use of ruler, square, and
compasses, study of triangles, parallelograms, the circle. constructions, projection
the projection of a point, line, plane. and the simpler solids. Applications are made
to manual training. such as the work in wocal and pasteboard.

Geometrical drawing.' 'Free-hand sketches and drawings to scale of simple geomet-
rical solids, and later of other objects, such as the materials and tools used in the man-
ual-training shop.

Ramparts de Is Commission Internationale, flou-Commission franoalse, Vol. 1, L'Enseignementpet -
make, by M. Ch. Bloche, pit?. Referred to hereafter as Vol. 1.

Ibid., pp. 113-88
p.
P. a

'Ibid., p.
Ibid., p. 27.
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Experimental geometry.' (One hour for two-thirds of a year.) A large variety of
geometrical models are made from cardboard. Plaster modeling and decoration.

SUTTON OF 0 ZN FAA L INSTRUCTION.

Arithmetic.' (Three hours with algebra.) Second year. (The student's ninth
school year.) Ratio and proportion, quantities directly and inversely proportional.

Third year. (The student's tenth school year.) Review and supplementary work
in preparation for examination.

Algebra' Second year. (The student's ninth school year.) The course includes
the fundamental operations with positive and negative numbers (the general case of
multiplication and division of polynomials not included); equations of the first
degree with one or more unknowns, and applications to problems of arithmetic and
geometry; arithmetical and geometrical progressions, logarithms, compound interest,
and Infinities. Emphasis is placed on rapid calculation.

Third year. {The student's tenth school year.) Review and supplementary work
in preparation for examinations.

Geometry.' (One hour.) Second year. (The student's ninth school year.) The
topics studied include proportional lines and similar figures, regular polygons, value
of s, definitions of sine, cosine, and tangent, and formulas relating to the right tri-
angle, lines and planes in space, polyhedral angles.

Third year. (The student's tenth school year.) This year's work includes areas
and volumes, similar solids, elementary problems in descriptive geometry, and
review for examinations.

Geometrical' drawing .' (Three hours.) Second and third years. (The student's
ninth and tenth school firs.) There is a continuation of the exercises of the first
year (geometrical and perspective drawings). Review, with supplementary work, for
examination.

A ORICULTURA L SECTION.

The programs for arithmetic, algebra, and geometry are the same as ,those for the
general section, lees the reviews and the special preparations for examinations.

Applied mathematics! (One hour.) Second year. (The student's ninth school
year.) The course includes a practical study of certain instruments, such as the
chain, square, graphometer, compass, level, plane table; sketching, measuring the
distance to an inacceesible point, study of the method of land surveying; practical
measurements, as of wood, piles of stone or coal, "wagons and reservoirs; practice in
methods of weighing.

Drawing.' (One hour, except in spring.) Second year. (The student's ninth
school year.) This course includes geometrical drawings and free-hand sketches of

. tools and parts of agricultural implements. Drawing to scale of sketches made in
the field.

Third year. (The student's tenth school year.) There is a continuation of exer-
cises for the second year. Applications are made to agricultural instruments and
construction of buildings, such as sheds and stables.

Mechanics.' (One hour each year.) Same program as the Industrial Section.

INDUSTRIAL (MOTION.

The programs for arithmetic, algebra, and geometry include those
for the General Section, less the reviews and special preparations
for examinations, Two hours a week in the second and third years

vol. I, a.117. rbid.,p. 24. s Ibid., p. p. 2 s.
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are given to this common instruction and one hour a week to special
instruction in the following subject matter:

Arithmetic, algebra, and geometry.' (One hour.) Second year. (The student's
ninth school year.) Graphical representations of algebraic operations. Definition
of a function of a variable. Graphical representations of data, such as statistics and
railroad time-tables. Arithmetical and geometrical pitgrentions. Expontntial tune-
tion and its representation by a curve. Logarithms. Slide rule. Measures of surfaces
and volumes. Applications to exercises from the shop.

Third year. (The student's tenth year school.) The course includes continued
use of the slide rule, graphical study of curves of the second degree, construction and
properties of other curvet* commonly used in building, and construction of diagrams
from descriptive geometry for platbands, various kinds of arches, and other forms.
Review.

Geometrical drawing.' Second year. (The student's ninth school year.) The
course consists of some exercises in projection, with applications, according to the
special -work of the pupil, to work in metal or wood and sketching and drawing to
scale. -

Third year. (The student's tenth school year.) There is a continuation of pre-
ceding exercises and applications, according to the special work of the pupil, to
mechanics, electricity, carpentry, modeling, and other subjects.

Mechanics' Second year. (One hour.) (The student's ninth school year.)
Statics, including balanced forces, momenta of forced, couples, composition,. resolu-
tion and substitution of forces, center of gravity.

Dynamics. There is a study of force, energy, work, friction, simple machines,
and the steam engine.

Third year. (Two hours.) (The student's tenth school year.) Section for
mechanics. The application of the principles studied in the second year to the
study of the details of the machines used in the shops.

Section for builders. A study is made of strength of materials, resistance to flexion,
crushing, pulling, and similar questions. There is a study in detail of problems of
construction.

COMMERCIAL SECTION.

In both the second and the third year two hours a week are given to arithmetic and
algebra in common with the general section, andene hour a week to rapid calculation.

Rapid calculation.' (One hour.) This is a course in commercial arithmetic, which
includes simplifications and processes employed by accountants, numerous exercises
for oral and written calculation taken from commercial practice, use of the elide rule
as a check, and foreign moneys and measures.

x Lanus z SECTION.

"The' special program of the maritime section includes certain complements to
the program of the general section and the application of mathematics to the nautical
operations."

'Arithmetic' (One hour each year to arithmetic, algebra, and geometry.)' The
course includes measures, with special reference to nautical units, Ind a conaidexation
of the approximate errors in computiition.

Algebra. "Practical solution of biquadratic and some" very simple irrational.
equations."

Geometry. "Theorems' concerning trihedral angles. Sum of the face angles of a
polyhedron. Sphere. Angle of tw.o great circles. Spherical triangles."

vol. r, p. 30. p. 34. *Ibid., pp. 3434. l Ibld., p. Ibld., p. 96.
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trigonometry' (One hour.) Third year. (The student's tenth school year.)
This course includes elements of plane trigonometry, .including the fundamental
formulas and the solution of triangles, and the fundamental formulas of spherical
trigonometry.

Nautical instruction? (Two hours.) Second year. (The student's ninth school
year.) A study is made of the elements of mathematical geography, nauti '-al signals,
maritime maps, nautical instruments, and tides, with practical exercises.

Third year. (The student's tenth school year.) This iti an extension of the above,
with applications to navigation.

Amount of voattional mathematics in the progranis.The program
for the section of general instruction crtains no distinctly voca-
tional material. The applied mathematics and the design given in
the agrienitural section are vocational and the mechanics essentially
so. One-third of the time given to arithmetic, algebra, and geometry
in the industrial section in the second and third years if3 given to appli-
cations to industrial questions. The geometrical drawing and me-
chanics are both vocational in this section. Rapid calculation and
business applications are distinctive features of the instruction in the
commercial section. The supplementary work in arithmetic, algebra,
and geOmetry in the maritime section contains some topics having
special application to navigation; and the nautical instruction is
applied mathematics so far as it is mathematics. It appears from
this survey theft all the special sections get some vocational mathe-
matics, but that it either follows the conventional work in arithmetic,
algebra, and geometry or is taught separately to the particular group
of pupils desiring it.

Methode of inetructiri.The official instructions demand that
the subject matter be kept free from unnecessary theory and tech-
nicalities, that the instruction be concrete, and that the examples
be practical. "The courses proper will be of extreme simplicity;
it will be relieved in particular' of the theoretical developments in
numeration and the fundamental operations, and in finding the
greatest common divisor (method of successive division)." "These
problems 1 (of arithmetic) will, be related to ordingry and social life,
to' commerce, to industry, to the arts, and to agriculture. Questions
of a purely speculative order should be omitted." "The teaching
of geometry' should be essentially concrete; its aim is to classify
and to make precise certain notions acquired by observation, to
deduce from these others, and to show their 'applications to some
problems that are found in practice."

Emmination8.6After the completion of three years' work in
the higher primary schools, the students may take an official exam-
inatign given at the schdol for the certificate of primary studios.
The report contains several questions in mathematics taken from
these examinations. With the exception of a problem given to

Vol. I,b. 36. Ibid., p. 87. p. 22. 4 Ibid., p. 2A. s Ibid., p. 88.
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candidates from the commercial section, the problems aro of a gen-
eral nature and do not involvevocational questions.

Preparation of teachers. Thr teachers in the higher primary
schools must have the brevet euperieur, to obtain which they must
spend three year., in a normri school and then pass an examination.
The examination in mathematics includes arithmetic, algebra, and
geometry. The normal school course gives three hours to mathe-
matics in the first year, four hours in the second year, and two hours
in the third year.

HIGHER PRIMARY SCHOOLS OF THE CITY OF PARIS.'

The higher municipal schools of the" city of Paris give a course
of four years. With the exception of certain students in one school
who pay tuition, all students are admitted by competitive exam-
ination and must be between the ages of 12 and 15 years. The
examination in mathematics is in arithmetic, with some geometrical
applications. The schools have two sections, general and com-
mercial.

The course of study in arithmetic, algebra, and geometry in the
first three years contains about the same material as the course for
the higher primary schools, but less time is given to mathematics.
The work of the fourth year is given to a general review and prepara-
tion for examinations.

These schools prepare for the certificate of primary studied, for
the brevet ilimentaire, and for admission to various professional
schools.

PRACTICAL SCHOOLS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY.'

Organization.Thore are 28 of thee schools in- France. They
are State schools and not compulsory. For admission students

m'y present the certificate of primary instruction or pass an examine,
n similar to the one taken for that certificate. Hence, before

entering, the student has completed a course of six years in an
elementary school. The ago of entrance 13 from 12 to 13 years.
The mathematical preparation is a study of arithmetic with some
applications to mensuration. The students are said to lack profi-
ciency in the operations of arithmetic. "Their knowledge 8 is
vague, confused, and above all they do not possess in the practice of
calculation skill sufficient to deal with accuracy with the usual
applications of arithmetic." The majority of students spend a
year in a preparatory class before entering the regular three years'
course.

Vol. 1, p. 43.
1111apporte de la Commission internaticomle, Sous Commission fianceise, Vol. IV, L'Enseignement

technique, by M. P. Rollet, pp. 7-71. Referred to hereafter as Vol. IV.
Ibid., p. SS.
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These schools have an industrial section and a commercial section.
Aim of instruction.The aim of these schools is to furnish "an

apprenticeship 1 in an industrial or commercial occupation under
such conditions that on leaving the school the student may be imme-
diately utilizable in industry or commerce."

The official instructions emphasize the idea that utility should
be the aim of instruction. In particular, arithmetic should increase
the ability to perform the necessary calculations of business; algebra
should give ability to understand and apply formulas and to solve
problems by algebraic methods; and geometry is to be the basis of
design and to be used in the solution of practical problems.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION.

COURSES OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic.' First year. (The student's seventh school year.) (Three hours a
week.) This course includes the fundamental operations with integers and fractions,
powers, square and cube root, metric system, measure of time, circumference of the
Circle, English 'measures of length, ratio and proportion, rule of three, and percentage
and its applications. There is special emphasis throughout on rapid calculation.

Algebra.' Second year. (The student's seventh school year.) (Two hours a
week.) This course includes the fundamental operations, equations of the first degree
in one or two unknowns, quadratic equations, simple progressions, and logarithms.

Geometry.' First year. (The student's seventh school year.) (Three hours a
week.) This course is a combination of plane and solid geometry, the corresponding
notions in the two being developed side by side. It includes the properties of tri-
angles, parallelograms, and circles, and of lines and planes in space.

Second year. (The student's eighth school year.) (Two hours a week.) This
year's work includes ratio and proportion, similar figures, regular polygons, value of

and length of circumference, surfaces of the usual plane figures and properties,
surfaces and volumes of the usual solids. [One sees nothing in the outline of the
course to differentiate it from the usual school course, so far as topics are concerned.]

Descriptive geometry applied to design.' Third year. (The student's ninth school
year.) (One hour a week.) This course includes the projections of points, lines and
the simpler geometrical solids, intersections of lines, surfaces, and solids; and the
development of sections of the simple solids Applications are made to the various
trades.

Mechanics.6 Third year. (The student's ninth school year.) (Two hours a week.)
Principles of general mechanics: The course includes preliminary notions, compo-
sition and resolution of forces, moments, weight, center of gravity, equilibrium,
motion, work; applications of the principles studied to simple machines; falling
bodies, conservation of work, centrifugal force, simple and coiapound pendulum,
friction, and study of certain mechanisms and simple machines.

Applied mechanics: The principal topics are the resistance of materials, hydraulic
motors, and steam engines. Besides the above, the mechtuOcians receive instruction
in their particular fields.

Geometrical drawing.' This is a course in geometrical drawing with specisd applica-
tion to the different industries. To this course are given six hours a week during the
first year, seven hours a week during the second, and sevou hours a week during the
third year.

Repporta de la Commission international'', Sons-commissfon f ranealae, Vol. IV, L'EnseIgnement
technique, by M. P. Repot, p. 84. Referred to hereafter as Vol. IV.

s Vol. IV, p. 10.
IbkL, p.11.

'Ibid., pp. 12-15.
Ibid., pp. 15,17.
Ibid., pp. 18-24.

I IDtd., p. WU.
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COMMERCIAL SECTION.

Arithmetic and algebra.'Essentially the same subject matter is
taken up as in the industrial srction, plus a discussion of compound
interest and annuities. Three hours a week are given in each the
first and second years. More time is given to arithmetic than to
algebra.

Commerce and bookkeeping.' This -is an extended course in the
details of the theory and practice of commerce and bookkeeping. It
deals with such subjects as general methods of commerce, exchange,
transportation, post and telegraph, banking, boards of trade, insur-
ance, and business organization.

Six hours a week in the first year and three in both the second and
third are given to commerce and bookkeeping. In both the second
and third years, six hours are given 'commercial exercises. ,

The limits of this report will not permit a statement of the details
of the above courses as they are outlined. It may be said, however,
that the outlines for the courses in arithmetic, algebra, and geometry
contain in the main conventional material, but that much that is
purely theoretical is omitted.

Methods of instruction.In the report and in the official instructions
emphasis is continually placed upon making the instruction simple
and concrete. In the teaching of geometry' it is said that 'whenever
"it is possible to simplify the instruction without injuring the pre-
cision or the rigor of the reasoning, the master will hasten to do it;
experience will give the greatest possible contribution."- Geometrical
notions,' such as dihedral, perpendicular to a plane, solids and surfaces
of revolution, are to be illustrated with familiar objects. The
different plane and solid figures 6 are to be constructed from wood or
cardboard. Theorems are demonstrated by the use of these solids.

In the algebra' the theory is reduced to the minimum strictly indis-
pensable to the comprehension of the usual operations.

The principles ,of mechanics' are taught generally "not as demon-
strable truths, but as incontestable principles of experience and ob-
servation." "The instruction will be above all experimental."
"For the dry abstract mathematical demonstrations,' of which the
sacrifice is voluntarily made, we substitute simple and striking ex-
perimental verifications."

Problems. The exercises '° should be as far as possible practical.
"It is above all in the choice of the exercises given that the professor
of a technical school gives his instruction the really professional
character." " "In a problem " the form of statement itself counts
for much more than we are inclined to believe. The exercises

Vol. IV, p. 28, 29.
Ibld., pp. 29-81
Ibid., p. 41.

Ibid., p. 42.
Ibld., pp. 42, 43.

'Ibid., p. 61.

Ibid., p. 66.
Ibid., p. 18.
Ibid., p. 67,

10 Ibid., p. 28.
Ibld., p. 44,
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given-ought then, as much as possible, to.-be based' upon real condi-
tions and be adapted to the needs of commercial, industrial, or every-
day life." Two examples 1 accompanied by sketches' are given to
illustrate this point. This remark follows:

"The preceding statements,' with their practical appearance and
the sketch given, interest the pupils to a degree quite different from
that of the problems of the same difficulty, 'but with vague state-
ments or without conditions real), practical." '

Some good suggestions 2 are given concerning possible sources
of applied problems in the different trades.

The instruction' in mechanics is to be adapted to the needs of
the locality, and the problems made as practical as possibfe.

Use of books.Tho short time' given to the instruction and the
large classes make it necessary to use a book as a basis for the work
in geometry. The theory is supposed to be developed in class, the
student taking notes. The book -is used to supplement the notes
and for exercises.

kizanzinations.5At the end of the course the students may take ,

an examination for the practical, industrial, or commercial certificate
of studies. This includes a written examination on practical arith-
metic and goon:retry, and an oral one on arithmetic, bookkeeping,
geometry, mechanics, and technology.

Preparation of tsachers.eThere are special normal sections in the
School of Advanced Commercial Studies in Paris, and in the School
of Arts and Crafts in Chalons-sur-Marne, for the preparation of
teachers for the commercial and industrial schools. Students are
admitted to these sections by examination, and must give evidence
of a substantial and extended knowledge of mathematics "During
two years' the students follow the courses and exercises of the
oratory and the shops of the School of Advanced Commercial Stud-
ies, or of the School of Arts and Crafts, they receive the general in-
struction of the school to which they are attached, get the-necessary
professional preparation, and complete their studies with some
special conferences having at the same time a pedagogic and edu-
cative character." This work is followed by an examination for
the certificate to teach the commercial or industrial branches. To
this examination are admitted, however, any candidates, who may
have obtained their Reparation in very different ways.

The teaching of arithmetic .in these technical and commercial
schools is said to be very satisfactory. "Accepting ° the influ-
ence off the technical atmosphere in which they live, the professors of
mathematics have succeeded in giving their instruction a distinctivr--
character and in making it practical, without losing sight of the
educative purpose which is the characteristic of mathematics."

/ Vol. IV, p. 45.
21134, p. 46.

I Ibid., p. 68.
Ibid., p. 43.

e p. 34. t Ibld.pp. 4.
sIbid., pp. 3-6. *Ibid., p. 5.
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Tendencies.In speaking of the instruction in geometry it is said
that "the official instructions 1 and the new Imanuals of instruction
are characterized by a twofold change: First, in the method; second,
in the presentation.

.."The reform in method consists in the abandonment or the Eucli-
dian edified for which we substitute a geometry in which 'the dis-
placements (rotation and translation) play a preponderaw role.
That method has the advantage of being. more intuitive and of
arranging the geometrical facts in an order of increasing difficulty
graphically.

"The reform In presentation 1.9 characterized by bringing into
closer relation the principles relating to plane figures and those con-
cerning figures of three dimensions. This method has for its aim
to accustom the student to deal with space from the beginning of
his study and to lead naturally to the reading in industrial design."

NATIONAL VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS.'

There are four of these schools in France. They aro State schools
under the control of the minister of commerce and industry. The
admission is by competitive examination, and the candidates must
be between the ages of 12 and 15. The examination in mathematics
is limited to arithmetic, and includes only the work covered in the
higher course of the elementary primary schools. The length of the
course of study is four years.

These schools' have the same aims and employ rho same means
as the practical schools of commerce and industry. They have the
.Advantage of offering a course of four years instead of three, and of
requiring students to bo a little farther advanced at entrance. The
course in mathematics contains considerably more material than the
course in the practical schools for commerce and industry. In
algebra more work is given in logarithms and applications to com-
pound interest and annuities, and maxima and minima. In geometry
an Odra year's work is given to geometrical applications and to the
consideration of the conic 'sections and some higher plane curves. A
course is given in plane trigonometry which includes the solution of
oblique triangles. There are two years of mechanics giving special
attention to applications to machines, in particular gas, hydraulic,
and steam motors.

The work in geometridal drawing extends through the four years.
In the last two years the students are divided into two sections, one
for woodwoike and one for ironworkers, and special applications to
the trades are made.

I Vol. IV, pp. 39, 40. I Ibid., pp. 87-97. PP. 89s 90.
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THE VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTION OF GIRLS.'

Organ ization. Tho schools giving this instruction are known in
Paris as thes Jades professionelles et minageres, and in the country as
the moles pratiques de commerce. The students enter between the
ages of 12 and 15. The length of the course is three years. The
schools are under the control of thominister of commerce, and have
industrial and commercial sections.. The aim of these schools is
practical, but the methods of instruction are expected to be such as to
develop the general intelligence of the students.

Schedule of hour8.2In the country, where these schools are said
to occupy a more important place than in Paris, the usual schedule
of hours is as follows: In the first and second years there are 18 hours
of class work and 24 hours of practical work; in the third year 10
hours of class work and 32 hours of practical work.

Hours given to mathematics in the industrial section.

Studies.

Arithmetic
Geometry

Practical schools
(countr).

Vocational schools -
( Parls).

First
year.

Second Third
year.

First
year.

Second
year.

II
lit

The commercial section gives three hours a week for three years
to arithmetic.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic.' Considerable latitude in the choice of material is said to he given the
teachers in the country schools. The courses usually include the metric system,
greatest common divisor, least common multiple, common and decinial fractions,
applications of proportion, tho rule of three, and practical problems. The programs
for Paris name the additional topics; Interest and discount, foreign moneys and
measures, problems about surface, volume, weight, and density. In the commercial
section more time is given to commercial problems.

Geometry.' The course includes the elements of plane geometry, with many con-
structions and applications to practical problems.

Methods of instruction.Boili the topics chosen and the nature of
the problems show that the work in mathematics is intended to be
vocational. There are said to be no books well adapted to the
instruction given, either in arithmetic or geometry.

Examinations 6Oral and written examinations for a certificate of
studies are given at the end of the course in certain schools.

Preparatipn of teachers.' The teachers are prepared generally in
the normal section of the Practical School of Havre.

1 Rapport. de is Commission Internationale, Sous - Commission francaisa Vol. V, L'Enseignement
professlonel de. James lilies, by Mlle. Amleux, pp. 65-76. Referred to hereafter as Vol. V.

Ibid., pp. 60, 67.
Ibid., p. 69.
Ibid., pp. 75, 76.
ibid.. P. T.
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GERMANY.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.'

Kinds of commercial schools.The following kinds of commercial
schools exist-in Germany: 3

A. Commercial colleges (Handelshochschulon).
13-. Commercial schools.

1. Public higher ccimmercial schools.
it 21 One-year course for young persons with the certificate for one-year military

service.
8. If andelsrealschulen.
4. Public commercial schools which give the certilicate for one-year military

service.
5. Private commercial schools which give the certificate for one-year military

4k, service
6. One-year c,ainfe for young persona without the certificate for one-year mill

tan' service.
7. Commercial classes in Realschulen.

C. Commercial continuation schools.
1. Compulsory commercial continuation schools.
2. Noncompulsory commercial continuation schools.

D. Commercial schools for female employees.
1. Compulsory commercial continuation schools.
2. Noncompulsory schools. *

(a) Commercial schools and commercial courses.
(b) Free continuation schools and courses.

These schools may be grouped according to the time at which the
,vocational instruction is given into the following cla'sses: 3

1. Those that give the vocational instruction during the apprenticeship: Commer-
cial schools for apprentices.

2. Those that give the vocational instruction before the apprenticeship:
(a) After completing the general education: Commercial preparatory schools

and higher commercial schools.
(b) During the general education: Handelsrealschulen.

.

3. After the apprenticeship: Handelshochschulen.

COMMERCIAL CONTINUATION SCHOOLS.'

Organization. These commercial continuation schools are sup-
ported in the main by the State, city, or community. Some-are sup-
ported by commercial corporations and associations. Attendance is
usually, though not always, required of merchants' apprentices dur-
ing the three years of apprenticeship.

In order to enter a commercial continuation school a student must
have completed the Volksschule, or be past the compulsory school

Rechnen and Mathematlk Ira Unterrloht der kaufmannIsehen Lehranstaiten, by Dr. B. l'esadvd.
This Is Band IV, Heft 6, of the German Reports, and Is referred to 'aereattkr as Band IV, Heft 6.

p. 4.
+Ibid., p. I.
4 Ibid., pp. f-.3S.

90987°-15--3
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age. Entrance examinations are given in German and arithmetic in
some schools. Candidates not passing these examinations must go
into a preparatory class.

The length of the course is three years. In most parftt of Germany
the average number of hours .of instruction a week is 6. In the most
of the commercial continuation schools of Baden 8 or 9 hours A week
are given, and in Saxony the average is 12 hours a week.

Aim of the instruction.These are vocational schools, and aim to
give practical instruction to youhg people entering commercial life.
The aim of the instruction in arithmetic is "the development of the
ability to carry through the computations arising in commercial
transactions, concisely, clearly, accurately, and independently." '
Furthermore, by the discussion and solution of problems the students
should be given a better understanding of certain phases of commer-
cial life. Calculation must be made the central point of the instruc-
tion, and must be regarded as the most. important part of commercial
arithmetic..

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

The following work is pre:z.cribed for the Prussian commercial con-
tinuation schools.' Tho courses outlined for other States are very
siwilar to this.

Preparatory rousse. (Three hours-a week.) There is a review of the fundamental
operations with special reference to multiplication, much practice with problems
involving the German units of money, volume, and weight, and applications to
problems from commercial life.

First year. (The student's ninth school year.) (Two hours a week.) The 4oure4e
includes applications of the fundamental operations in computing prices; the most
important units of money, volume, and weight used in international commerce;
examples arising from transactions with the railroads and the post office; the chain
rule.

Second year. (The student's tenth school year.) (Two hours a week.) The prin-
cipal topics studied are percentage, interest, discount, equation of payment, and the
computation of prices of gods.

Third year. (The student's eleventh school year.) (One or two hours a week.) In
ibis course are studied accounts current, exchange, stocks, and the computation of
prices of goods.

"Besides this graded material I there are to ho given occasionally examples from
the.administration of the municipality and'the State, and from taxation and insur-
ance."

"If the preparation of the students is good, an introduction to percentiage can be
given in the first year and accounts current in the second year. If the preparation of
the students leaves something to be desired, it is necessary to reduce the material as
much as possible."

Nature of the instruction.As the course of study shows, the subject
matter in arithmetic is that which is supposed to be of most practical
value.to people who will engage in commercial work. It is made a

I Hand IV, Heft 6, p. 2. lba, PP. 28, 22.

11-

I Ibid., p.
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fundamental principle that only such,examples, be considered as have
practical value. "Questions' requiring the finding of the time and
capital in inteiest and discount, difficult computations with coinmon
fractions, examples from compound proportion, unusual computa-
tions with money; etc., are therefore eliminated, and problems con-
cerning such things as prices must correspond as nearly as possible
to actual conditions. From the practice, for the practice, that is the
watchword."

The official regulations in Prussia recommend that about 10
minutes a day be given to mental arithmetic, and emphasize the
importance of rapid calculation, mastery of short methods used. in
practice, and neatness of written work.

When the size of the classes makes it possible, sections are organized
for the different branches of trade. In Munich' for example, there
are the following groups: Banking, transportation, insurance,- the
book trade; groceries, farm products, foodstuffs; textiles and other
kinds of manufactured wares; iron and metal products, glass, porce-
lain, and others.

A school will, as a rule, give special attention to the important
industries of the locality.

In some eases there is connection between the arithmetic and the
bookkeeping; and in Prussia an effort is made to have the work in
arithmetic supplement the commercial science
The courses are so outlined that the topics discussed each year in
these two subjects will he closely related.'

The methods of teaching in the commercial continuation schools
are very similar to those in the Volksschulen, as most of the teachers
in the continuation schools are, or have been, teachers in the Volks-
schulen.

Textbooks.From some observations it would appear that rather'
general use is made of books as sources of problems, and it is said as
a rule that these books furnish useful and practical problems.

Preparation of teachers. " In scarcely any other kind of schools
does the teaching force have so many different kinds of preparation as
in the commercial schoolsphilologists, teachers of German, mathe-
maticians, also lawyers, political economists, teachers of special sub-
jects, all grades of teachers from the Volksschulen, merchants, ea.,
some teaching full time and some teaching part time." '

There seems to be no official requirement in Prussia for the prepa-
ration of teachers for the commercial continuation schools. In
1910,6 out of 241 teachers teaching full time in these schools (im

Bead IV, deft 6, p.
I Ibld:, p. Te.

p.
Ibid., p. 60.

I Verweltungsberieht des ktedekb prennierben Leedeldeweybellads, 1912. p, 61.
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Hauptamt), 207 were professional teachers and 34 were engaged
in business; and of 2,137 who were teachers part time (im Nebenamt),
1,938 were teachers and\)99 were engaged in business.

The official requirement for teachers in commercial schools in
Baden' is either (a) the.completion of the seventh year of a second-
ary school, two years of practice in business, and at least two years'
attendance at a school for the pryparation of commercial teachers;
or (b) admission to candidacy to teach in the elementary schools,
one year of practice in business, and at least two years' -1ttendatico
at a school for the preparation of commercial teachers.

In Bavaria' the requirements are the completion of nine-year
secondary school, three years of study in a higher institution, at least
one of which shall it in a eommerend.bigh school, and one year of
practice in business. Some practice teaching is required during the
three years of study.

COMMERCIAL PREPARATORY SCHOOLS.;

Organization az,-; aini.--These schools, which have various names,
give courses of one year (in Baden one and one-half years) for students
who have not entered business. These are day schools giving Jroin
24 to 33 hours of instruction a week. The students' are said to be
about the same kind as in the schools for apprentices, and so is the
aim of the instruction. The same subject matter may therefore be
used, and the only difference arises in the methods of instruction.
Since the students in the commercial preparatory schools have had
no practical experience*, it is recommended that special care be taken
to make the present,ation clear and concrete.

The entrance requirement is usually the equivalent of the comple-
tion of the Volksschule.

There were 40 of these schools in (.4. :inns in 1912.

COVIISE 0/, MTCHY IN MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic. From four to nix hours a weeks IThe student's ninth whool year.)
As an example of the work done in arithmetic, the report. gives the Dresden plan,'
which includes computat ions with iniegers and f nw ions, ratio, simple and compound
proportion, discount, equation of payments, domestic and foreign exchange, and com-
putation of prices.

HIGHER COMMERCIAL COURSES.'

Organization and aini.The higher commercial courses are usually
one-year courses, with approximately 35 hours of instruction a
week.

Veroednungeldatt dee gromeliertosllehen ohersebtdrsts (Karlsruhe, Hoot), p. 143,

* Band IV, Reit 6, p. 70.
IbId.pp. 39-41.
nad.;s. 41.

Ibld., pp. 41-45.
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The entrance requirothent is, as a rule, the possession of the certifi-
cate for one-year military service, which means the completion of
six years of a secondary school. Hence these' students have a better
preparation than those in the continuation schools, the mathematical
preparation in particular, including algebra through quadratics. and
plane geometry. The students come, hi the main, from well-to-do
families, and the object of the instruction is to prepare them to fill
responsil.le commercial positions.

(111171155 OE STUDY IV MATHESIATICA.

A rithmet ie. (From four to six hours a week. an a rule.) (The student's tenth school
year 1 The work done in Leipzig' is given an an example. It includes computation
of prices, perventage. int(!rest. (discount, (Notation of payments. accounts current,
stocks, and various methods of exchange.

COMMERCIAL REAL SCHOOLS tHANDELSREALSCHULEN).1

Organization, These are secondary schools, and differ from other
Realschulen in that in the last three years special attention is given
to iiinnmercial subjects. such as bookkeeping, commercial arithmetic,
commercial correspondence, and conunercial science (Handelskunde).
Elective subjects, such as stenography, are offered.

The course is six years in length, and leads to the certificate for
one-year military service.

.Aim of the instructioe.The aim of these schools is to give a gen-
eral education, and at the kame time some vocational preparation, to
those who will later occupy important positions in commercial life.

The most important problem for the mathematical instruction is
said' to be to develop in the student the ability to apply the knowl-
edge and power he has gained to independent work.

The instruction in mathematics in the Handelsrealschulen differs
front that in other Realschulen in giving commercial arithmetic in
the last three years, and in giving more attention to commercial
applications in the courses in algebra.

covitsK OV STUDY IS MA13RMATICS.

The following course of study is the one outlined by the German
society for commercial instruction. It seems to'bo followed closely
by the schools of north Germany, and seems to give a better idea of
the general practice than other courses. Clakis I is the highest class
in the school.

cults S. (Tile aTTIDIareil REVICNI71 SCHOOL YEAR.)

Arithmetic. (Two hours a week.) "Comprehensive review of material previously
studied Edith applications to commercial problems. Percentage. Interest. Discount
and equation of payments."

Band IV, heft 6, p. 43. Ibid., pp. 45-63. 3 Ibld., p. 63. 4 Ibid., pp. 62, 03.
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Algebra. (Four hours ,a week with geometry.) "The hindamental operations with
arithmetical numbers and introduction to positive and negative numbers. Theory
of proportion. Equations of the first degree with one unknown."

Plane geometry. "Review of the material studied in Quarto.' Theory of parallelo-
grams. Theory of the circle. Theorems concerning the areas of figures (Pythag-
orean theorem). Computation of the areas of polygons. Problems of construction."

CLAM 2. (Taz sruprarr's noun scuccm Aa.)

Arithinetic. (Two hours a week.) "Simple exercises 411 calculating the prices of
goods. Review and extension of the work in discount. Accounts current by different
methods. Most important facts about reckoning with different moneys. Simple
problems in stocks."

Algebra. (Four hours with geometry.) "Theory of powers and roots. Equations
of the first degree in one or more unknowns. Simple quadratic equations in one
unknown."

Plane geometry. "Theory of similarity. Proportionality of lines in the circle,
division into parts having a constant ratio. Regular polygons, perimeter and area of
the circle, problems of construction."

CLAM 1. MO fiTUDINT'S norm scsoor. TBAR.16

Arithmetic. (Two hours a week.) This course includes problems in stocks and
bonds and problems dealing with the buying and selling of goods.

Algebra. (Three hours a,..week with geometry and trigonometry.) "Theory of
logarithms. Practice in computation with logarithms. Quadratic equations. Arith-
metical and geometrical series and their application to compound interest and

. annuitiee."
Plane geometry. "Continuation
Diganometry. "Elements of trigonometry. Simple problems with triangles."
Solid geometry. "Introduction to the perspective drawing of space figures. The

simple solids and the computation of their edges, surfaces, and volumes."

Preparation cf teachers. The preparation of the teachers in these
schools is similar to that of the teachers in other secondary schools.

Methods of instruction.Tho methods of instruction are similar~ to
those Awed in other secondary schools.

Examinations.At the end of the course the students take the
examination for the certificate for one-year military service. Besides
examinations in other mathematical subjects, there is included for the
students from the Handelsrealschulen an examination- in com-
mercial arithmetic.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

. INDUSTRIAL CONTINUATION SCHOOLS, I

Organization.The industrial continuation schools are generally
organized and supported by the municipalities. The State has the
right of supervision and sometimes furnishes aid.

The aim of these schools is to furnish theoretical instruction to
apprentices during their apprenticeShip. Many schools have well-

Quartets loss 4, the student's sixth school year.
11:01111D1lb. nehlir an doh Pwerblieben Lebruutaltem In Drabohlsad, by DIpt-Ina. W. Trost. Tbb

is Bead IV, Heft ti, of the Osman Reports. Reiened to hared* as Band IV, Heft a.
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equipped shops and supplement the theoretical instruction by shop-,
work undor skilled mechanics. The length of the course is three
years as a rule. In Prqssia the number of hours of instruction a
week is usually six. In southern Germany the number of hours is
often more than this, being nine in many schools in Munich, for
example.

Attendance in these schools is usually required of apprentices.
Usually when the number justifies it the students are classified

for instruction according to trades. Berlin,' for example, is divided
into 10 districts. The schools of each district are organized to take
care of the industrial needs of the locality, and each school has a
number of classes for different trades.

Aim of the mathematical instruction.It jis intended to make the
mathematical instruction as practical as possible. The courses are
planned to give the apprentices the instruction that is applicable to
their particular trades.

COURSE OP STUDY IN IELTHENATICA.

The courses of study differ widely in different places and for
different trades. Some typical co,Irses are given.

The following 'work is outlined for machinists in Munich.' The
outline divides the course in arithmetic into practical, geometrical,
and technical arithmetic (burgerliches, geometrisches, and technisches
Rechnen).

HEST CLAIM (THE STUDENT'S NINTH SCHOOL TZAR.)

Arithmetic. (One hour a week.) The principal topics studied are the earnings of
apprentices and laborers, living expenses, savings institutions and the interest paid
by them; quadrilaterals, triangles, polygons, circle, ellipse, and the Pythagorean
theorem; ,problems concerning materials and problems from physics, if time permits.

SECOND CLAIM STUDENT'S TENTH SCHOOL

Arithmetic. (One hour a week.) This course takes up problems concerning con-
tracts; prism, pyramio, cylinder, cone; applications to machinery, such as cogwheel;
pulleys, and other apparatus in the shop,

12HED CLASS. (THE STUDENT'S ELEVENTH SCHOOL TEAL)

Arithmetic. (One hour a week.) This year's work includes problems about con-
tracts, taxes, and insurance; frustums of pyramids and cones, sphere and spherical
segment; applications to machinery.

FOURTH TEAL (THE STUDENT'S rwin.rrn sonoot rem)

Arithmetic. (One hour a week.) This course includes the computation of surfaces
by transforming them approximately into simpler forms; simple determinations of
the center of gravity and of the volumes of solids of revolution, and mechanical power
and efficiency of machines.

I Band IV,-Heft 6, p. 28. Ibid., p.
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The next following program' is given in the Gewerbeschule, in
Carlsruha, to tinners and plumbeni.

riff TEAL (tEE myosin's NINTH 8171001, TWO

Arithmetic. (One hour a week.) This work is divided into industrial arithmetic,
which includes computation of the volumes and surfaces of forms met with in the
trade, and use of technical tables; and business arithmetic, which takes up percentage,
discount and rebates, profit and lose, wages, and coat of goods, including transporta-
tion and other expenses.

Applied geometry. (One hour a week.) This cou4e includes a discussion of various
solids, their lines, angles, and surfaces; examples of solids arising in practice, as the
cylinder from rolling, turning, boring, molding, drawing, and bending together;
practical use of instruments, as the straight edge, plumb line, watt level, bevel,
stencil, micrometer screw, calipers, and compasees; and the elementary geometrical
constructions and their applications to problems coming from the trades.

Projection. (Two hours a week.) This course consists mainly of practical appli-
cations.

MOND TRAIL (THE STUDENT'S TENTH scam. TEAL)

Arithmetic. (One hour a week.) The prinlipal problem staken up in industrial
arithmetic are computations of surfaces, with applications to roofs, heating apparatus,
and various kinds of material; areas of cross sections; finding one dimension when
the volume anti two dimensions are given; square root and the use of technical tables;
and in business arithmetic the principal topics are interest, moneys, commercial
paper, and percentage applied to questions of profit and lose and expense.

Applied geometry. (One-half hour a week.) This course consists mainly of such
problems of construction as the construction of ellipses, tangents to circles, dividing
a line into parts proportional to given lines, drawing given figures to scale, and prac-
tical applications.

IN= YELL (THE 11717DINT'a =SMITH ecnooL ma.)

Arithmetic., (One-half hour a week.) The principal topics studied are exchange
and accounts current; estimates and operating expenses.

There is a course of bookkeeping running through the three years.
The time given to it seems to bo about one hour a week. A course
of one hour a week in applied physics and mechanics is given in
the third year.

The following courses are offered 'n the Gewerbeschule 2 in Frank-
fort on the Main. This is not a mpulsory continuation school,
but apprentices with approved prepar tion may attend this school
in satisfaction of their requirement to attend' a continuation school
during apprenticeship. The courses outlined below are for such
apprentices.

INDIYIITZLL ARMIMITIC.

First yew. (The student's ninth school year.) this course gives practice in calcu-
!Mien with integers and fractions' with applications to problems from industrial life.

;Second year. (The student's tenth school year.) A study is made of percentage and
its applications, insurance, taxes, partnership, alligation, and examples from statistics.

Third year. (The student's eleventh school year.) This emir)* includes problems
from the,imperial insurance ordinance, fire, life, and accident insurance; wages; dis-
counts, cost of materials, expenses; computation of surfaces and solids.

A course in algebra or geometry may be substituted for the last course.

:BMW IV, Haft 5, pp. 46-49. 1 Lehrptine dm Midi. ciewsrbescaule Ln Fromkfurt am Mak, p. 12.
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The following courses in mathematics, open to masters, assistants,
and apprentices, are also given in the Gewerbeschule in Frankfort on
the Main. Each course is given two hours a week.

ALGIBILA.

I. "Introduction to algebra. Addition, subtraction, multiplication."
II. "Negative numbers. Division. Simple equations of the first degree in one

unknown. Powers and square root."
III. "Review of powers, extension of the t eory of roots. Equations of the first

degree in several unknowns. Problems (einge leidete A u fgaben). Pure quadratics."
IV. "Extension of the material treated in the third course. Quadratic equations.

Powers with fractional and negative exponents. Logarithms."

01.01IXTRY.

I. "Plane geometry: The straight line and the angle. Congruence of surfaces. The
most important theorems concerning the triangle, parallelogram, and trapezium."

II. " The most important theorems concerning the circle and constructions involving
the circle. Calculation of areas. Proportionality. The Pythagorean theorem and
its applications. Problems of construction."

III. "Thedrems concerning similar triangles and quadrilaterals. Proportion
applied to the circle. Regular polygons. Circumference and area of the circle.
Solid geometry: Relations of points, lines, and planes in space."

IV. "The most important theorems of solid geometry. Calculation of surfaces and
volumes."

TWOONOKITILT.

I. "The trigonometrical functions. Practice in the use of logarithmic and trigo-
nometrical tables. Calculation of right angled and isosceles triangles, and rectangles.
Sine theorem. Cosine theorem. Tangent theorem. Formulas for areas. Calcu-
lation of oblique triangles."

II. "Goniometry. Sums and differences of functions. Problems from practical
geometry (geodesy, building, construction of machines) as well as from mechanics and
physics."

MATIELVATICAL EXERCIIINS (111ATIIIIIATIBCHZ DBUITOIDI).

"Solution of problems from algebra, geometry, trigonometry, mechanics, chosen
according to the callings and previous preparation of the students."

Nature of the instruction, in mathematics.The chapter entitled'
"The method of the mathematical instruction in the industrial con-
tinuation schools," in Band IV, Heft 5, of the German reports, gives
more attention to recommendations as to how mathematics should
be taught than to descriptions of actual conditions, although it gives
oal directions from different places.
In this chapter emphasis is placed upon the need of mental, arith-

metic and of much practice in computation, the importance of clear,
concrete presentation, and upon the care that should be used in the
selection of piactical problems.

"The theory must be made clear to the student by simple methods
that are adapted to his stage of development' The mathematical
experiment must play an important role in the continuation school."

LehrplAne der stAdt. Gewarbeaohnla In Frankfurt am Main, p. Y. 1 Band IV, Haft 5, p.
Pp, 64-80.
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"In the first place the student must learn to compute." 1 "In every
recitation period in arithmetic about 10 minutes should be given to
mental arithmetic." It is not intended, however, that only mechani-
cal skill be developed. Emphasis is placed upon clear thinking.

The Courses of study outlined above will give an idea of the topics
from which problems are taken.

The Berlin program states that the study of algebra should
begin with the calculation of surfaces and volumes; that is, algebra
should not be begun as an abstract science, but as an extension of
arithmetic. TheGerman report recommends that algebra be begun
with the study of the equation, and that the fundamental operations
be developed by using them in the solution of equations. Algebra is
to be considered only as a tool, and is to be developed from that point
of view.

Some schools attempt to make the instruction in mathematics
more practical by giving courses called mathe'matische Maven: The
outline of such a course, which is offered in the Gewerbeschule in
Frankfort on the Main, is given above. The present writer attended
a recitation in this course. The students, about a dozen young men,
were working on problems in different subjectsalgebra, geometry,
mechanics. The teacher passed around the room, assisting and car -
reeting. The teaching was well done, and the problems seemed well
chosen. As the students
each had an opportunity to make whatever progress he was able.
The exercise seemed to be a very valuable one.

The students in the continuation schools do little or no school work
outside of the classroom. Hence all of the solutions of problems, as
well as the presentation of theory, must be done in the classroom.
The problems are usually worked in notebooks and kept by the stu-
dents.

Preparation of teachers' Prussia is only beginning to attempt a
solution of the problem of preparing teachers for the industrial con-
tinuation schools. In 1913 there was opened in Charlottenburg a
school for the training of teachers for the industrial schools. Short
courses for teachers and practical mechanics are given in different
parts of the Kingdom. These courses usually continue for 14 days,
and the most of the time is given to the discussion of methods of
instruction.

In 1910 in the industrial continuation schools of Prussia, of 499
teachers who were teaching full time, 382 were professional teachers
and 137 were practicing a trade; and of 14,823. who were teaching
part time, 12,337 were professional teachers and 2,486 were prac-
ticingticing a trade.

1 Bead IV, Het 8, .65. Ibid., p. 71. +Ibid., pp. 128-140.
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industrial schools. We will takq as an example Baden. -
In Baden' a position as a teacher in an industrial school can only

be obtained after passing a preliminary and a principal examination.
In order to be admitted to the preliminary examination, the candi-
date must have completed a course equivalent to the completion of
the seventh year of a secondary school (which means 10 years of
schooling); and also the first three semesters of the course for.indus-
trial teachers in the Baugewerkeschule in Carlsruhe; to he admitted
to the principal examination ho must have had one, or in some cases
two years of practice in a trade, and have completed the course of
three and one-half years for industrial teachers in the Baugewerke-
schule in Carlsruhe. The mathematics in this course includes:'
Algebra through quadratic equatiotu3, arithmetical and geometrical
series, logarithms, compound interest and annuities, combinations,
the binomial theorem, and elements of maxima and minima; plane,
solid, descriptive, and practical geometry; trigonometry, including
the solution of the general triangle and. applications; elements of .

analytical geometry; geometrical drawing; and mechanics.
In the last two years there is one hour a week given to introduc-

tion to the practice of teaching in industrial schools.
Some graduates of the middle technical schools 'become teachers.

There is in Stuttgart a one-year course to prepare such persons for
teaching. Another source of teachers for the industrial schools is
the technical high school.

Textbooks.Books are rather generally used as sources for prob-
lems. Some of these texts are said to bogood and to furnish material
that is really vocational. A list of texts is given in Band IV, Heft 5,
pago 149.

TRADE SCHOOLS FOR THE METAL INDUSTRIES.'

These are schools with courses of two or three years. They differ
from continuation schools in that they give more theoretical instruc-
tion, occupy all of the student's time, and in two or three years give
the apprentice the theoretical and practical instruction that a trade
demands. "The schools 4 are, in the proper use of the word, schools
for apprentices, as we find them in America, where the students get
thorough theoretical instruction along with their shop training.
They take the place at the same time of the apprenticeship period
and the continuation school."

As the students have only the preparation of the, Volksschule, the
methods of instruction must be simple and concrete as in the con-
tinuation school.

Varordnungablatt dee groasherioglichan Oberschulrata (1907), p. 147.
GrosaberzoglIdi Badlache Baugeworkeschule, Programm (1909-10), pp. 30-36.
Bead IV, Heft 5, pp. 101-105.

p. 101.
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The subject matter of the courses in mathematics is said to be
limited to the things thit are most essential for the mechanic.

The trade school in Schmalkalden ',offers the following courses in
mathematics. This school gives a cotiNe of two years.

Arithmetic. (Two hours a week the first year, one hour a week the second year.)
(The student's ninth and tenth school years.) This includes a review of the funda-
mental operations with integers and fractions and applications to technical problems;
units of money, weight, and volume; simple and compound rule of three; percentage,
interest, discount, alligation; insurance; commercial paper.

Five hours a week the first year are given to the following subjects:
Algebra. Algebra through quadratics with many problems, particular attention

being given to the use of formulas.
Geometry. This includes the elementary notions of. plane geometry so far as they

are important for the trade instruction or for practice; applications which involve
the calculation of surfaces, volumes, weights, and the use of tables. 4

Trigonometry. This includes the trigonometrical functions and the solution df the
right triangle.

A course in elementary mechanics is given three hours a week for one and one-half
years.

FACTORY SCHOOLS (WERKSCHULEN)J9 -

The Werkschulen are schools maintained by various industries for
the purpose of furnishing theoretical and' practical instruction to
their apprentices and other employees. In 1910 thiSre were 75 such
schools, with 7,647 students.

There are many varieties of these schools as to the grade and the
nature of the instruction. The most of them belong tb a. group "in
which is given along with general practical education, comprehensive
trade instruction.'!

The courses' outlined 'below are those for the machine makers in
the Werkschule of the firm of Ludw. Lowe & Co., in Berlin. .The
length of the apprenticeship of the machine makers is four years,
and there are courses in the Werkschulo corresponding to each of
these years which the apprentices must attend.

CLASS HI.

Arithmetic. (One hour.) This includes a review-of the fundamental operations,
with applications to cost of materials, wages, savings, and insurance.

Geometry. (One hour.) This deals mainly with theorems concerning triangles
and quadrilaterals and with constructions.

CLASS

Arithmetic (One hour.) There is a review of decimal fractions and the metric eye-
tern, and then a study of such topics 58 interest, wages, expenses, cost and transpor-
tation cf material, and the size, lighting, heatingfrand ventilation of the workroom.

Geometry. (One hour.) This course includes theorems concerning the circle,
areas of polygons, and the Pythagorean theorem.

Algebra. (One hour.) The fundamental operations.

I Band IV, Heft 5, pp. 102,103. I Ibid., pp. 49-64. 5 Ibid., pi.. 59,60.
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Geometry.. The number of hods is not given. The principal topics are the areas of
quadrilaterals, proportion, division of a line into proportional parts, and similar
figured.

441gebra. The number of hours is not given. This includes a study of fractions,
proportion and its applications, equations of the first degree, powers, square root,
irrational ind imaginary numbers, equations of the second degree in one unknown,
and applications of these topics to practical problems.

41Pth*elic and algebra. Tho number of hours is not given. This is a course in
practical calculation and the.applicat ion of formulas.

EVENING AND SUNDAY CLASSES FOR ARTISANS.i

The tride schools so fur discussed have been for apprentices. The
evening and,Sunday classes now under discussion are for men who
hvo finished their apprenticeship and wisli to extend the lines of
instruction started in the continuation school. In the small cities
these classes may he connected-with the'continuation schools, but in
the larger cities they will generally be in separate sthools or be con-
nected with middle technical schools. . .

The student can generally choose whatever course he desires, pro-
vided he has the necessary preparation. The tuition is usually very
small. As to previous schooling, the student will, as .a rule, have
completed an eight-year course in the Volksschule and a three-year
course in the continuation school.

The methods of instruction are similar to those of the continuation
school. .

The courses outlined below are offered in the llandwerkerschule in
Berlin.' Each course semis to be one-half a year in length.

Arithmetic. (Four hours a week.) There is a review of common and decimal frac-
tious with applications to business problems and to the calculation of areas and vol-
umes. The more advanced students Ore given problems from the trades and the use
of mathematical tables.

Algebra. (Three successive courses, each two hours a week.) First course: The
fundamental operations and easy equations of the first degree. Second course: Equa-
tions of the first degree, with one or more unknowns, pislitiVeintegml flowers,,square
roots. Third course.. Powers, roots, equations of the second degree, logarithms.

Geometry. (Three successive courses, each two hours a week.) First course: Plane
geometrytriangle, parallelogram, and circle. Second coarse: Similar polygons and
calculation of areas. Third course: Lines and planes; solids, their surfaces and
volumes. .

Trigonometry. (Two hours a week.) This includes a study of trigonometrical func-
tions and the calculation of the areas of plane figures.

Higher mathematics. (Two hours a week to each course.) First course: Introduc-
tion to analytical geometry, diffprential and integral calculus.

Mathematical exercises. These are courses which take up the solution of problems
from: mathematics, physics, mechanics, and the mathematical treatment of problems
from practice.

AF.LERTA.

1 Bend IV, Heft e, pp. 106-128. *Ibid., pp. 115, us.'
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Geometr:cal drawing. (Four hours a week.) This is an elementary course in this
subject:

Projection. (Four 'hours a week.) This includes the representations of solids in
various positions, plane and curved sections of solids, and simplecases of the inter-
sections of solids.

Projective geometry. (Four hours a week.) This is a course in the fundamentals of
projective geometry with applications.

MIDDLE TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.'

Organization and aim.There is a great variety of middle technical
schools in Germany, and the report states that only certain typical
ones are chosen for discussion.

Of the middle technical schools, some are State, some are private,
and some are municipal schools.

These schools prepare their students to take :inch positions
heads of technical industries, officials in technical bureaus and in tech-
nical departments of the Government, and industrial engineers.' The
treater part of the graduates go into private industry.'

Tuition is charged in these schools.
The official programs of Prussia, Hamburg, Nuremburg, and Wurz-

biirg provide for 8, course of four half 'years' : those of Brenien, earls:
ruho, and Stuttgart, five; and that of Strassburg, three.

Entrance requirements.2The entrance requirements are, as a rule,
the following: must have the certificate for one year.
military, service or have. completed it certain class in a secondary
school; or have completed the Volksschule and a preparatory class
in the middle technical school; or take an entrance examination
which includes the elements of mathematics and science and free-
hand drawing. In all cases one or two years of practical shopwork
is required.

The students' who have the certificate for one-year military service
usually have as mathematical preparation algebra through quadratic
equations, and. plane geometry, including similar figures and the cir-
del,. Some of them have studied logarithms, plane trigonometry,
including the solution of the right triangle, and the calculation of the
surfaces and volumes of the simpler solids.

The other group of students,' those coming from the Volksschule,
have had, as a rule, longer practice in the shOp and have had consid-
erable technical arithmetic in the continuation school. The elements
of algebra and geometry are taught in some of the Volksschulen,'and,
as we have seen, there are usually courses in algebra and geometry
offered in the continuation schools. In certain middle technical

ID& math. Unterriebt an den deutachen mlttleren Fachechulen der Ifasitinenlndustrie,by Dr. Ifelnrkh
Offinbanm, being Bond IV, Heft 1 of the German Report. Referred to hereafter as Band IV, Heft 1.

Ibid., p. 2.
r Ibid., p. 27.

Ibid., p.
e Ibid., p. 40.
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schools the students coming from the Volksschulen must go into a
preparatory class, and in other schools the students from the Yolks-
schulen and those from the second_ ary schools are put into separate
classes.

Aim of the instruction in mathematics..Mathematics' is regarded
throughout as a tool. It is simply to furnish the knowledge neces-
sary for the solution of technical problems. The student. must be
put into a position to-be able to attack and solve the problems that.
he will meet in his work. The choice of subject matter and of meth-
ods of instruction must be determined by this end. It does not follow,
however, that the instruction is to be purely formal.

"The highest and most important aim of the teaching of mathe-
matics in the technical school will always be to bring up the student
to that power and maturity of thought necessary, to recognize the
quantitative relations affecting the solution of a given practical
problem."3

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

The course of study of the Prussian Higher,Maschinenbajachulen
is given as an example.' The courses in the other technical Fach-
schulen are said to agree with this in the main. Out of 170 w'ek-
hours of instruction, 18 are given to pure mathematics.

-1. .4 Igeb, I: Powers, roots, logarithms, equations of the first degree in one or more
unknowns, exponential equations the second one. or mqre
unknowns, 11dt hmetieal and geometrical series, compound interest and annuities,
convergent and divergent series,binomial theorem for integral, positive, negative
and fractional exponents, exponential and logarithmic series, natural logarithms,
maxima and minima, graphical solutions of numerical equations, other methods of ,
approximation." .

Plane geometry:.-The most important theorems and constructions of elemen-
tary geometry; theory of the circle, calculation of the areas of polygons and the circle,
proportions in polygons and in the circle, problems of construction."

, "III. Trigonometry: The trigonometrical functions and their relations, use of trigo-
nometrical tables, calculations of triangles, quadrilaterals, and regular polygons."

"IV. Solid geometry: lines and planes in space, the trihedral angle, the regular
solids, volume and surface of the prism, pyramid, cylinder, cone, sphere, frustums,
portions of the sphere. and 'general methods for theralculat ion of volumes: Guldin's
rule, Simpson's rule, applications to the calculation of volumes and weights."

"V. Theory of corns: Introdurtioh to coordinate geometry, the straight line,
transformation of coordinates, the equations of the circle, ellipse, and hyperbola;
the equations of their tangents and normals, part icular properties of the conic sections,
conjugate diameters, asymtotes, quadrature of the parabola, ellipse and hyperbola, ,

Simpson's rule, parabolas of higher order, cycloids, curvature of curves."
Courses in mechanics and descript0e geometry -are also offered. Certain schools

offer courses in the calm:110s. The follhwing courses' are given in the Royal Maschin-
enbauschulen in Cologne.

Band IV, Raft I, p.33.
3 Ibid., p. 87.

p. 42.
Proms= der ILikilglichea verelnlgten lilachlneabzusebulen au Cdia, 1912, pp. 28-38.
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Deteriptitx geometry. (Ten hours a week, the first half year.)
C'aleutus. (Two hours a week, the second half year.)
Mechanics. (a) (Six hours a week, the first half year.); (b) (Six hours a week, the

second half year); (e) (Six hours a week, the third half year.)

Nature of the instruction.In discussing the teaching of applied
mathematics Ott' says that there are two methods used, the lecture
method, brought from the university, and the heuristic method,
which- is used in the elementary_and secondary schools. The lec-
ture method, pure and simple, is thought not to be a proper method
for students with the preparation of those in the middle technical
schools. Because of lack of time, and because the greater part of
the material in applied mathematics can not be worked out by ques-
tion and answer, a purely heuristic method can not be used. Hence
the method generally used is a combination of lecturing with ques-
tions and answers.

Along with the discussion of theory exercises are given, which
are solved in the classroom and copied in the notebooks. Not infre-
quently the class exercise extends through two 45 or 50 minute
periods. In many cases the students are in the classroom or the
workshop practically all day. Hence there is little opportunity for
outside study, and all theory as well as applications mus, be worked
out in the classroom.

The reports recommend that the presentation of theory be niade
simple and concrete, and he reenforced by many examples. While

'the students must know and understand the fundamental theorems,
it is not thought necessary that all the formal proofs ho given. It is
recommended that, in applied mathematics at least, use he made of
models and other similar aids.

"We have pointed out that there must be developed first of all in
the technical school skill and ability to do."2 This aim determines
the choice of subject matter and of method. It is said that in the
choice of subject matter the only question to he raised is, "Mat
parts of mathematics are necessary or important for the study of
technology, and moreover can be taught in an elementary may suit-
able to the development of the student?"' "What the technologist
can not use will bo unhesitatingly omitted."4

Methods of approximation form an important topic in mathe-
matics, as these often give the best methods for the solution of
problems, both because of brevity and because the limited mathe-
matical knowledge of the students makes it impossible to develop a
complete theoretical treatment.

I Die angewandte Ilathernatlk an den deutechen ndttleren Fachechulen der lialchlnentndustrle, by
Dtp1.Ing. Karl Ott, p. 6. Thle la Band IV, Reit 2 of the German Report.

I Band IV, Heft I, p. 36.
p. 41.
p.
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Grenbaum' criticizes the teaching of algebra for not don* more
with the notion of a function, which is of great importance in applied
mathematics.

Graphical methods have at present, and have had for a long time,
an important place in the teaching of mathematics in the middle
technical schools.

The slide rule is much used in some institutions, but apparently
not much used in others.

Preparation of teneher8.In speaking of the instruction in applied
mathematics, Ott .says: ' "At present the instruction, in this field is
with increasingly few exceptions in the hands of engineers, and
there appears to be no prospect that this condition will be essentially
changed."

The proportion of engineers among the teachers of pure mathe-
matics is probably not so great, as GrQnbaum says that the question
of the course of preparation for the teachers in the technical schools
is not settled.' At present the instruction in pure mathematics is
given by engineers and mathematicians. The first may lack theo-
retical preparation and good methods of instruction, and the second
may he deficient in technical knowledge and experience. There has
bt:en some discussion of special instruction in the technical high
schools for teachers in the middle technical schools, and also' of
requiring a year of practice teaching; but present opinion is not in
favor of these movements.'

Book8.Thero is no lack of texts in mathematics for the middle
technical schools, and they are of various grades of excellence as to
presentation of theory and choice of problems.' Many of these
books show the influence of the secondary schools. In not a few
cases the books prepared for the technical schools are merely revisions
of books written for the secondary schools, and contain more than is
necessary of the purely formal exercises of the old hooks, as well as
large numbers of conventional problems that have no technical
applications.

NAVIGATION SCHOOLS.°

. .Organization.The report on the navigation schools h&s to do
with the schools which prepare pilots and seamen for ocean naviga-
tion.

I Band IV, Heft 1, p. 65.
1 Band IV, Heft 2, p.
a Band IV, Heft 1, p. 93.

Ibid., p.
Ibid., pp. 50-85.
Der mathematischo I,nterrlcht an den deutschen NavIgationsachulen, tty Dr. G. Schilling and VT.

H. Meldau. This Is Band IV, Heft 1, of the German Reports. Referred to hereafter en Band IV, Heft 4.

90987*-15-----4
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When the report was written (1911) there were 18 such schools
in Germany, of which 12 wore in Prussia, 1 in Oldenburg, 2 in Meck-
lenburg, and 1 in each of the Hanseatic cities of Hamburg, Bremen,
and Lubeck. All of thosh are State schools, except one in Meck-
lenburg, which is under the control of the city in which it is located.
There are, furthermore, 6 Prussian preparatory navigation schools.
There are no private navigation schools, properly speaking, but some
candidates do get their preparation for 'taking the seaman's exam_-
ination from private sources.

Aim of the schools.The chief aim of the schools seems to be to
prepare for examinations the Pilots and sNunen who will engage in
ocean navigation. The following outline of the requirements for
these examiilations shows what is, apparently, the extent of the
mathematical instruction.

COURSE OP STUDY IN 2IATTIESATICS.1

Algebra. The examination covers the fundamental operations in arithmetic with
common and decimal fractions, equations of the first degree, powers, roots, and
logarithms.

Plane geometry. This includes the simpler theorema about angles, congruence,
similarity, and equality of polygons, tho simpler theorems about the circle, simple
constructions, and easy computation of areas.

Solid geometry. This includes the simpler theorems about lines and planes in
space, and about the sphere and spherical triangles; and the computation of the
volumes of prisms, cylinders, and casks, and of the ship's hold by Simpson's rule.

Plane trigonometry. This covers the simplest relations of the trigonometrical func-
tions and the solutions of triangles.

Spherical trigonometry. (Required only of seamen atff grosser Fahrt.) This includes
the solution of spherical triangles.

Methods of teaching.The authors of the report would have the
geometry' made intuitional as far as possible, proving only those
important theorems which do not appear at once evident. 'There
should be many applications to nautical problems. The rules for
the computation of areas should be taught in the simplest concrete
way.

The trigonometry seems to be taught much as in other schools,
except that the devehipment is simpler, and special emphasis is
placed on the parts which are of the greatest importance to navi-
gation.

"In contrast to the technical schools, drawing and methods of
graphical solution are in the background in the navigation schools. "'
The reasons given are that the students in the navigation schools

I Bend IV, Heft 4 p. 19.
Ibid., pp. 10-13.

s Ibid., pp. 33411
4 Ib1a., p. 43.
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lack previous practice in drawing, and that conditions on b.lard in
small, poorly lighted cabins are not favorable to accurate drawing.

It seems that little is done with the notion of a function except in
trigonometry. The authors of the report favor a more extended use
of this idea, and give some examples the solution of which would be
simplified by its use.

of
of leachers. "To -day' the question of the preparation

of the teachers for the navigation schools has not found a thoroughly
satisfactory answer.:' The problem is to get teachers with the
proper academic and practical training; and because of the small
number of teachers in navigation schools, there is no prospect that
a university or technical school will take up the problem of preparing
these teachers.

In the schools outside of Prussia part of the teachers are academ-
ically prepared and part are seamen. In general, the first class have
had experience of a year or more in navigation and the second have
received their mathematical preparation by private study or by
attending a university or technical high school.

"In the Prussian navigation schools there are employed at present,
besides 3 directors, 29 navigation-school teachers, 17 preparatory-
school teachers, and 5 candidates. It is a general principle, here that
there will be given positions as teachers only former seamen who
have passed the examin*tion for pilots and sailors auf grosser Faltri.
There are no further requirements as to school preparation." 2

An examination is generally neces6ary before a position as teacher
in a navigation school can be obtained.

aaminations.As is mentioned above, the students attend the
navigation schools to prepare for the nautical examinations.. Since
1870 these examinations have been uniform in the German Empire.
They have also, according to the report, become stereotyped, and are
critikized by many teachers in the navigation schools, who say that
before 1870 the schools were interested in teaching the students some-
thing, but now are forced to prepare the students to pass the examina-
tions. "lf, however, this criticism can not be truly denied, yet there
is no doubt that on the whole the introduction of the new system
of examinations has a good influence on the preparation of the
German seamen."

Books.In many schools no books are used. In some schools
Aufgabensamudungen or Leiifaden that are specially prepared for the
navigation schools are used.

Modern tendencies. There is some discussion of the question of
requiring attendance of the navigation schools from those who take
the nautical examinations.

Band IV, Heft 4, p. 441' Ibid., p. 55. $ mid., p. 17.
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The authors of the report wish a change in the examinations, so
that they will not be so, stereotyped, and so that they will require

...snore thorough preparation on the part of the candidates.
Modern improvements in ship construction and equipment, and

the use of modern instruments also, require changes in the school
instruction.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Some of the most noteworthy work that has been done in recent
years in the improvement of the teaching of mathematics, especially
in technical schools, has been done in England. The effect of this
work has been felt in Many other countries. The reports of the British
Subcommission do not, however, give a sufficiently detailed account
of the teaching of mathematics in the vocational schools to make it
possible to discuss the subject here for Great Britain as is done for
other countries. But it has been thought useful to give such an
account of present tendencies as is furnished by the "Memorandum
on the Teaching of Engineering in Evening Technical Schools," pub-
lished by the board of education.

This memorandum does not attempt to give an account of present
conditions... Its aim may be seen in the following extract from the
prefatory note.'

The following memorandum has been drawn up with the object of furnishing sug-
gestions to teachers and organizer', of schools which provide evening classes in mechan-
ical and electrical engineering. It is not in the least intended to iity down a scheme
of instruction suitable for universal application; it is obviously necessary ancitlesirable
that there should be great variety both in methods of teaching and in orzation to
meet the needs of different types of students and the varying industrialF61laitions of
different areas. Further, the last thing which the board desires in making these or
any other suggestions is to fetter the liberty of the teachers or discourage individuality
in teaching. The object of the memorandum is simply to assist teachers and organizers
to work out for themselVes the schemes of instruction beet suited to the conditions of
their damsels.

The memorandum has been prepared by a number of the board's inspectors, many
of whom have had recent experience as teachers.

Organization. A complete curriculum 2 of evening instruction falls naturally info
three stages, which may for administrative purposes be classified as follows: (a) The
junior course; (b) thb senior course; (c) the advanced course.

The junior course usually occupies two years and is intended for
boys who leave the public elementary schools at the age of .14. It
gives a general preparation for technical courses of all types, in par-
ticular for the itenior course, and comprises instruction in mathe-
matics, drawing, science, and English.

It is assumed that all students entering a senior course have had
the equivalent of the junior -course. The senior course normally

P. 4. All rolonooto are to the above memorandum. a P. G.
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occupies a period of not less than three years, with attendance of
three evenings a week.

The advanced course includes work of a more advanced and special-
ized character and normally extends over at least two years.

For purposes of administration it is convenient to speakof a major
course and a minor course. A major course will usually extend over
not less than four years and will include senior and advanced courses.
A minor course will probably be completed in two 'or three years, so
that it will often consist of a senior course only.

"The present I memorandum deals in detail with the engineering
courses which are subsequent to the junior course."

Nature of the instruction. The minor course is intended primarily
to help workers to a more intelligent understanding of their craft.
The practical side of the instruction is the important one. It is de-
sirable, but not necessary, that the teachers have technical training.

The major course is intended for pemons who expect to become
foremen, designers, heads of departments, and the like. "Its' cur-
riculum will center around the scientific basis of engiheeripg and will
include the training in mathematics and drawing which is necessary,
for sound progress." "Teachers in the advanced course will be
specialists in one or other of the branches into which engineering is
divided and will probably Mk fino themselves to their special subjects."

The work of the first three years [subsequent to thelunior course] may be planned
on lines which are generally similar for ditch year, "While the later treatment will
usually be on more specialized lines.

In each of the earlier years the work should be organized to include the treatment
of a number of branches or aspects of the subjects, which may be roughly classified
as follows: (i) Mensuration; (ii) manipulation of algebraic expressions, evaluation
of formulae and solution of equations; (iii) the idea of functionalir:i or the dependence
of one quantity upon another, and the use of graphs; (iv) trigonometry; (v) varia-
tion of functions leading up to the Calculus.

The aim of teaching should be to develop a habit of dealing quantitatively with
migalsellf! objects and physical phenomena, and of expreesing the results symbolically

and in graphical form; sled to impart the power to interpret the relationship between
quantities when so expressed.

COURSE OP STUDY IN IIATFIRSIATICH.3
.

MINIM MORA,. TIRRT TEAR. (THE STUDENT'S ELEVENTH SCHOOL ram)

(a) *Arithmetic and mensuration. Review of the work of the junior course. Rules for
areas and volumes. Checks.

(b) Logarithms. Use of common logalithine.
(c) ifeetturernent of angles. Notion of angle. Construction of angles with ruler

and composts. Radian. 'Sine, cosine, and tangent defined ind computed from
measurements. Variation and graphs of these functions from 0° to 90°. Solution,
of right triangles.

(d) Graphs. Finding the area of irregillar figures by the use of the miderdinate
ruled. Graphs of statistics and of familiar functions.

I P, P. 8. Pp. 18-88.
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(e) Algebra. Solution of simple equations in one or two unknowns. Factoring.Simple examples in indices, and' much practice in simplifying expressions and in
solving formulae for any letter involved.

(j) Slope of a curve. The notion of the slope of a curve and its measurement.
(g) Practical work. The use of rulers, scales, micrometers, calipers, planimeter,

spring balances, and weighing scales. Much measuring of the usual geometrical
solids and of such objects as washers, rings, plates, disks, wires, bars, rods, pipes,and short lengths of standard rolled sections. Drawing to scale.

SIGNIOR COURSE. SECOND YEAR. (THE STUDICKV8 TIVILETH SCHOOL YEAR.)

(a) Mensuration. More advanced work. Irregular plane and solid figures.
(b) Slide rule.
(e) Logarithms. es'
(d) Trigonometry. Revie lution of triangles by reducing them to sums ordifferences of right triangl Projections of lines and surfaces.
(e) Vectors. Introduction, and simple examples in addition and subtraction.(f) Algebra. Review and .extension of the work of the previous year. Quadraticequations. Simple exercises in the graphical solution of equations.
(g) Graphs. "More practice in plotting graphs should be given. This shouldlead to exercises involving interpolation, the calculation of average rates of increase,

the determination of areas, maxima and minima values, the finding of probable laws
connecting varying quantities, and the solution of equations."

(h) Calculus. The notion of a derivative with simple examples.
ADVANCKDiOURSZ. FIRST TEAR. (TRH STUDENT'S THIRTEENTH SCHOOL YLAIII.)

(a) Mensuration. "More 'advanced work may be taken in mensuration, including
the theorems of Guldinus, and a number of exercise on the areas and volumes should
be given."

(b) Trigonometry. Trigonometric functions for any angle, the most useful formulas,
and the solution of triangles.

(c), Algebra. "The work in algebra may include further exercises in the solution
of quadratic equations, and the roots of such equations; further practice in manipu-
lating expressions containing indices; the simplification of fractional expressions;
products of binomial expressions, including the consideration of approximations."

(d) Graphs. Plotting of certain useful typep of curves such as pun Fccnuttrnt, y=aebx
y a sin (z+c), y=a sin (x+c)+d tin

(e) Calculus. The notion of a derivative, and of an indefinite and a definite integral,
and simple applications. Much care is to be taken to make the ideas clear.

ADVANCED C017RBI. SECOND TZAR. (THY STUDENT'S 7017RITHRTH SCHOOL TEAR.)

(a) General. The greater part of the time may be spent on the calculus and its
applications, and some time on exercises in the binomial theorem and with trigono-
metric formulas.

(b) Differential calculus. "Differential coefficients for standard functions; differ-
entiation of produCts and quotients of functions and of the functions of a function;
partial differentiation; Taylor's and Maclaurin's theorems; exponential, logarithmic,
and Fourier's series and their applications; curvature; construction of curves from
law of slope."

(c) Integral calculus. "Standard integrals; integration by -parts and by trubatitu-
tion; graphical methods of integration; simple differential equations."

(d) Bngineering applications. "It is recommended that the teacher of rnatheinatics
cooperate with the teacher of engineering and that applications of the calculus be
made to such topics se areal), volumes, velocities, lerations, vibrations, centers
of preinue, centers of gravity, moments of inertia, of beams, thermodynamics,
and problems in electrical engineering." ;

(e) Plans analytical geometry. If time permits; I le recommended that the equa-tions of the conic sections be studied.
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HOLLAND.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

The- lower and middle vocational schools discussed in the report
from Holland' are the "Burgeravondscholen," the vocational schools
(ecoles professionelles), schools of design (6coles de dessin.), technical
schools, and vocational schools for girls. The first three kinds have
the same course of study in mathematics and can be considered to-
gether. There is little or no instruction in mathematics in the schools
for girls.

BUROERAVONDSCHOLEN, SCHOOLS OP DESIGN, VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS, AND
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Organization.The Burgeravondscholen are evening schools organ-
"' ized by the communes, but in some cases partially supported and

supervised by the Government. Their aim is to give theoretical
instruction to persons going into commerce and industry. The
course is from two to four years in.length, with from 6 to 12 or 15
ours of instruction a week.

Schedule of hours per week of a Burgeravoridschole of four years.

1 Geomet-
Classes. Oral

drawing.

Free-
hand

drawing.

Tenhni-
cal draw-

Ing.

..H,_
--;.---Milual. Phyrdce. Me&n" Dutch.

First , s
Second
Third '

Fourth I

I .

3
2
2
2

4
7
8

4
4
3
2

1

ii
I

2
2
1
1

"For the most part there are no examinations for admission to
these schools.' A declaration by the head of the primary school that
the student has followed the primary instruction with success is suffi-
cient." This statement applies also to the schools of design and to
the vocational schools.

The schools of design are "in the main the same as the Burgera-
vondscholen;' the course of study is from three to five years in
length and from 8 to 15 hours of,instruction are given a week." The
most of these schools have been founded by private societies, but in
some communes there are schools of this kind which receive some
support from the State or the Province.

The vocational and technical schools give both theoretical and
practical instruction. The most of these schools give a course of
three years with from 40 to 44 hours of instruction a week. These

'Rapport we PEnseignement mathdfnanque dine Ise PaysBas, pntd16 par Is Boua-Ooratalsalou
nationals, pp. 11 -29. Referred to herapfter as Rapport.

'Ibid., p. 28.
sItdd., p. 14.
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schools are in session throughout the year, except five or six weeks.
The following schedule of hours a week is given.'

Schedule of hours per week of vocational and technical schools.

. Classes. Practice.

.

Geometri-
cal and

technical
drawing.

Freehand
drawing.

4

Maths-
matics. Dutch.

ysicsPh
and

mechanics.

First
Second
Third

24
' 28

27

9
8
8

4

a
3

4
3
s

2
2
1

1

2
2

0011114314 OF STUDY IN If ATHEMATIC8.2

The following is the work usually given in the vocational schools
and in the Burgeravondscholen:

Arithmetic. (First year.) The subjects studied include the fundamental opera-
tions, the metric system, foreign weights and measures, ratio and proportion, percent-
age, square root, and applications.

Algebra. (First year.) Fundamental operations.
Second year. Review of the fundamental operations and equations of the first

degree in one unknown.
Third year. Linear equations in Iwo unknowns and the solution of problems.
Geometry. (First year.) Rectilinear figures, areas, similar figures, and problems.
Second year. The circle, regular polygons, the ellipse; planes, and regular poly-

hedrons.
Third year. Prisms, pyramids, cylinders, cones, sphere; calculation ofsurfaces and

volumes.
Mechanics. (Third year.) Elementary mechanics.
Descriptive geometry. "In the teaching of that branch we make as many applications

as possible, relating them to the specialty of the student."' Many of the purely
mathematical examples of the books are ^discarded and practical applications are
substituted.

Methods of instruction.The above outline of the work in mathe-
matics shows no distinctly vocational material. The examination
questions given in the report as examples of those given at the con-
clusion of the course in the Burgeravondscholen are of the usual text-
book type.

In some schools 'models are used in the instruction. As most of
the teachers of mathematics come from the elementary schools, the
methods of instruction of those schools are probably used in the
vocational schools. There appears to be a tendency to make the
instruction more practical, and, in particular, to unify the theoretical
development of a topic and its vocational applications.

Preparation of teachers. Some of the teachers are engineers, but
the most of them are elementary school teachers.

RaPPort, Mid, pp. 18, 19. I Ibid., p. 10.
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MIDDLE TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.

51

"By middle technical instruction is meant that which is necessary
fof those who are to be the intermediaries between the employer, the
engineer, etc., and the worker."' Instruction of this kind in some
trades is given in certain Burgeravondscholen. There is but one
school devoted entirely to middle technical instruction, the middle
technical school of Amsterdam, which at the time the report was
written was being reorganized, The courses in this school are
specially for machinists, electricians, and in general, for those who are
to be engaged in the metal industries. No course of study is given.
for this school.

It is said that a middle school for architects will soon be opened
in Utrecht.

NAVIGATION SCHOOLS.'

Three such schools are named, two in Anisterdam and one in
Rotterdam. The entrance requirements for one school are the same
as for the fourth year, and for the other two the same as for the
second year of the middle school, thus requiring respectively nine
and seven years of previous schooling. The age of entrance is from
14 to 17 years, except that in the case of candidates for positions as
pilots there 'is no age limit, and they need have only an elementary
school education (six years of schooling).

Aim of the instruction. The aim of these schools is to educate
captains, officers, and pilots for the merchant marine, and maskers
and pilots of fishing vessels. "The teaching of mathematics has a
tendency essentially practical."'

COURSE OP STUDY IN MATARMATICS.4

Thirteen hours a week are given to mathematics and the sciences
of navigation, and two hours a week to physics in each of the two
years.

rlitflt YEAR.

Plane trigonometry. This course includes the elements of plane trigonometry with
some applications to practical geometrical problems.

Solid geometry. Enough of solid geometry is studied to enable the student to com-
pute volumes, and to understand spherical trigonometry and the coOrdinate systems
of astronomy.

Spherical trigonometry. This course includes the solution of spherical triangles and
applications to problems of navigation.

Analytical geometry. The elementary properties of conics are studied.
Navigation. In this course are taken up the usual problems of navigation, such as

calculation of direction and distance, determination of the place from observatioh,
and navigation along a great circle.

I Rapport, p. lg. a Ibid., pp. 33-37. a Ibid., p. 35. a Ibid., pp. 84, 35.
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IMCOND TIAN-

Astronomy and navigation. This course includes the following: Determination of
time and place at sea; influence of errors of observation; instruments of navigation;
compass variations; tides.

Examinations.The examinations for pilots for ocean navigation
cover about the material given above in arithmetic, algebra, geome-
try, trigonometry, astronomy, and navigation.

SCHOOLS FOR FISHERMEN.

There are schools for fishermen which are more elementary than
the schools of navigation just, mentioned. "As to die schools for
fishermen, they are of very recent date.' The students in these
schools have generally only the education of the elementary schools,
which is such that the instruction in mathematics and navigation
must be very simple."

HUNGARY.

HIGHER COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.'

Organization and the year 1911-12 there were 51 of these
schools, of which 20 were supported by the State, 11 by societies, 15
by cities, 3 by religious denominations, and 2 by private parties.
Five of these schools are for girls. Students are admitted if they have
completed the fourth year of a Gymnasium, Realschule, or a Burger-
schule, and are 14 or 15 years of age. The course is 3 years in length.
The completion of the course in a higher commercial school admits
the student to a maturity examination, the certificate from which
gives the right of one-year volunteer military service.

The particular problem of these schools is said to be the training
and education of able tradesmen and commercial officials.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

The following is the schedule of hours a week:

Hours per week in mathematics in higher commercial schools.

Years.
Commer-
cial arith-

metic.
Mathe-
matics.

First year (the student's ninth school year) 4 2
Second year (the student's tenth school year) 3 2Third year (the student's eleventh school year) 4 2

Arithmetic. The subject matter is said to be carefully chosen and to be practical.
No outline of the subject matter is given.

IRSIV OM P. 37.
'Dec tasusuustisess Unterrieht an den Handelasobulsa, by Max Haves and Samuel Bogyd, pp. 84.
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Algebra. The principal topics studied are equations of the first degree in one or
two unknowns, equations of the second degree, arithmetical and geometrical Berke,
combinations, probability, compound interest, annuities, loans, lotteries, and the
fundamentals of life insurance.

Geometry. Enough of geometry is taught eo that the students can compute the
surfaces and the volumes of the simple solids.

Preparation of teachers.Dissatisfaction is expressed with regard
to the teachers. Teachers of other subjects are of ton required to
teach the commercial arithmetic.

The preparation of the regular professors in the higher commercial
schools is usually made in a school for commercial school professors
(Handelsschulprofessoren-Bildungsanstalt) which is closely connected
with the commercial academy in Budapest.'

Most of the students enter this school for commercial teachers
with the maturity certificate from a higher commercial school and
take a course of four years. Then follow examinations and one year
of practice teaching before a teacher's certificate is granted.

Recommendations for improving the instruction.It is said that the
work in mathematics can not be done satisfactorily in the time now
given to it, and it is recommended that the course be extended to four
years. If this extension is made, it is thought that the results of the
work in mathematics will be much improved:

INDUSTRIAL AND TRADE SCHOOLS.'

Organization.The Hungarian report discusses two kinds of in-
dustrial schools, the hohere Gewerbesch,ulen,, which will be called here
"higher industrial schools," and the gewerbliche Fachschulen, which
will be called "trade schools." When the report was written (1912)
there were in Hungary 4 higher industrial schools and 21 trade
schools. These schools are under the ministry of commerce.

These schools have similar aims. They have the problem of pre-
paring skilled workmen and minor official for technical undertak-
ings. The principal difference is that the graduates of the higher
schools have a better social position and become, in the main, tech-
nical officials, while the graduates of the trade schools find positions
as foremen and master workmen.

Entrance requirements. In order to enter the higher industrial
school, the student must have finished the fourth class of a Mittle-
schulo or of a Burgerschule and have had one year's practice in his
chosen trade. The students are in general 16 years old when they
enter the school.

In order to enter the trade school, the student must be 13 years
of age, and have completed the sixth year of a Volksschule or the
second year of a Mittelschule or of a Bflrgerschule.

1 Der xnathemstbrobe Unterrloht en den Handelsochnlen, by Max lima and Samuel Dogy6, pp. 12, It
Der math. Dnterricht an den Mama Gewarbenoholon and gewerblichen Faohnindon, by Daniel

Arany.
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COURSE OP STUDY IN MATHEMATICS IN THE RIMIER INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

The following program is in force in the two schools,in Budapest,
and the differences between it and the programs in the other scIP" ls
are noted.

Algebra. The course included the fundamental operitions, equations of the ,first
degree in one or more, unknowns, Dowers and roots, logarithms, equations of the
second degree in one unknown, arithmetical and geometrical series, compound in-
-terest and annuities.

In both the other schools exponential equations are included; and the program
of the school in Szeged contains also the binomial theorem, equations of the second
degree in more than one unknown, and approximate solutions of equations of higher
degree.

Geometry. The principal topics in plane geometry are the angle, triangles, the
principal properties of quadrilaterals, polygons, the circle, similar figures, and the
computation of the surfaces of polygons and the circle.

The work in solid geometry includes the principal properties and the computation
of the surfaces and volumes of the prism, pyramid, cylinder, cone, and sphere.

Trigonometry. This course'givee the fundamentals of goniometry and the solution
of triangles.,

Constructive and descriptive geometry. This course begins with a review of the ele-
mentary coast:vet ions of plane geometry and goes so far as to include therepresentation
of the prism, pyramid, cylinder, cone, and sphere in different positions by orthogonal
projection and parallel perspective, and their development and plane sections. The
most important cases of the intersections of solids are taken up.

COURSE OP STUDY IN MATHEMATICS IN THE TRADE SCHOOLS.

The official course of study for the trade schools contains the
following work in mathematics.

The following work is outlined for all the trade schools except
those for watchmakers and certain other highly skilled mechanicians
(Feinmechaniker) :

First year. (The student's seventh' school year.) (Two hours a ?veek.) The
course includes the fundamental operations with integers, common fractions, decimal
fractions, factoring, squares and square root, the metric system, and the finding of
areas and volumes.

Second year. (The studenrs eighth school year.) (Two hours a week.) This
year the students study ratio, proportion and its use in the solution of problems, per-.
cottage and its applications, partnership, alligation, and exchange.

Third year. (The student's ninth school year.) (One hour a week.) This is a
course in commercial arithmetic, including problems from industrial life, exchange,
discount, revenues, stocks, and bonds.

The watchmakers and Feinmechav,iker have the following courses:
First year. (The student's seventh school year.) (Four hours a week.) Algebra

and geometry. The course in algebra, which also includes a review of arithmetic,
involves a review of the fundamental operations with common and decimal fractions,
powers and roots, equations ofthe fget: degree in one or more unknowns, simple and
compound proportion, and the solution of practical problems.

The principal topics studied in geometry are the measurement of lines and angles,
the congruency and similarity of triangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, the circle, the
ellipse, and spirals.
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Second year. (The student's eighth school your.) (Two hours a week.) Algebra
and geometry. The subjects taken up in algebra are logarithms and their applications
to problems in watchmaking, and the solution of practical problems.

The course in geometry includes a study of the cube, prism, cylinder, pyramid,
cone, and sphere, and the computation of their surfaces and volumes. Some work in
plane trigonometry is given in this course.

Third year. (The student's ninth school year.) (Two hours a week.) Arithmetic,
algebra, and geometry. Some simple commercial arithmetic is given, including per-
centage, interest, and exchange.

The topic. studied in algebra are equations of the first and second degree in one
and two unknowns, and simple cases of the binomial theorem.

The applications of trigonometry to watchmaking aro discussed.
There is a course in geometrical drawing and descriptive geometry in the first year

in all the trade schools. The time given to this course is three hours a week in the
schools for the textile industries and six hours a week in all other schools. A rouge
of two hours a week in these subjects is given in the second year in the schools kir the
building trades.

Methods of instruction.Tho time given to a subject is divided
officially into lecture hours and examination hours. During the
first the professor lectures without interruption, and in the last he
gives-lestS'to sett if the students have mastered the lectures. There'.
are, furthermore, certain review hours in mathematics, which are
devoted to the solution of practical problems..

Examinations.There aro reviews of al-nonth in length at the end
of. each semester. the examination hours mentioned
above, include everything that is given in the way of examinations.

Preparation of teachers.There is no special preparation for
teachers in industrial schools. An engineer's diploma is-required of
the teachers of most subjects. Mathematics may be taught either
by ehgineers or those prepared to teach in the secondary schools.

ITALY.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

The part of the Report a of the Italian Subcommission that deals'
with the industrial and commercial schools gives a brief account of
the organization of these schools, but gives uo.outlines of the courses
of study in mathematics except in the case of the commercial schools.

The following table 2 gives the kinds of commercial and industrial
schools and the number of each. These statistics are for the school
year 1908:

Schools of agriculture:
Practical
Special
Higher

Number.
28
7

8

I CommissIone Internasionste dell'lneeenamente matematico, Attl dells Sott000mmiedone ltallana:
L'Ineageamento della matematica nails scathe industrial! prokesionall a commercial!, by G. Lund.
Referred to hereafter as Lamed.

Ibid.,p. 6.
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Number.
Schools of mining 8
Industrial schools:

Arts and crafts 17
Professional

19
Industrial schools proper 19

Schools of industrial art:
Of design

112
Intermediate 87
Higher

7
Commercial schools.

Lower 34
Intermediate

12
Higher 5

Vocational schools for women 29

All of the above schools are under' the control of the minister of
agriculture, industry, and commerce. These schools are of many
types. Full freedom is given to the development of these schools,
so that they may best meet the needs of the communities in which
they are locate46,

SCHOOLS OP AGRICULTURE.'

The practical schools of agriculture give practical instruction in
farming. The students prepare for such positions as that of vine-
dresser.

The condition for admission is the possession of the certificate of
maturity from the elementary school or passing an examination'
which covers the same ground. It should be said that this certifi-
cate of maturity, to which references are frequently made in this
report, may be obtained at the end of the fourth year of the ele-
mentary school by passing an examination.

A certificate is granted at the completion of the course in the prac-
tical schools.

The special schools of agriculture have a lower and a higher course.
The admission to the lower course is the same as to the practical
schools. The certificate of the lower course admits to the higher
course.

The graduates of the lower course obtain* positions as skilled
laborers, and those of the higher course as superintendents.

The higher schools of agriculture require for admission the diploma
of a secondary school, or equivalent preparation. The aim of these
schools is to give the students such knowledge of agriculture as will
enable them to take charge of large farms, to teach agriculture, and
to promote agricultural research. At the end of the regular course
the degree of doctor of agriculture is granted.

Course of study in mitannatia.The instruction-in mathematics in
the first two classes of schools is limited to arithmetic and elementary

WWI, pp. 7,8.

11
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geometry. In the higher schools the work in mathematics is ex-
tended to some further applications in mechanics and practical
geometry.

SCHOOLS OF MINING.'

The admission is by examination. The aim is to train mining
experts and head mechanics.

'The course in mathematics includes algebra, elementary geometry,
descriptive geometry, and in some schools theoretical and applied
mechanics.

A diploma is given at the end of the course.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.'

The schools of arts and crafts require for admission the certificate
of maturity of the elementary school. Their aim is to prepare
skilled,artisans. They give a diploma which certifies to the ability
of the graduate in certain arts and crafts. This certificate sometimes
gives admission to the higher courses in the industrial schools.

"The professional schools belong to the preceding type, but are
superior, aS they furnish more complete training, both theoretical
and practical."

The industrial schools, "properly so called," are of a higher grade
than the preceding. They require for admission to the superior
course the equivalent of the diploma of the schools of arts and
crafts. They correspond, apparently, to the middle technical
schools of other countries.

SCHOOLS OF INDUSTRIAL ART.'

The instruction in the schools of design seems to be limited to
drawing and art. The lessons are given in the evenings and on
holidays.

The interuiediate schools are of a higher grade than the preceding.
Some of them are said to be devoted to particular industries, as coral
cutting. Some instruction in elementary mathematics is given.

The higher schools aim to turn out skillful artisans who will devote
themselves to such trades as watchmaking, china making, the graphic
arts, carving, and the like. Something of the theory of shades and
shadows and of the theory of perspective is taught.

VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS FOR WOMEN.

The vocational schools for women require for admission the cer-
tificate of maturity of the elementary school. These schools prepare
their students to take various positions, as cooks, nurses, designers,
and also such positions as clerks, cashiers, and in the mail and tele-
graph service.

Limed, p.8. Ibkl., pp. 8, 9. IbkL, pp. 9,10.
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The course in mathematics includes arithmetic and the elements
of geometry.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.'

In order to enter the lower conunercial achoolS the student must_ -

possess the certificate of maturity of tire elementary school. The
aim of these school's is to train clerks and accountants. The instruc-
tion in mathematics is limited to arithmetic, elementary algebra,
and intuitional geometry.

The requirement for admission to the intermediate conunercial
schools is the possession of a diploma of the technical school, or one
from a gymnasium or a lower school of commerce, or the passing of
an examination.

The aim of these schools is to prepare limn to take responsible
commercial positions. A diploma is granted at the end of the course.

The study of mathematics extends through two, three, or four
years according to the school. The instruction is pliumed to pro-
pare the student for the study of the mathematics of finance.

As an example of the work done in mathematics in the intermediate
commercial schools the report gives the following, which is offered in
the R. Scuola Media di studi aliplicati til conuuercio of Florence.
This school has a course of four years.

First year. This year's work includes arithmetic, elementary algebra, and tho
elements of geometery.

Second year. This coun4e is called Inatematica finanziaria, and inlude:3 arithmetical
and geometrical progressions, logarithms, compound interest and annuities, amorti-
zation, elements of the theory of probability, and insurance.

The higher comMeriial schools are higher institutions of learning,
and grant diplomas of the same grade as the universities.

JAPAN.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.

The commercial schools are State schoolsA There are two classes
of them, class A and class B. The following discussion applies to
both classes except as otherwise indicated.

Organization.Class B. To enter the schools the student must
be at least 12 years of age and be a graduate of an elementary school.
The average age of the students in the first class is 13. The course is
three years or less.

Class A. To enter a school of class A the student must be at least
14 years of age and be a graduate of a higher elementary school, or

Lauerl, pp. 10, 1 t.
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have equivalent preparation. The average age of entrance is 15.
The following courses of study are offered:

Preparator course 1 year; principal course 3 years.
Preparatory course 2 years; principal course 3 yearn.
Preparatory course 2 years; principal course 4 years:
Preparatory course 0 year; principal course 5 years.

The school year is divided into three terms.
Aim (f instruction. The aim of instruction "is the training in the

practical use of commercial calculations, and the development of
mathematical mental power."

COURSE OP STUDY 1St MATREMATICS.7

Class B. Arithmetic. This course includes mental, soroban, and written ,

lion, compound numbers, fractions, proportion, percentage, and commercial calculi -!
lions. Arithmetic is usually given four or five hours a week throughout the course.

The following courses are given only in schools of class A:
Arithmetic. (Usually given in the preparatory course.) Tho principal topics\ aie

integers and decimals, compound numbers, measures and multiples, fractions, ralio
and proportion, percentage, square and cube root, and mensuration.

Onnnwrcial arithmetic. This includes rapid calculation, money, systems of meas-
ures, various applications of pereentage, exchange, invoices, accounts, and annuities.

Algebra. Algebra through quadratics, square and cube toot, proportion, progres-
sions, logarithms.

Geometry. A study is made of straight lint*, rectilinear figures, Circles, proportion,
and solids.

In some schools there is less algebra and geometry than is outlined, and in some
schools there is no geometry.

Methods of instruction.' The methods of instruction are said to
be similar to those of the middle schools, but special emphasis is
placed on mental, soroban,4 and written calculations, and upon ap-
plications. There is general use of geometrical models, weighing
machines, and of Japanese, English, and metric measures. Text-
books are used.

Examinations.sBesides the .annual examination there are, in
some schools, 'term examinations and tests at irregular intervals.
The mark for the year depends. upon the examinations and the
daily marks.

Preparation of teachers. There is a commercial teachers' training
institute in 'connection with the Tokyo Commercial College. The
Course there is four years: The course of study in mathematics is
given below. ,

I The Teaching of Mathematics In Japan: Art. XI, The Teaching of Mathematics in COMMeroislarboois
and Colleges, p.12. Referred to hereafter as Art. XL

*Ibid., pp. 15-17. The courses are not outlined by Years.
Art. XI, p. 18.
The soroban Is a kind of abacus.
Ibit, p.18.

90987*-15--5
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COMMERCIAL. COLLEGES.

Organisation. --Six of these commercial colleges are private, five
Government, and one municipal (Osaka). In order to enter these
schools the students must be 17 years of age and be graduates of a
middle school or of a commercial school of class A or have equiva-
lent scholarship. Admission is either by examination or by fulfilling
the conditions for free admission in the different colleges. The
average age of students in the first-year class is 20. Two of the
Government colleges have courses -of four years. The others have
courses of three years.

Aim of instruction.Besides a general educational aim, the "prin-
cipal aim of mathematical instruction is to impart knowledge of the
principles and methods of the calculations required in the different
branches of commerce, and to drill the students in practical ac-
Counting." I

0OURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS'

This is the program of the Tokyo Commercial College, which has s
course of four years. After the second year the course is given in
English.

Pint year. (Thesstudent's twelfth school year.') (Three hours a week.) Mental
and eoroban calculation, foreign weights, measures, and moneys, percentage, interest,
logarithms, summation of series, probability, graphs of functions.

Second ytar. (The student's thirteenth school year.) (Two hours a week.)
Business arithmetic, including short cuts and approximations, percentage, interest,
discount, equation of payments, current accounts, alligation, taxes, freight, customs,
and similar topics.

Third year. (The student's fourteenth school year.) (Three hours a week.)
Monetary standards and values, exchange in its various phases, fire and marine in-
surance, foreign trade.

Fourth year. (The student's fifteenth school year.) (One hour a week.) Mathe-
matics applied to financial, actuarial, statistical, and economical problems, such as
annuitieermortality tables, theory of errors, demand and supply curves.

Methods of instruction.As the above program shows, the subject
matter o? the Mathematical instruction is vocational. The instruc-
tion ur given by means of "lecture,' tfactice in calculation, solution
of probleMs and making out of busthess forms- and documents."
Books are not generally used. Formulas, problems, and summaries
are sometimes printed or mimeographed.

Examindtictns.4The year's mark depends upon the term exami-
nations and the annual examination. The latter is given at the end
of each year in each subject. There is generally no final examination.

Preparet4ion of teachers.There is no special preparation.
Art. XL p. 4. sIn many oases the thirteenth or fourteenth school year,g Ibid., pp. 44. Art: XI, p. 9.
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TECHNICAL SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.'

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS OP Mt DbLEI PRAM.

Organization.The technical schools of 'middle grade are State
schools. The entrance requirements are the completion of the first
six years of the elementary school. The average age of the firs -year
students is 15 years. The courses are of three or four years, with
sometimes a preparatory course of two years.

Aim of instruction.The aim "is to enable the students to under-
stand the lectures on engineering and other like subjects, and also to
train them in practical applications." 3

COURSE
,

OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

No program is given, only the following schedule of hours.'

Schedule of hours.

Studios. First
year.

Second
year.

Arithmetic
A Igebra
Geometry
Trigonometry

145
78
50
0

0
156

78
0

Third Fourth
yew. year.

0 0
39 0
39
78

TotaL

145
273
167
78

Nature of the instruction. An excellent list of toprcs for applied
problems is given at the beginning of the report. Otherwise there is
nothing stated as to how far the work is really vocational. It is
recommended 'that textbooks be used and that special texts in math-
ematics be written for these schools.

Examinations.4There are special, 'term, and annual examinations.
The grade for the year depencES upon these and upon daily marks.

Preparation of teachers.6There is a class for training teachers in
connection with the Tokyo High Technical School. Most of the stu-
dents in this class are from the normal school and come to the tech-
nicarschool to learn the technical subjects.

HIGH TECHNICAL SCHOOL.

Organization.For entrance the students must have the equiva-
lent of the work of the middle schools. The course is three years of
about 33 weeks each. This is a State school.

Aim of instruetion.eThe school aims to train practical engineers.

I The Teaching of Mathomatks In Japan; Art. XIS, The Teaching of Mathematics in Technical School/
and Colleges.

p. 24.
a 1 Ibid., p. 27.

4IbId., p.
1 Art. XII, p. 42.

lbld., p. 29.
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oquasa or (STUDY IN iwraxmencs.1

Algebra. The course includes imaginaries, inequalities, permutations and combi-
tuitions, maxima and minima, indeterminate forms, convergence and divergence of
series, determinants, and the binomial theorem with any index.

Geometry, This'takes up the computation of areas and volumes.
Trigonometry. This course includes the solution of trigonometrical equations and

inverse trigonometrical functions.
Plane analytics. A study is made of conics, including the general equation of the

second degree.
Solid analytics. This course extends through surfaces of the second degree.
Calculus. This is a fairly extended course in differential and integral calculus
Differential equations. Elementary course.

Schedule of hours in mathematics.

Branch courses. Arch Rec.
lure.

Textile tech-
nology.

Electrical en-
gineering.

Mechanical
engineering.

Chemical en-
&coring.

Algebra ea 68 60 06Ana 'Oka 99 99 99 99Mathematics
66Calculus and differential equations. e4 66 66 66

Total 231 zat 231 231 66

The remarks made concerning the nature of the instruction, exami-
nations, and preparation of teachers under Technical Schools of
Middle Grade apply here.

TRAINING SCHOOLS FOR LAND SURVEYORS.,

LOWER COURSP,.

This is a course of one year. The preparation for admission seems
to be completion of the middle school. These are State schools and
aim to prepare practical surveyors. The average age of the students
is 25 years.

COURSE OP STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Algebra. (Thirty-five hours.) The principal topics are series, binomial theorem.
partial fractions, logarithms, differential coefficient, maxima and minima.

Solid geometry. (Forty hours). The course includes the usual material of elementary
solid geometry, through spherical triangles.

Plane trigonometry. (Forty-five hours.) This is a course in elementary plane
trigonometry.

Spherical trigonometry. (Twenty-five hours.) This course includes the solution
of spherical triangles.

Analytic.. (Forty hours.) This course extends through the equation of the second
degree in the plane.

Method of least squares. (Forty hours.)

The instruction is given mainly by lectures. No textbooks are
used.

Art. XII, pp. 82-34. This program Is recommended In the report, but It Is not said to be In use.
2 Art. XIII, pp. 44-48.
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Examinations are given in some subjects. The teachers are
selected from. the bast land surveyors, graduates of the Imperial
University, and specialists in mathematics.

HIGHER COU'R8K.

This is a two-year course. The students are selected from the
best practical surveyors. The average ago of the students is 33
years. The aim is to train specialists " to guide common sur-
veyors." I

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATREMATICS.3

Algebra. (Sixty hours.) Series, determinants, probability, and theory of equations
are studied.

Plane and solid analytics. (One hundred ten hours.)
Differential calculus. (One hundred hours.) Thiscourse extends through expan-

sion of functions and maxima and minima.
Ategral calculus. (One hundred forty hours.)
Differential equations. (One hundred twenty hours.) This is a course in ordinary

and partial differential equations.
Dynamics. (Ninety hours.) This is a course in statics and dynamics of rigid

bodies.
Method of least squares. (Two hundred hours.)

RUSSIA.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.'

SCHOOLS FOR APPRENTICES:

Organization.The 'course is three years in length. The*age of
entrance is from 12 to 15 years. The purpose of the schools is to
give technical instruction during apprenticeship. In 1909 there were
2S of these schools.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic. (Four hours a week the first year, two hours the second year, and one
hour the third year.) The principal topics studied are fractions, ratio, proportion,
and interest.

Geometry. This course gives the geometry needed in practice. No attempt is made
to give rigorous proofs. This coulee is followed by geometric drawing.

ELEMENTARY TRADE SCHOOLS.'

Organization.The length of the course is four years, but the last
year is given to practice. The students enter from the priniary
schools at the age of 12 to 15 years. The aim of, the schools is to
educate for a trade. In 1909 there were 131 of these schools.

I Art. XIII, p. 44.
p. 47.

Rapports prdsentie a la DAlegatIon Russo: Sur l'organtuttion de l'enselgoement des mathdetatiques
dens Ies kolas IndustrIelles du reesort du Medstkre de l'Inetruedou Publique, par P. Kolournitsakt at
A. Ile:tweak. Referred to hereafter as Rapport.

Rapport, pp. 29-31.
PP. 9Oy 30.

' r.
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COURBE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

Arithmetic. (Two himrs a week the first year, one hour a week the second year.)
This course includes integers, common and decimal fractions, the metric system, and
applied problems.

TRADE SCHOOLS.'

Organization.The length of the course is three years. In order
to enter, the students must present the certificate of studies from
an ecole preparataire primaire. There were 30 such schools in 1909.
Their purpose is to prepare their students for the trades.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.'

Arithmetic. (The course extends through two years.) The principal subjects
studied are divisibility of numbers, common and decimal fractions, ratio and pro-
portion, interest, and the extraction of roots.

Geometry. (Three hours a week the first year, two hours the second year, and one
hour the third year.) The object of this course is to teach the geometry necessary
for the trades.

Geometrical drawing. (Two hours a week the first year and three hours the emend
year.)

Industrial drawing. (Two hours a week the second year and five hours a week
the third year.)

LOWER TECHNICAL SCHOOLS'

Organization.These schools require for entrance the completion
of the four-year course in the municipal schools. (This is preceded
by a three-year course in an elementary school.) The course of study
covers three years. There were 19 of these schools in 1909. Their
object is to prepare master workmen and foremen.

COURSE OF STUDY IN BIATHEMATICS.4

Arithmetic. (Three hours a week the first year, three hours with algebra and geom-
etry the second year.) In the first yeuir the subjects studied are fractions, and ratio and
proportion; in the second year the rule of three, interest, and exchange.

Algebra. Two hours a week are given to this course in the first year, and the funda-
mental operations are studied; in the second year, through quadratics.

Geometry. Plane geometry is studied the first year; the second year, the theory of
proportion, some parts of solid geometry, and the trigonometrical ratios.

Mechanics. This course includes the mechanics of a point, the mechanics Of solids,
applications of mechanics to simple machines, and resistance of materials.

Projection drawing. (One hour a week the first year, two hours the second year,
and six hours the third year.)

SECONDARY TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Organization.The entrance requirements are the completion of
the five lower classes of the Realschule. The course is four years or
less. There were 32 of these schools in 1909. Their aim is to give
an industrial education directed toward the special calling of the
student, and in particular to educate engineers' assistants.

Rapport, pp. 7742.
Ibid., PP. /I; $2.

I rnld., p.
Ibid., pp. 88, K.

Ibid., pp. 27, 29.
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COURSE OP STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.'

Algebra. (One hour a week the first year.) This is mainly a study of logarithms
in preparation for trigonometry.

Geometry. (One and one-half hours a week the first year and one hour the second
year.) Plane and solid geometry.

Trigonometry. (One and one-half hours a week the first year.) Plane trigonometry.
Analytics. (Two hours a week the second year.) The fundamental notions of

plane and solid analytics.
Drawing. Geometrical drawing, six hours a week the first year; machine design

second and third years.
Mechanics. -First year, general mechanics and simple machines; second year, graph-

ical statics and resistance of materials.

,

COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.

The course of study in the commercial schools is divided into three
partspreparatory, elementary, and higher.

In order to be admitted to the preparatory division a student must
be at least 10- years of age and must pass an examination in grammar,
arithmetic, geometry, geography, religion, and writing. The age of
admission into the elementary department is 14 years.

These schools prepare their students to be merchants, skilled ac-
countants, and commercial teachers. In 1907 there were 14 of these
schools, with 3,242 students.

The course for merchants includes the study of the elements of
arithmetic and algebra, bookkeeping, commcreial.practice, and indus-
trial technology.

The course for commercial teachers includes algebra, advanced
commercial calculation, bookkeeping, and public administration.

SCHOOLS Of ARTS, INDUSTRIES, AND TRADES.

There are many institutions of an elementary grade, some of which
prepare for the fine arts or the arta in general and others for. the
industries.

The aim of the schools of arts and industries is: (a) To prepare
skilled mechanies,'who study arithmetic, algebra, geometry, descrip-
tive geonietry, trigonometry, physics, general and applied mechanics,

. and machines; (b) to prepare skilled/electricians, chemists, and work-
ers in various other industries.

The schools of arts and trades are night schools and are open to
workers. There are 26 of these schools. In order to enter, the stu-
dents must have an elementary education.

REPPOrt, P. 30.
Ultnaalgoemaat Matbkoatiqua m. &pages, Um rapport de la 84.13.cootmlation eipproolo, par 11.

dare* Dr. !MA G. de Dadaist°, pp. 8, 4.

)
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NAVIGATION SCHOOLS.

Navigation is taught in five general 'technical schools and in twonavigation schools. The number of students is about 300. Thestudents obtain the pilot's certificate.
The subjects studied are arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonom-

etry, topography, geography, physics, design, astronomy, and piloting.

SWEDEN.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.'

ELEMENTARY INDUSTRIAIr SCHOOLS.

Organization. There were at the time that the report was written.
(1911) about 60 elementary industrial schools in Sweden, 54 of which
had State support. These schools began with private foundations,but have gradually come ender State or community control.

The school year has two semesters-13 weeks in the fall and 20weeks in the spring. The instruction is usually given from 7 to 9 in
the welling, on-weekdays, and from 8 to 10 on Sunday mornings

The course is two or three years in length.
requirements are an ago of At least 14 years and

certificate of dismis;sal from. the. Volksschule.
A small fee of from 1 to 2 crowns (27 cents to 54 cents) is charged.
These schools are not compulsory, but a commission is working over

the plan of instruction, and it is hoped twit, attendance will be required
between the ages of 14 and 18. In schools where the numbers jus-
tify it the students are divided into classes according to occupation,
and the instruction in mathematics is adapted to the needs of thedifferent trades.

Aim of the instruction. The aim of these schools is to give. practical
industrial training. ,

COURSE OP STUDY IN 1IAT1IENATIC8.

Arithmetic. The course in arithmetic usually extends through three sainesters, two'hours a week. "In arithmetic,2 where the object of the teaching is to give the stu-
dents skill in the computations that they will meet in their special trades, the cows°given includes whole numbers, common and decimal fractions with applications,
percentage, interest, stocki and bonds, discount, and general problems that can besolved by the aid of equations of the first degree."

Algebra. This is a course of two hours a week, but the number of semesters is notgiven. The topics studied include integral and fractional expreesions and equationsof the first and second degree.

I Der Lieehe ttntarrleht Schweden: Der mathernatisebe Unterricht an den elementartech-!' -nischen 0 hulen Scharedens, by Dr. K. L. Eagetrom.
Ibid., D. 3-
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Geometry. There is usually a course of one year, with one or two double periods a

week. Six books of ZFuclid are studied, particular attention being given to problems
of construction. Practice is given in the computation Of areas and volumes.

In some industrial schools trigonometry and calculus are taught.

Methods of instruction.There are short lectures by the teacher,
followed by the solution of problems by the students.

The same books are used as in the secondary schools.

MIDDLE TECHNICAL SCHOOLS'

Organization.Students who have finished the Realschulp enter
Ny. nout examination. These schools are said to belong to group C
di the plan .of the International Commission. The average age of
entrance is about 18 years. The length of the course is three years.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATICS.

There is much freedom given the teacher as to the nature of the
instruction. The official plan requires only that certain subjects be
taught. These are arithmetic, plane and solid geometry, algebra

-including computations with series and logarithms, plane trigonom-
etry, and the elements of analytical, descriptive, and practical
geometry. Calculus is taught in some schools.

Aims and methods of instruction.The official instructions recom-
if mend that the teacher keep constantly in mind the needs of the in-

dustrics. Mathematics is to be regarded as a tool. Hence the parts
that have only a theoretical value will be omitted, such as certain
formal parts of algebra. Geometry is of 'great importance in design.
Therefore it should bo developed so as to contribute as much as pos-
sible to practical applications. The principal aim of the calculus is
to prepare the student to read technical literature:

Examinations.Examinations are held at the option of the teacher
to determine the progress and promotion of the students. There is
no final examination. A diploma is granted at the completion of the
course.

SWITZERLAND.

COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.2

COMPLBMBNTARayMMERCIAL INSTRUCTION.

Organization.The complementary commercial instruction is both
public and .private. Courses are organized by commercial socities,
by communes, and by one Canton (Fribout). The students are

Der mathematbehe Unterrieht in Behweden: Die Ifathematik an den teohnbehen Lehr:Past/Atm in
Behweden, II: Der matbematbehe Unterrloht an den teohnbehen Inttelsehuktn, by O.' Oallander, pp.

' 14-21.

3 L'Enselirnement matheraatique en Bubse, No. 6: Us matnomatitues dam l'easelmsement ooraniercial
wan, by L. Mod. Reamed to hereafter as No. 4.
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apprentices and adult employees. The programs given in the report
are for a course of three years.

Aim of the instruction.'The aim of the mathematical instruction
is to give the students accuracy and speed in the calculations involved
in commercial affair.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATHEMATIC/3.2

In the courses of study given in the report, from one to two hours a week for three
years fkro given to elementary and commercial arithmetic, and the same to bookkeeping.

Arithmetic. The folloting are the principal topics taken up in the different years:
First year., Computing by the hundred and by the thousand, English money and

measures, and a review of fractions.
Second year. Interest, discount, exchange, ratio and proportion, alligation, and

partnership.
Third year. Accounts current, accounts involving public funds, oral calcula-

tion, and a review of the work of the three years.
Bookkeeping. Some of the topics given in this course are simple and double entry

by American and Italian methods, accounts of a society, loss and gain accounts,
balances, partnership accounts, accounts of an industry and of a hotel.

Methods of instruction." The method used is that of exposition by
the teacher, followed by the solution of numerous problems in and
outside oV,he recitation.

Boska4WA. list is giVen of the books most widely used. For arith-
metic these books are mainly collections of problems.

Examination.' --At the end of the last year of the course an exam-
ination is given to which any person who has served two years'
apprenticeship is eligible, whether or not ho has attended the cours
complementaires. This is an examination for a diploma and is
required of apprentices in 10 Cantons. The tendency is to make it
compulsory everywhere. This examination requires, in arithmetic,
a written exanination lasting from 2 to 2i hours, and a test, in oral
calculation lasting from 6 to 7i minutes; in bookkeeping, a written
examination lasting from 3 to 3i hours, and an oral one lasting from
6 to 7i minutes.

The examinations are set by the Cantons or by the commercial
Societies, according to the school. They are under the supervision
of the Federal department of commerce and industry, and in certain
Cantons under that of the cantonal department of commerce and
industry.

The examples of examination questions given in the raport 5 are
,in the main practical ones, such as would occur in business practice.

vEneelgnenient math6matique en Suisse, No. 6: Lee mathOmatIgnee dans l'imseignernenb, corn
menial suttee, by L. Mort. Roferred to hereafter as No. 6, p. 3.

Ibid., p. a.
a Ibld., p.

. d Ibld., p. 6.
6 MM., pp. 6-11.
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Preparation of teachers' The teachers belong to three groupsele-
mentary school teachers, secondary school teachers, and persons
engaged in business. Apparently no special preparation is required;
These teachers are usually paid by the hour, at the rate of from 3 to
5 francs. In the larger places there are permanent positions which
may pay as much as 4,800 or 6,000 francs for work of 28 hours a
week.

SECONDARY COMMERCIAL INSTRUCTION.

1. THE LOWER SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF COMMERCE.'

There are few of these schools. They have had support from the
Federation since 1909. They have a large attendance of girls. The
length of the course is one or two years. From five to six hours a
week are given to arithmetic and bookkeeping in each year in a
course of study outlined in the report. This is a two-year course
anti is used" in a school in Basel. The subject matter in this course
is similar to that already given on page 74.

2. IIIOHER SCHOOLS OP COMMERCE.'

Organization.These schools are partly supported by the Federal
Government. In some of the Cantons students of the ages of 14 or
15 who are normal in their studies are admitted without examination,
and some schools require an examination of all students. Of 31
official schools of commerce, 6 are attended by boys only, 11 by girls
only, and 14 are coeducational.

Aims of the mathematical instruction.' The aims of the mathemat-
ical instruction are said to ho to develop ability to reason, to give
precision in language, to give ability in abstract and applied calcula-
tion, and to prepare the.students for touivancecil commercial work in
the university.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATItEMATICS.'

The department of commerce of the Federal Government has issued
a type program for courses Of three and of four years. In the
former, 10 hours a week are prescribed for arithmetic and 11 for book-
keeping and Commercial work; and in the latter, 13 hours for arith-
metic and 16 hours for bookkeeping and commercial work. Besides
these, courses in algebra, geometry, and trigonometry are 'usually
'iven.

Arithmetic. (a) Elementary arithmetic. "Review of arithmetic from the point of
view, especially, of rapid calculation!? This includes a review of the fundamental
operations with integers and fractions, the metric system, square root, ratio and pro-
portion, percentage, interest, discount, proportional division, alligation, and partner-
ship, and oral calculation.

Na 6, p. 12. s Ibid., p. 13.. Ibid., p. 14. Ibid., p. 18. 6 Ibld., pp. 19-21.
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(b) Commercial arithmetic. This includes a study of notes, bills, and accounts;
the moneys and measures of the principal countries; methods of exchange and values
of the precious metals; and buying and selling of stocks and bonds and other securities.

Algebra. (a) Elementary. This course begins with the fundamental operations
and.extends through square and cubezot, equations of the second degree in one or
more unknowns, arithmetical and geo progressions, logarithms, and permuta-
tions and combinations.

(b) Financial. This includes a study of compound interest, annuities, sinking
funds, and public loans.

(e) Insurance, A study is made of probabilities and of mortality tables and their
uses.

Elementary geometry. "Study of plane surfaces. Surfaces and volumes of the prin-
cipal bodies."

Plane trigonometry. This course includes the solution tit triangles.
Bookkeeping. This is a fairly comprehensive course in bookkeeping, including eels

of books for banks and for mercantile and industrial establishments.
The courses in mathematics in certain schools include a few topics not, mentioned

above.

Methods of instruction.' "The method employed is the method of
exposition; it is reduced, generally, to a strict minimum; it is pos-
sible to devote much time to the solution of numerous and varied
problems drawn, usually, from the domain of practical affairs."
Little use is made of models. There is a list given of the textbooks
in general use.

Examinations.'"The examinations for promotion at the end of
the year are giving way more and more to quarterly examinations."
The grade for the quarter is obtained by combining the examination
grade with the grade made in recitation. The average of the three
quarterly grades is the grade for the year. A diploma is given stu-
dents who finish the course and pass an examination. This exam-
ination Is both oral and written and is based mainly upon the work
of the last year of the course. The question is being considered of
creating a Federal diploma for these schools.

About 20 pages' of the report are taken up with questions used in
the examinations. These questions are in the main in arithmetic
and bookkeeping, some in algebra and geometry. They are almost
entirely applied problems, those in arithmetic dealing with some-
what complicated questions of accounts current, exchange, stocks
and bonds, insurance, and profit and loss.

Preparation of teachers. .4 The teachers prepare themselves either
in a university, by private atudy.,or, in a few cases, by commercial
practift It is recommended that some practical experience be made
a part of the prepiration of those who expect to teach in the com-
Mercial schools. A part of the teachers of mathematics in the com-
mercial schools are selected from those who have prepared to teach
in the secondary schools. It appears, then, that no definite require-

1 No. 6, p. 47. ibid., PP- 26, 26- !Ibid., pp. 25-46. Ibid., p. 48.
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ments are made of teachers of mathematics except the passing of a
special examination.

Present tendencies."The actual experiences are too recent for it
to be possible to indicate a definite tendency in the teaching of
mathematics in the higher schools of commerce." r It is of interest,
however, to note the growth of these schools. In 1891, when the
Swiss Federation first began to give them aid, there were 8 schools
of commerce, with about, 700 students. In 1910 there were 31 offi-
cial schools of commerce, with 3,477 students-2,249 male and 1,228
female.

SCHOOLS OF ADMINISTRATION AND FOR THE RAILWAY SERVICE.

Organiza,tiA:m."By a school of administration is meant a school
that prepares the youth to enter the Federal post office, telegraph,
telephone, or'cukoins service."

The schools of administration and for the railway service have
courses of two or three years. Students enter at the ag,,t3 of 14 or
15 years. "Students who have completed their previous studies
normally are admitted without examination; each school reserves
the right, however, to 'examine all students." The entrance exam-
ination includes the mother tongue, arithmetic, geography, and
national history.

COURSE OF STUDY IN MATIISMATics.

The time given to arithmetic varies from four hours a week for
one year to three hours a week for three years; to algebra, from one
hour a week for six months to two hours a week for two years; to
geometry, from nothing to one hour a week for three years; to book-
keeping, from nothing to two hours a week tho firstyear and one hour
a week the second year.

The following outline of the course is given:
Arithmetic. (a) Elementary. "Review and extension of the four fundamental

operations with integers and fractions. Common fractions. Ratio and proportion.
Simple and compound rule of three. Interest and discount:4, Proportional division.
Partnership and alligation. Metric system. Square root."

(b) Commercial "Calculation of interest by different methods. Stocks and bonds.
Accounts current. Bills and notes."

Elementary geometry. "Calculation of surfaces and volumes."
Elementary algebra. "The four fundamental oAeltions with positive and negative

numbers. Fractions. Square and cube root. Equations of the Snit and second
degree. Progressions and logarithms."

Elementary bookhgping. This is an elementary course.

Methods of instruction ° --,,The methods used are eimilar to those
used in the commercial schools.

Books.A list of the books in general use is given.'
I No. 6, p. 63. ' Ibid., pp. 64-6D. s p. 64. IbIrL, pp. 65, 66. Ibid., p. 68.
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Examinations.'Examinations are given under conditions similar
to those of the higher commercial schools. A. diploma is given at
the completion of the course.

Preparation of teachers.'The teachers in these schools should have
the preparation required of the teachers in the secondary schools.

INDUSTRIAL C.:HOOLS.'

ELEMENTARY TECHNICAL SCHGOLS.

Under the head of elementary technical instruction are discussed
the trade courses (court; professionels) and the permanent trade
schools (6coles professionelles permanents).

VOCATIONAL COO RAE8,4,

These trade courses are for apprentices and give from four to seven
hours of instruction a week. The law of Bern, which is cited, requires
the attendance of apprentices in places Were schools exist. "These
courses 6 are supported by particular corporations, by cities, and by
the cantonal and Federal authorities, and they are regularly inspected
by their delegates. The Federal support is 50 per cent of that of the
corpckations plus one-third of the net. expenses."

The trade courses are a regular part of the system of continuation
schools of Switzerland. The continuation schools usually give courses
of two or three years.' Attendance is required in 13 Cantons, is vol-
untary in 5, and in the hands of the municipalities (Gemeinden) in 3

,Cantons. The general aim of these schools is to supplement the
common-school education, and also to furnish the apprentices in the
different trades the necessary theoretical instruction.

From two to four hours are given to mathematics in the trade
courses. The time given to the different mathematical subjects is in
general as follows:'

Arithmetic, I or 2 hours a week, one course each year.
Geometry, 1 or 2 hours a week, one course each year.
Bookkeeping, 1 hour a week, one course each year. .

Geometrical drawing, 2 to 4 hours a week, one course each semester.
Projection, 2 to 4 hours a week, one course each semester.

A discussion of the aims and methods of instruction is given under
the permanent trade schools.

Examinations. The only examination mentioned is the one at the
end of the apprenticeship, which is obligatory inmost Cantons.

I No. 6, pp. 66, 67.
IbkL, p. 69.
L'Easalgneatent mathamatkmo as Buten: No. 8, LtEuselsuetuent des msta4mailques dans lee *cola

tedudques moyennes misses, by Dr. L. Crake. This report Is referred to hereafter es No. S.
Ibid., pp.
Ibid p. 11.
L'Enselimemont mathamitique en Woe: Na 3, Der ossthemstleolte UnterrIcht ell den sohwelserIselm

Pristersehulan, by Just. &oaths, p.
' No. 1,14.M.
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Organisation." Certain cities have gone further than the trade
courses.' Assisted by various trade associations and by the cantonal
and Federal authorities they have organized trade schools in which
young people serve their complete theoretical and practical appren-
ticeship. Only those apprentices may enter who are not required to
attend the public schools. They are then at least 14 or 15 years of
age and remain two, three, or four years, according to the obligatory
duration of the apprenticeship. These institutions aro inspected by
the Confederation and are supported by it to the same extent as the
trade courses. In these trade schools we develop the superior work-
men, capable of becoming excellent foremen after some years of
service in the shops. This is the intermediate stage between the
elementary and the middle school instruction."

Aim of the instruction .These schools are organized to assist in the
development of the industries of the places in which they are located.
The larger cities have schools for different trades.

Number of hours spent in the schools. Asa rule, the apprentices are
in the schools 56,hours a week (in some only 52), 9i hours daily except
Saturday, when the time is 8i hours. "The purely practical or purely
vocational instruction takes from 33 to 48 hours, according to the
school and the trade.' There remains then from 8 to 19 hours for
general and technical culture. The largest part -of this time is given
to mathematics."

The courses usually given in thathematics are the following:'
noon per week.

Arithmetic, one course a year
Geometry, one or two (verses a year 2
Algebra, one or two courses a year 2
Trigonometry, one course a year 2
Mechanics, one or two Courses a year 2
Bookkeeping, one course a year 1
Geometrical drawing, one course a semester 4
Projection, one course a semester

COURSE OP STUDY IN MATTLENIATICS.

Report No. 5 gives outlines of the courses in mathematics offered
in Nur of the Middle trade schools. The following abstract of the
courses offered in the section for mechanics in the School of Arts and
Crafts of Geneva' will give a fairly good notion of the nature of the
work done in mathematics as-shown in the report:

raw MLR. (parkins THE STUDENT'S NDI?U SCHOOL. TEAR.')

Numerical calculation and algebra. (Two hours a week.) This course includes
calculations invplving simple literal expressions, the solution of easy equations from
geometry, mechanics, and. physics, technical tables, and graphical representation.

I so. 5, pp. I5-27,i
+Ibid., p.
$ Ibid.; p. 2e.

Ibid., p. 27.
Ibid., pp. 21, H.
The number Of years of school attendance before entering the tradeschool Is not the same In Witt*Gagne
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-Geometry. (Thiee hours a week.) The topics taken up in this course are geometrical
constructions, curves used in mechanics; reduction of figures, the pantagraph; and
practical applications to solid geometry, such as the calculation of surfaces, volumes,
and weights of pieces of machines.

It Mechanics. (Two hours a 'week.) This course includes elementary statics with
applications to machines and the elements of kinematics and dynamics.

Technical drawing. (Six hours a week.) The principal topics in this course are
making sketches of the tools in the shop, general principles of machine design, and the
elements of elementary and descriptive geometry applicable to machine design.

SZCOND TRAIL (TER STIJDRNT'S TIIIT5 SCHOOL THAR.)

Trigonometry. (Two hours a week during one semester.) This is a course in plane
trigonometry with applications to mechanics.

-Mechanics. (Three hours a week.) This course includes applied kinematics, the
problem of falling bodies, and the study of such mechanisms as cams, connecting
rods and cranks, and gearing.

Resistance of materials. (Two hours a week during one semester.) There is a study
of simple problems; applications to such,cases as belts and gearing; the use of tables.

Technical drawing. (Six hours a week.) General principles of machine design,
with applications to the machines used or constructed.

THIRD THAR. (THZ STUDZNT'S RLKVZNTE SCHOOL TZAR.)

Mechanic's. (Four hours a week.) This includes further study of dynamics and of
certain types of motors.

Technical drawing. (Six hours-a week.) Sketches, -working drawings, copies, and
blue prints.

Methods of instruction.Tho following remarks on the methods or
instruction apply to the trade courses as well as the pertnanent trade
schools unless otherivisc stated:

Arithmetic. "The teaching of arithmetic in the trade courses and in the shops for
apprentices requires an annual course of one or two hours and has for its principal
aim the solution of vocational applications.' We mean here by vocational appli-
cationaalf the practical problems which may be met in the trade of the apprentice.
The carpenter calCulates surfaces, volumes, and the buying and selling prices of mate-
rials used in his trade. The locksmith deals with the surfaces, volumes, weights, and
prices of pieces of iron of various kinds.

"The instruction, however, is systematic and is develped as in the other schools
complete knowledge and facility in the four operations: Metric system; rule of
three; calculation of costs and selling prices; rules of interest and discount."

"As to programs and methods they may be summed in this: 2 To arrive at a practical
and daeful rettult by the Aplestend most intuitive means."

" The method of work usually adopted consists in the solution of numerous problems,
either on the blackboard or in the notebook, and always, if possible, in class under the
the supervision of the master. Little or nothing of books, and nothing of written
theory."

We find here the not unusual complaint concerning the poor work
doe in arithmetic in the elementary schools:
"' "to all eases they fact is this: 1 The young people who enter the technical schools do

not know sufficiently well how to calculate." "The teaching of arithmetic in the
elementary technical schools reveals another general defect: The students who come

*Ibid., D. 27.
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to us do not know how to prepare the solution of a problem in arithmetic. Now, such
a task is at once a matter of reasoning, of order, and of good taste upon which it is
absolutely necessary to insist. It is not the writer who is speaking here, but a great
number of colleagues who replied to the'questionnaire."

Geometry. The work begins with a re'view 9f the properties of lines, surfaces, and
solids which the students have learned in the elementary school. "We continue with
purely intuitive instruction.' The knowledge of geometrical figures is developed by
the aid of drawings, and that of solids by the elamination of models in wood or card-
board. The principal rules are established by the use of decomposable cardboard
figures." "While being intuitive, the instruction remains systematic; the study of
perpendiculars and obliques, of the equalities of triangles, the circle, parallelograms,
surfaces, the Pythagorean proposition, and regular polygons lends itself to this method
of treatment. Such is, in its large outlines, the geometric basis of the knowledge of our
future artisans."

"We may add that, without question, it is impassible to put a manual of geometry
intp the hands of the students. First of all, there does not exist to our knowledge ,a
French or German text that fulfills completely the requirements of the technical
schools. On the other hand, it is not in thumbinra book that a yoneg person learns
geometry."

The method of instruction is to have the necessary theory dictated by the teacher, 4,
and copied by the students in notebooks. Many exercises are solved. Plane and
solid geometry tub developed together. The notions of geometry are feiminated
with the principal properties of the regular pyramid, cone, right prism, cylinder, by
utilizing the construction of these to aid in their development." 3

, Algebra. Algebra is seldom taught in the trade courses. The following remarks
apply to the permanent trade schools:

"As in arithmetic, this course is directed toward
arithmetic, little of theory, each new question, each step in advance is explained by
corresponding examples. The solution of numerous exercises by the students on the
blackboard, and in the class notebook, such is the method recommended and adopted
by then:wet of the schools."

The books most used are:4
C. Mori of S. Tzaut, exercices et problbmes d'algebre.
E, Bardey, Aufgabensammiung,

MIDDLE! TBCHNICAL SCHOOLS.

Organization. The most of the middle technical schools are under
the control of the Cantons. The lengths of the courses are from three
to nine semesters, with five and six semesters as the most 'frequent
lengths.

Entrance requirements. "The technical schools receive, after
examination, youths of 15 years who have attended the last two
classes of a secoadary school and who possess theknowledge required
by ito regulatitrns.

"This knowledge includes: Elementary arithmetic. The elements
of algebra and geometry. The mother tongue (preparing a simple
composition with ease and confidence). Free-hand and elementary .
geometrical drawing."

,

1 No. 6, p. p. 77. 3 .4 IMd., p. 81.

90907°-15-4 ..

I Ibis., p. 32.
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A part of the students have several years of shop experience before
entering the technical schools.

Aims. "Between the engineer,' the thought that conceives, an&
the workman, the hand that executes, a `technician' is-necessary,
capable first of grasping easily tihe projects and plans of the engineer
or the architect, and then directing their execution with intelligence."

As the principal aim of these schools is to educate these technicians
the principal aim of the mathematics is a purely practical one. It is
intended, however, that the mathematics be taught so as to develop_
logical thought.' The young technician must know enough mathe
matics to organize and solve his problems mathematically, and to be
able to read the literature of his subject.

COURSE OF STUDY IN. MATHEMATICS.

'The number of hours weekly (spent in the school) it in the neighborhood of 40
througifout the course,' In the first year 12 or 15 hours arngiven to pure mathematics,
in the second year 5 or 6, and in the third year only 2 or 4. In the second year the
course in applied mathematics requires 8 or 10 hours."

. The following Course in mathematics is given in the section for
mechanicians- in the Teihnicum, of Berthoud. The length of the
course in this school is five semesters.

FIRST SEMESTER. (THE STUDENT'S NINTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

Arithmetic. (Six hours a week.) The principal subjects studied are the funds-
- mental operations, systems of measures, fractions, ratio, and proportion, percentage

and its applications, partnership, and alligation.
Algebra, (Four tours a week.) This course includes the fundamental operations

with integral expressions, equations of the first degree in one unknown, proportion, and
logarithms.

Geometry. (Three hours a week.) The theorems of plane geometry, the constrtic-
lions , and cOmputitions are taken up.

Geometrical drawing. (Five hours a week.)

SEC(ND SEMESTER. (THE STUDENT'S NINTH SCHOOL YEAR.)r
Algebra. (Four hours a week.) The topics studied in this course are equations of

the first degree in more than one unknown, equations of the second degree, powers and
roots, logarithms, the slide rule, arithmetical and geometrical series, and compound
interest.

Geometry. (Four hours a week.) This is a course in solid geometry and includes
the most important theoremi, and computations of the surfaces and volumes of the
elementary solids and also of the prisinatoid and of solids of revolution. There is a
short introduction to trigono-metry which is used in the computations of volumes.

Projeciiros geometry. (Four hours a week.) This course begins with the projection
of the point and the straight line and extends through the study of the plane sections
:of pyramidri, pips; cylinder and cones, and the intersections of bodies bounded by
Slane and curved.aurfacbs.

No. 5, p. X. s Ibid., If: 99. a Ibid., p. 42. Ibid., pp. 50-66.
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THIRD SEMESTER. (THE STUDENT'S TENTH SCHOOL YEAH.)

Plane trigonometry. (Three hours a week.) This includes the solution of oblique
triangles and applications.

Analysis. (Four hours a week.) This course includes the binomial theorem, the
notion of a function, and an introduction- le differential calculus and its application to
the theory of curves and to mechanics, and to the development of functions into
power series.

Descriptive geometry: (Three hours a week.) Intersections of solids and applica-
tions to nunierous problems in the construction of machines. Light and shade and
parallel perspective.

Mechanics. (Four hours a week.) This is a course in the elementary theory of
mechanics, with many practical applications.

Resistance of materials. (Four hours a week.)

FOURTH SEMESTER. .(THE STUDENT'S TENTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

Analysis. (Three hours a week.) Introduction to integral calculus' and applica-
tions to geometry and mechanics.

Mechanics. (Six hours a weok.)V.This course includes something of the dynamics
of rigid bodies, hydrostatics, and hydraulics with applications.

Graphical statics. (Two Hours a week.)

FIFTH SEMESTER. (THE STUDENT'S ELEVENTH SCHOOL YEAR.)

Mathematics. (Otte hour a week.) Review with selected examples. Short intro-
duction to practical geometry. .

Graphical statics. (Ono hour a week.)

Methods pf truitruction.What has boon said concerning the general
aims and methods of instruction in the trade schools -applies herd.
The instruction is expected to be concrete, to involve' many practical'
problems, and in point of view of theory to be limited to whet is abso-
lutely necessary. "All the purely theoretical developments are
suppressed."

..The work in .descriptive geometry and in geometrical and technical
drawing is said to be of great importance, is given much time and
attention, and every effort is.made to keep the instruction thoroughly
practical.

Much importance is attached to the study of mechanics in the micl-
dle technical schools. It is sometimes taught by mathematicians
and sometimes by engineers. "Wa will only add 'that the choice of
examples is made in absolute conformity with the technical needs of
the students, and that this course is characterized by a great number
of carefully chosen graphical and numerical problems. "' It is urged
that in geometry and in mechanics " the professor shouldprepare the
examples according to the necessities of-the school.' He ought to
know the questions of which the technologists have the greatest need;-
his problems ought to relate the mathematical theory to the other
branches of the program!' .

1 No. 5, p.101. *Ibid., p. 00.
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Ezamination.s.1At the end of the course the students take an
examination to obtain the diplome de technieien. In certain schools
there is an examination at the end of the second year which includes
the examination in pure mathematics.

The examination in mathematics is oral and written, on algebra,
geometry, trigonometry, analytics, mechanics, and the resistance of
materials. A considerable number of examination questions are
given in the report? The most of these examples are theoretical or
involve such applications fie are found in the books.

Preparation of teachers.'In general the teachers in the middle
technical schools aro engineers and architects with diplomas from
the iigher technical schools, and professors of branches of general
culture who have the diplenne de maitre de gymnase.

Some of the instructors of technical branches are technologists
who after leaving the Technicum have gone into practice, and later
have gone into teaching.' Some of the teachers of nontechnical sub-
jects have only the diplome de mares seconclaires. "We have then
no special preparation for-the profesAors of technical instruction.
There is found the engineer with no pedagogical knowledge, and the
mathematician with no technical knowledge." It generally happens,
however, that the engineer has a taste for teaching, and the mathe-
matician is; interested in mechanics or architecture; so that the
results seem to be good. It is recommended that some special prepa-
ration be given instructors in technology, just as is now done in the
case of the teachers in the secondary schools. "It is not sufficient
for a future professor to be instructed in his subject; it is necessary
that he should have practice teaching, show what he can do, and by
some well directed trials improve and perfeethis individual methods."

UNITED STATES.

The vocational schools of the Unite tates have no general State or
national organization, and present gr at .diversity of organization,
aimp, and methods. As a rule these s (lois have grown up to meet
the needs of- particular vocations or of particular localities. The
types are not clearly defined, and it is praptically impossible to give
detailed descriptions that will apply to a large number of schools.

The data' tiped here are taken almost entirely from the American,
reports to the International Commission on the Teaching of Mathe-
matics. Only some of the principal facts are given here; and ref-
erences are made to the reports for, details.

No. 6,p. *44
Ibld., pp. 91-0 Ibid., p. 102.
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COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS.'

Private commercial schools. There is generally no definite entrance
requirement. The aim is to prepare young persons, in the shortest
possible time, to take such positions as that of clerk, bookkeeper,
accountant, and stenographer. The courses are from a few months
to two years in length. Commercial arithmetic is usually the only
work in mathematics.

Commercial departments in high schools.These, are ordinary high.
schools, and the course offered by the commercial 'department is
only one of several that may be elected by the students. The work
mathematics in the commercial course differs from that of the other
courses in including commercial arithmetic and bookkeeping, and less
of algebra and geometry.

Commercial high schools.These. have the same organization as
other high.scbools, and hence require for entrance the completion of
the eighth grade of the elementary school, and the pupils are as a rule
14 years old when they enter. The aim of the commercial high
school, as well as of the commercial department in the general high
school, is to give a geuel'al education and at the same time to give
vocational training that may be utilized' immediately after leaving
the school. Both of these classes of schools 'prepare for the same
kinds'of positions as those mentioned under private commercial schools.

The courses in- mathematics offered are commercial arithmetic,
algebra, geometry, bookkeeping, and sometimes trigonometry.

The length of the course is four years.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

Intermediate industrial, preparatory trade, or vocational schools.'
The aim of these schools is to prepare for a trade. In order to enter
these schools the student must be at least 14 .years of age and have
completed at least the first, six years of the elementary school. These
schools are as a rule supported by public funds. "In schools of this
class the course of study commonly combines bookwork and shop-
work in almost equal proportions. The bookwork generally includes
English, shop mathematics, industrial history, and civics, together
with the elements of physics and chemistry."

Trade schools with day courses .° "In these schools the aim is to
prep I upils fy actual work in the trades in the shortest possible

. time. The length of the course varies with the needs of tint student.
In e scho6ls of this class very little a tention is givenTo mathe-'

es frequently give verymatics; but other schools "giving longer co

International Cimmission on the Teaching of Methemat The American Rance: Mathematics
In the Technical Secondary fiehoob of the United States,1211.

Mathematics In Elementary Schools of the Uniteg.
Erflidg UN la

a.
DD. x.155.
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thorough instruction' in English, mathematics, and science." The
work in mathematics sometimes includes the elements of arithmetic,
algebia, geometry, and trigonomet%

Some of these schools are suppoAed by private foundations and
others by public funds.

ApprAticeship schools.'--"Apprenticeship schools are provided
by a number of large industrial corporations for the education of
boys who are learning their' trade." "Through training in mathe-
matics, drafting, English, and science there are recruited from the
ranks of those who work in the shops a group of men much more
captible than the ordinary worker." "The fact that in most nf these
schools shop time. is taken for the class work, and that this time is.
paid for at the regular rate, is an indication of the value attached
to such exercises." These schools offer courses in arithmetic, and
in some cases curses in algebra, geometry, and trigOnometry. \ -

Evening echotls.2These schools are suppeeted-by private founda-
ions, by public funds, and by societies such as the Yoeng Men's

Christian Association. "They are intended to give a type of educe
tidn, both theoretical and practical, that will give the worker at the
trade a better understanding of his work and Of its rehitionship to the
industry toward which his work contributes!! Some of These evening
schools give free courses. Certain schools give courses extending
over a number of years. The free night school of the Cooper Union
in New York, for example, offers a five-year course in general science.
The mathematics offered in this course includes algebra, plane and

. solid *geometry, trigonometry, analytical 'tot-Retry, calculus, and
mechanics. A student wagenerally be a Witted to a course in an
evening school if he gi;vei evidence of sufficient preparation to profit
by the course.

Part-time schools' "The part-time plan, as carried on at Fitch-.
burg, Mass., is an arfangement by which boys in the high school give
half of their tire' e to work for wages in the commercial Shops in .the
city and half to school work." Like other high schools, these schools
require the completion of the eight grades of the elomentary school
for admission. "For the &rat year the boy devotes his entire time
to school work, and for the next three years equal groups of boys
alternate between shop and school, so. that one group is always at
work in the shops and one in the school."

Trade ae hook. for the colored rcias.4"The object of these schools is
to teach a skilled trade to Indians ,and Negroes. In some of these
schools therb is a course of four yeaie. The entrance requirenienie
vary. In same of thefs schools the relationship between industrial

INathentatiesIn the Elementary.Sehools of the United States, pp. 156, 167.
II Ibid., pp. 157-1(0.

p.
6 ibid., pp. 110,100.
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and ordinary academic work is exceptionally well handled. This is
peculiarly true in the subject of mathematics. The problemsiof the
shop and farm are quite commonly treated in the classes in arithmetic,
algebra, and geometry.".

Technical "schools with day courses.' ``The schools included under
this classification are o'f secondary grade and do not give instruction
of higher en Bering rank. The courses are designed to give the
pupil such acqUaintance with scientific and mathematical principles
underlying commercial processes as will enable him to qualify in
time for the work of foreman, master mechanic, inspector, etc."
The completion of the high school is usually required for entrance..
The length of the course is usually lour years. Some of these confer
legrees.. The work in mathematics includes algebra, plane and
solid geometry, trigonometry, analytical geometry, calculus, and
mechanics.

Manual training and technical high echools.2Like other public, high
schools, these schools require for admission the completion of the eight
grades of the elementary school, and give a course of four years. The
aim of these schools is to give a general education which touches more
closely the industrial.. life of the community than does the conven-
tional classiCal and literary courses, and to prepare for hightr technical

- training. Some direct training for .the trades is given.
" In schools' where curricula are arranged with more or lees reference to the require

ments of the colfeges, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry receive about the same
amount of time as in general seconatry schools, viz, one year each of elementary
algebra and plane geometry, and one half-year each of advanced algebra, solid geom-
etry, and trigonometry. A year's work ordinarily represents five exercise(' per week
for 33 to 40 weeks, i. e., a total'of 165 to 200 exerciA. The length of the exercises
is from 40 to 50 minutes." "A few -schools present courses in so-called 'shop mathe-
matics.' ."

Agricultural high schools 4 These schools are generally public high
schools, and - have the same entrance requirements and length of
courw as other .high schools. "Their object is to provide such an
education for the youth of the rural community as will tend to retain..
him in that community as an efficient member thereof." The required
work in mathematics usually consists of arithmetic and one year each
of 'algebra and plane geometry. It is reported that an attempt is
made to make the work in mathematics more practical.

Mathematics in'tho Elementary Sehools of the United States, p. 156.
s Mathematics in the Technical Secondary Schools of the United States, pp. 1-2L
I Ibid., p. 9.
4Ibld., pp. 29-32. .4
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TABULAR STATEMENTS OF COURSES IN MATHEMATICS
IN COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

The following tables contain, so far as the facts are available, for,
each type of school in each country the following facts:

The number of years of previous school attendance requiredlor
entrance.

The approximate age at entrance.
The number of years in the course.
The number of hours a week spent in the school.
The number of hours a week given_ to the study of mathematics.
The branches of mathematics studied.

In determining the number of years of previous school attendance
and the approximate age at entrance, free use has been made of the
tables prepared by Mr. J. C. Brown and published in Bulletin, 1914,
No. 45, of the United States Bureau of Education.

Commercial and industrial schools in Austria

Schools forHigher Industrial Courses for oen 1 Trade the build-
Requirements. 00111Mf- continua- masters trade schools for Mg tradesdal Lion and ,. particular and theschools. schools. assistants. ach°°''' Industries. mechanical

arts.

Tears of prevInus school at- 8 8 8 or more. 6 8 8temisnos required.
Approximate age at entrance.. 14 14 or over. 17 or over 12 or over. 14 or over. 17 or over.Number of years in course.... 4 2 3 3 or 4 tiHours per week in school. .. Full time. Part time. Part time Full time. Full time. Full time.Hours per week for mathemat- About 5

ics, each year.
Courses In mathematics Arith., Arith., Arith., Arith., Arlth., Aritha 1 g . , geom. geom. geom. a I g . , geom.,geom. geom., projec-

projec. t 1 o n
t 1 o n drawing.
drawing.

Schools Higher
Industrial Schools ofRequirements. for master- schools for Ellrker Indus.

the textile trial scifools. schools for domesticworkmen. industry women. science..

Years of previous school at- 8 or more. 8 8 8tandance required,
..toarlinate age at entrance.. 17 or over. 14 or over. 14 14 leNumber of years in course 2 or 21 4 . 4 2 8 mouths.4oUrs per week in school Full time. Pull time.Hairs per weak for matbamat , 1st ymr, 0-13; 2 each year. 2iffn , 2d, about 7;

3d, 21 to 4.Morass In mathematics.. ..... Arlth. sig., Aritb., a1g.,' g e o m. Arith. Aritb.geom., trig., geom., trig. trot.
projection geometrical' g e o m.,
drawing. drawing. projection .

drawing.
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Commerma. and industrial schools in Denmark.

Requirements.
EVIat"

cal
schools.

ay COLO-Day
mercial
schools.

Evening
industrial
schools.

Day
schools for
mechanics.

CGursea for
'"".,,er

'"'foresters.

, ,_
""r'"'""'

schools.

a

Years of previous school at-
tendance required.

' 7

Approximate age at entrance.
Number of yearein course 3 1 4 winter

semesters
1-2

Hours per week in school 30 Full time,
r -

Full time,
, ena pirre r -

Hours per week for rnathemat-
les.

2 5 Ist semes-
ter 12;

..er

. 2d, 6.
Coursee in mathematics

...

C 0 mien
cial arith.

Commer-
dal arith.

Arith.,
a 1 g . ,
g e 0 m . ,
tag . pro-jectIon
drawing.

Arith.,
alg., trig.,
geomerri-
cal draw-
bag.

Arith.,
a I g . ,
plane and
s o 1 1 d
geom.,
analytics
calculus.

Arith.,
g e o m . ,
frig.

Commercial and industrial schools in Finland.

Requirements.

Schools
t-r corn-
mach&
employ-

OM.

Schools
of corn-
merles.

Commer-
dal in-

stitutos.

Manual
training
schools.

Lower
and

higher
trade

schools.

Vocational
schools,

Industrial
school

Years of previous school at-
tendance required.

Approximate age at en-
trance.

Number of years in the'
course.

Hours per week in school...

Flours per week for maths-
matins.

Courses in mathematics__

6

14

1 or 2

12

Arith.

6

16

2

,

Arith.,
geom.

%

16 or 17

2 or 3

Arith.,
a I g . ,
geom.

1 or 2

,

Arith,

13 or 14

1, 2, or 3

P a r t
time.

Aritb.,
alg.,

descrip-
t I v e
geom.

6

13 or 14

2

12 to 20

Arith.,a1g.,
geom.
descrip-

,

tive
geom.

6, and I
year in
shop.

17 or over.

2 years of
6 MOS.
each.
39 or 40.

Arith., alg.,
geom.,
descrip-ti ve
g e om . ,
meohan-
las.

Oommercicd and industrial schools in France.

Requirements.

Higher primary schools
' for boys.

Practical schools of cons-
merce and industry.

National
vocational
schools,

Vocational
schools for

ea&Commercial
section.

Industrial
section.

Commercial
section.

Industrial
section.

Yeats of previous school at-
tendance required.

Approximate age at entrance
Number of years In course
Hours per week in school

Hones per week for mathemat-
Ice.

I r

Courses in mathematics

.-.

7

13
3

291st year,
13221,32
3d.

4 1st year,
3 Id, 3
3d.

Arith.,a1g.,
geom. -

7

13
3

28 lst year,
352d,37
3d.

4 1st year
a 2d, a
N.

Arith.
s e 0 m.,
mechan-
fol.

6 or 7

11 or 13
3

Full time.

6 1st year
a 2d, a

3d. .

Arith.,a1g.
.-

.

8 or 7

12 or 13
3

Full time.

.
8 Ist year

a ad, a
3d.

Arith.,a1g.,
geom.,
deacrip
t 1 v e
geom.,
mectum-
los.

6
e

12 to 16
4

401st year
442d,47
3d, 50

6 let year
6 ad, tiad, 4
4th.

Arith.Alg.,
geom.,
trig., de-
vriptIve
geom.

6

12 to 15
3

Fall time.

11 1st YOM
a 2d, 4
ad.

A r !nth . ,g.
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Commercial and industrial schools in Germany.

Requirements.
Commercial
continua.

lion
schools.

Commercial
preparatory

schools.

Higher
commercial

courses.

Commercial
Realschu-

1st.

Industrial
continua-

lion.
schools.

Trade.schools for
the metal
industries.

Years of previous school at-
tendance required.

Approximate age at entrants
Number of years in course
Hours ppr week In school
Hours per week for mathemat-

ice.

Courses in mathematics

. .

a

14
3

6 to 12
2

Commer-
cial arith.

8

14
1

24 to 33
4 to 6

Commer-
dal arith.

' It

15

35
4 to 6

Commer-
Malarith.

6

13
3

30
1st and 2d

years,13;
341 yeer.5.

Arith. a1g.,
plane andsolid
geom.,
trig.

8

14
3

6 to 9
1 or 2 each

year.

A rith.,a1g.,
geom.

8

14 or over.
2 or 3.

Full time.
Probably 4
each year.

ArIth., alg.,
g e o m . ,
trig.

.0

t.
Factory
schools.

Evening and
Sunday

classes for
artisans.

Middle
technical
schools.

Navigation
schools.

9
.

17 or over
ij to 2i

Full time
4 or 5 for

3'ears.
Alg., plane
and solid
geom. gig,
analytical
geom.

8

.
ti

°

Alg., plane
and gild

georn..plane
and sp her
heal trig.

Years of previous school attendance required...

Apptexima. te age at entrance.
Number of years in course
Hours per week in schoul
Hours per week for mathematics

Courses in mathematics

8

14 or over
2 or 3

Pa rt time,
Probably 2

for 2 years.
Arith., alg.,

geom.

'

8 plus con-
Unuation
school.
17 or over

Part lima

ArIth., alg.,
geom.,trig.,
projection
drawing.

Comnicrcialazul industrial schools in Holland.

Requirements. Burgerevond-
seholen.

&tools of
design.

Vocational
and techni-
cal schools.

Years of previous school attendanoe required
Approximate age at entrants
Number of years in course
Hours per week in school

6
12

2to4
6 to 15

6if
3 to 5

8 to 15

6
12
3

40to44
Hours per week for mathemptIce tat year 4,

2d 4,
3d 3,
4th 2.

Same as Bur-
geravond-
scholen,op-
parently.

1st year 4,
2d 3,
3d 3.

Courses in mathematics Arith., Plane and so Id geom., de-
mechanics. scriptive geom.

Navigation
schools.

7 or 9
14 to 11

2
Full time.
13, each year.

Solid geom.,
plane and
spherl c a I
trig., ana-lytical
geom., navi-
gation.

Commercial and industrial schimis in Hungary.

,a
Requirements.

*

Higher
commercial Trade

schools.

Higher
iqdustrial
schools.

Years of previous school attendance required

Approximate age at entrance
Number of years in course 00
Hours peg week in seitool
Hours per week for mathematics

CoMase In. mathematics
0 I

6

14 or 15
a

Full time.
1st year 8,

2d 6,
3d

Arith., alg.,
geOm.

8

13
, 3

Full time.
let year 2,

2d 3,

Arith. de-ilso p tl v e
geom.0

8, plus 1 year
of practice.

16

Full time.

Alg.plane and
solid geom.,
trig.,descrip-

ti ve geom.

The courses for watchmakers and Frimealioniker in the-trede schools give the same courses in math*
niatles ow the higher indnetrIal schools. se4
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Commercial and industrial schools in Italy.

Requirements.
' Practical
schools of

agriculture.

Higher
schools of

agriculture,
Schools of
mining.

Lower
commercial

schools.

Intermediate
commercial

schools.

Yews of previous school attend-
WIC* required.

4 '12 AiinsIss I o n
by exami-
nation.

.2

Number of years In the course... 2, 3 or 4.Courses In mathematics kflill..gecal Arith., wig.,
geom., me
ehanic.s.

Mg., geom.,
descriptive
geom., me-
chanics.

Arith., 41g.,
geom.

Mith. Mg.,

C'unaniicial and industrial schools in Japan.

.

Requirements. Commercial
schools, class IL

Commercial
schools, class A.

Commercial
colleges.

. Technical schools
of middle grade.

Years of previous school
attendance required.

A ppro x Imate age at en.
trance.

Niunber of years in the
course.

Hours per meek In
school.

Hours per week (or
mathematics.

Courses in mathema ics

6

12

3 or less.

Full time.

4 or 5 each year.
.

Commercial arit h.

9

14

4 or 5

Full time.

.
Commercial arith.,

sig., goom.

II
17

3 or 4

Full time.

1st year, 3; 2d, 2;
. 3d, 3; 4t111.
Math. of finance.

6

4centge age, 15

3 or

I time.
1

(See a; ilo. 67.)

Arith., alg., geom.,
trig.

Requirements. High technical schools. Schools for land surveyors,
lower course.

.
Schools for and surveyors,

higher (ours..

*
it,

Average age, 33

2

Full 441,116:

(See table, p. 09.)

Alg. plane and solid ans.
Ifkrs, calculus, differen.
t equations, dynamics,
least squares.,

Years of previous
school attendance
required.

Appeoximattage at
entrance.

Number of years In
the course.

Hours per week in
School.

Hours per week for
mathematics.

Courses in math's-
malts.

11

.
.s

' 3

i.. Full time.

4. (See table, p. , )

Alg., geom., trig,, plane
i and 90i id a n a I y t I c a I
! geom., calculus, differ-
j entail equations..

11

. Average age, 25
-

1

Full time.

(See table, p. .)

Alg. , solid geom., plane
and spherical trig., rota-
lytical goo m . , I east
squares.

Commercial and indwdrial schools in Russia.

' Requirements. ;Schools for
apprentices.

Elementiry
trade schools. Trade schools.' schools.

Secondary tech-
nical schools.,

'-
Years of previous

school attendance
required.

Approximate age at
entrance.

Number of years in
the course.

Hours per week In
sc

Hours
hool.

per week for
mathematics.

Courses in =the-
metios.

I 12 to 15
;

3

Port time.

di

4rith.,groen.

12 to 13

4

brt year, 2;
2d, 1.

Arith.

3

,

Arith. geome,
geoinetricei
drawing.

3

A r I t h., lilt,
geom., me-
chants, pro-
Insject. ion draw-

i

4 or less.

Mg., geom. trig
entity LI c al
geom., me-
&snick
metrloal draw-
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Commercial and industrial schools in Spain.

Requirements.

Courses in inathe-
matka.

Prepatory
commercial

schools.

Arith.,alg

Elementary commer-om mercial cfiaall camas.
schools.

Ech;31, of arts
and Industries_

Navigation
schools.

Artth.,alg.1 Mg ,commerclal
calaulation.

Arith., alg,
geom., deser' p
tire groan.,trig., me-
chanics.

Arith., alg,
geom., trig.

Commocial and industrial schools in Sec...am.

Requirements. Elementary Middle technkai
industrial schools. schools.

Years of previous school at tend IlDee required
Approximate age at entrance
Number of years In the course.
Hours per week in school
Hours per week for mathematics

Courses in mathematics

3.

,
6

14
2'0r3

Part I tme.
Probably 2 for 2.

years.
Mitt. ,alg., geom.

13
3

Full time.

elg., pltm\e
and solid geom.,
trig., analytical
geom., deecrip-
live geom.

Commercial and industrial schools en Switzerland.

Requirements.

Years of previous school attendance tr.'
toured.

Approximate age at entrance
Number of years in the course
Hours per week in school.
Hours per week for mathematics

Courses lc mathematics

Requirements.

Years of previous school attendance re-
quired.

Approximate-age at entrance
Number or veers In -the course..
Hours per week in school
Hours per week for mathematic.

Courses In mathematica
4

Complemen-
tary cam-

menial instruc-
tion.

6

14 or over.

Part time.
1 or 2 for 3

years.

Comm ercial
arith.

S.eoondaiy
commercial
instruction.

6

14 or over.
1 or 2

Part time. ,

Commercial
arith.

Higher schools
of commerce.

Schools of
administration

and for the
railway ser. kv.

8

14 or over. 14 pr 15
3 or 4 2 or 3

26 Pull time.
1st year, 3; hi, 1st year 6; ?d,

4; 341, 3; 4th, 3; 3,1,3.

Arith., ale., Arlth., I g . ,
geom., trig. geom.

Vocational courses. Permanent voca-
tional schools.-

Middle inleal
ools.

6 to 8 6 9.
14

2
14

3,
15 15

2 or 3 ...
or
or 4 2; or 3

4 to it to 56 40
_240 4 4 each year, op- let year 12 to 15; 2d, 13

ArIth., geom., pro- Arnh., Mg., geom., Arith., ,. geom.,
.--- proximately. to 16; hi: to 4.

)(vain drawing. trig., menhanies, trig., analytical
projection draw- geom., calculus, me-

chanted, descriptive
g e o m . , projection
draping.
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Corn merria/ and industrial schools in the United Stales.

sa

Requirements.
Private

comminiel
schools.

Usually

Or over.

I to 1,

Full time.

S fur 1 year.

Oommercial
arithmetic.

Commack!
departments Commack!

In high high schools,
acho I ),

Intermediate
Industrial,

preparatory
trade, er

vocational
hoofs.

Trsde
schools telt
day courses.

Years of previous
school attend-
ance required.

Approximate age
at entrance.

Number of years
In the course.

Hours per week in
school.

Hours per week formmkics.
Courses

athe
in

amathe-

matic,.

Full lime.

S for 3 years.

Commends/
alg.,

(corn.

Tart-time
schools.

4

Full time.

S for 4 years.

Commercial
tulth.,n1g.
groat.

Trade
schoob for
the colored

rams.

17

4

Pull time.

4 lot 3 years.

ArIth., egg.,
geom.,
applied
math.

to 8

II

Full lane.

Shop math.-
rustics.

Trchnirel
schools with
der courses.

11

- IA

Full time,

5 for 3 years.

Alg , trig.,
analvtkel
geom.,cal-coins,
mechan-
ic,.

61u

II

Full time.

etrillk,geom.,
trig.

Itecothements.
e

Evening
schools.

"lint"and tech-
neat high
schools.

It

4

Full tlmt.

6for3or4
V611/1.

Afg , plane
and solid
&Io m ,

Taus of previous
school attend-
ance required.

Approximate age
at entnsuce.

Number of years
in the cotters'.

Hours per week u
whoal.

Hours per week
for mathet6atks

Courses Br mathe-
matics.

6 or A,

Various.

Alg.,
e o ra . ,

trig., -
a t I canalLy
geom .,me-
chortles.

14 to Id.

4

a

stureniebtolors.

6 to

14 or 0111.

Art"t., sag.,
em.,

A/Monitorel-high schools.

Full ttms.

6 tor 3 VACS.

ArIth., .



NAMES OF TYPES OF SCHOOLS, WITH EQUIVALENTS
USED IN THIS REPORT.

In reading such a report as the present, it is often desirable to be
able to determine the exact name, in the foreign language, of the
schools under consideration. In order to avoid the frequent repeti-
tion, in the body of the report, of the names of the schools, the follow-
ing tables of equivalents have been prepared.

There are given below the names, a S they appear in the reports of
the International Commission, of the types of schools in the different
countries, and thi; terms used as equivalents in this report:

AUSTRIA.

HOhere Handelsschulen
Gewerbliche Fortbildungsschulen
Spezialkurse fur Meister and Gehilfen

Allgemeine Handwerkerschulen
Fachschulen !Ur einzelne gewerblicho

Zweige.
Bau- und Kunothandwerkerschulen

Werkineistenschulen
HOhere Gewerbeschulen
Where Fachschulen fur Textilindustrio
Prauengewerbesehulen
Koch- und Haushaltungsschulen

Higher Commercial Schools.
Industrial Continuation Schools.
Special Courses for Masters and Assist-

ants.
General TradoSchools.
Trade Schools for PartiCular Trades.

Schools for the Building Trades and the
Mechanical Arts.

Schools for Master Workmen.
Higher Industrial Schools.
Higher Schools for the Textile Industry.
Industrial Schools for Women.
Schools for Domestic Science.

DENMARK.

Elementarschulen fur Technik, Handel;
und Seefahrt.

Tagesechule fiir Bauhandwerker
Tagesschulen f Ur Maschinenkonstrukteure

und Elektrotechniker..
f Veterinar- und landwirtschaftlicho Hoch-

schule.

Elementary Technical, Commercial, and
Navigation Schools.

Day School for Builders.
Day Schools for Machine Constructors

and Electrotechnologists.
Veterinary and Agricultural High School.

FINLAND.

Schools for Commercial Employees.
Schools of Commerce.
Commercial Institutes.
Lower Technical Schools.
Manual Training Schools.
Lower and Higher Trade Schools.

Ecoles pour les Employees do Commerce
Ecoles de Commerce
Irustituts Cornmerciaux
Ecoles Techniques Inferieures
Ecoles de Travaux Manuols
Ecoles de Metiers Inferieures et Super-

ieure&
Ecoles Professionelles

I Eccles Industrielles

94

Vocational Schools.
Industrial Schools.
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FRANCE.

Higher Primary Schools for Boys. \
Practical Schools of Commerce and In-

dustry.
National Vocational Schools.
Practical Schools of Commerce.
Ecoles Profeesionelles et Menageree.

Ecoles Primaires Superieures de Garcons
Ecoles Pratiques do Commerce et d'In-

dustrie.
Ecoles Nationales Professionelles
Ecoles Pratiques do Comnieree
Ecoles Profossionelles et Menagbres.-:

GERMANY.

Kaufmiinnischt; Fortbildungsechulen......
Handelsvorsch ulen
Holier° Handelskurse
Ilandelstealschulen
Gewerbliche Fortbildungssclrulen
Fachschulen fur die Metallindustrie
Werkschulen
Abend- and Sonntagsklaesen fur Hand-..

worker.
Technische Mittelschulen
Navigationfechulen,

Commercial Continuation Schools.
Commercial Preparatory Schools.
Higher Commercial Courses.
Commercial Realechulen.
Industrial Continuation Schools.
Trade Schools for the Metal Industries.'
Factory Schools.
Evening and Sunday Classes for Artisans.

Middle Technical Schools.
Navigation Schools.

HOLLAND.

Burgeravondscholen
Ecoles Profeadonellos
Ecoles de Design
Ecoles Techniques
Ecoles de Marino
Enseignement Moyer' Technique
Ecoles Professienelles pour Filles

Burgervondecholen.
Vocational h ools.
Schools of Design.
Technical Schools.
Navigation Schools.
Middle Technical Instruction.
Vocational School; for Girls.

HUNGARY.

HOhere Ilandeleschulen
Gewerbliche Fachschulen
Hithere Gewerboschulen

Higher Commercial Schools.
Trade Schools.
Higher Industrial Schools.

ITALY.

Scuole Agraria Pratiche
Scuole Agraria Superiori
Scuole Minerarie.
Scuole di Commercio Inforiori
Scuole di Commercio Superiori

Practical Schools of / griculture.
Higher Schools of Agriculture.
Schools of Mining.
Lower Commercial Schools.
Higher Commercial Schools

RUSSIA.

Ecoles d 'Apprentis
Ecoles Element,aires de Métiers
teaks de /Oilers
Ecoles Techniques Inferieurles
Ecoles Techniques Secondaires

Schools for Apprentices.
. Elementary Trade Schools.

Trade Schools.
Lower Technicril Schools.
Secondary Technical Schools.

SWEDEN.

Elementartechnische Gewerbeschulen.. Elementary Industrial Schools.
Technische Mittelachukm Middle Technical Schools.
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SWITZERLAND.

Enseignement Commercial Compl4men-
ta8re.

Enseigneiniant Commercial Secondaire..
Ecoles Superieures de Commerce-
&otos d'Administration et de Chemins

de For.
Cours Profemionels
Ecoles Profeesionelles Permanentes:.
Ecoles Techniques Moyennee

-

Cdrikletnentary Commercial Instruction.

Secondary-Commercial Instruction.
Higher Schools of Commerce.
Schools of Administration and for the Rail-

way Service.
Vocational Courses.
Permanent Vocational Schools.
Middle Technical Schools.
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No. 10. Education for effielency in railroad service. 4. Shirley Eaton.

*No. 11. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially supported, by
the State; 1908-9. 5 eta

1910.

*No. I. The movement for reform in the teaching of religion in the public schools of Barony. Arley B.
Show. 5 cts.

No. 2. State school systems: III. Legislation and judicial decisions relating to public education, Oct, 1,
1908, to Oct. 1, 1909. Edward C. Elliott.

No. 6. American schoolhouses. Fletcher B. Dressier. 75 eta.

1911.
* No. I. Bibliography of science teaching. bets.
*No. 2. Opportunities for graduate study in agriculture In the United Stales. A. C. Monahan. 6 ets.
*No. 3. Agencies for the improvement of teachers in service. William C. Ruedins. 15 eta.
No. 4. Report of the commission appointed to study the system of education in the publlo schools of

Baltimore. 10 Os.
*No. 5. Age Mid grade census of schools and colleges. George D. Strayer. 10 cts.
*No. 6. Graduate work In mathemajles in universities and In other institutions of like grade in the United,

S.ystes. 5 cts.
No. 7. Undergraduate work In mathematics In colleges and universities.
No. 9. Mathematics In the technological schools of collegiate grade in the United States.

* No. 13. Mathematics In the elementary schools of the United States. 15 eft.
* No. 14. Provision for exceptional children In the public schools. .1. H. Van Sickle, Lightner Witmer,

and Leonard I'. Ayres. 10 c

*No. lb. Educational system of China recently reconstructed. Harry E. King. 10 eta.
No. 19. Statistics of State universities d other institutions of higher education partially supported by

the State, 1910-11.

1919.

*No. 1. A course of study for the preparation of nual-echool t:achers. F. Mutat& and W.I. Craig. 604.
'No. 3?'Report of committee on milk= r4ecords and reports. 5 eta.
*No. 4. Methematics In technical secondary schools in the United States. 6 ors.
*No. 5. A study of expenses of city school systems. Harlan Updegraff. 10 ots.
*No. 6. Agricultural educlitIon In secondary schools. 10 ots.
*No. 7. Educational status of nursing. M. Adelaide Nutting. 10 eta.
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*No. 8. Poem day. Finis Fern Andrews. 6 ots. (Later publication, 1913, No. 12. 10 ota.(
No. 9. Country schools forsity boys William S. Myers. 10 cts.
No. 11. Current educational topics, No. 1..

No. 13. Influences tending to Improve the work of the teacher of mathematics. 5 ots.
Nq. 14. Report of the American comMissioners of the International commission oq the teaching of mother'

mattes. 10 eta.
*No. 17. The Montessori system of education. Anna T. Smith. 5 cis.
*No. 18. Teaching language through agriculture and domestic science. M. A. LeIper S eta.
No. 19. Professional distribution of college and university graduates. Bailey B. Burritt. 'Mots.
No. 22. Public and private high schools.
No. 23. Special collections In libraries in the United States. W. D. Johnston and I. 0. Mudge. 10 eta.
No. 26. Bibliography of child study far the years 1910-11.
No. 27. Ilistery of public-school education In Arkansas. Stephen B. Weeks.

. 'No. 28. Cultivating school grounds In Wake County, N. C. Zebulon Judd. 6 cis.
No.29. Bibliography of the teaching of mathematics, le)0-1912. D. E. Smith and Chas. Goldziber.
No. 30. Latin-American universities and special schools. Edgar E. Brandon.

1913.

. No. 1. Monthly record of current educational publications, January, 1913.
1p.2. Training courses for rural teachers. A. C. Monahan sod R. 11. Wright. 5 eta.

.*No. 3.' The teaching of modern languages In the United Slates. Charles II. Handschin. 15 eta.
No. 4. Present standards of higher education In the United States. George E. MacLean. 20 ate.

No. 6. Monthly record cf current educational publications, February, 1913.
No. 6. Agricultural Instruction In high schools. C. H. Robison and F. B. Jenks. 10 cta.

* No. 7. College entrance requirements. Clarence D. Kingsley. 16 cts.
No. 8. The status of rural education in the United States. A. C. Monahan. 18 eta.

No. 11. Monthly record of current educational publications, April, 1913.
sNo. 12'. The promotion of peace. Fannie Fern Andrews.- 10 eta.
*No. 13. Standards and tests for measuring the efficiency of schools or systems of schools. 5 cis.

No. 15. Monthly record of current educational publiCations, May, 1913.
No. 16. Bibliography of nical Inspection and health supervisiou. 15 cts.
No. I& T he fifteenth International congress on hygiene and demography. Fletcher B. Dressler. 10 eta.
No.19. German Industrial education and its lessons for the 'Kilned States. Holmes Ileckwith.

No. 20. Illiteracy in the Unibsi States. 10 etc.
No. 21. Monthly record of current educational pe'''Ical ions, June, 1913.

No.22. Bibliography of industrial, vocation.% an,. ,rode educat ion. 10 cts.
*No.23. The Georgia club at the State Normal 'ehool, Athens, Ga., for the study of rural sociology. E. C.

Branson. 10 eta.
No. 24. A comparissn of public education In Germany and in the United States. Georg Korschenstelner.

6 eta.
'No. 26. Industrial education In Columbus, C. Roland B. Daniel. 5 cis.
I4o. 26. Good roads arbor day. Susan B. Sipe. 10 cts.
No 28. Expressions on education by American statysmen and publicists. 5 eta
No. 29. Accredited secondary schools in the United States. Kendric C. Babcock. 10 eta.

No. 30. Education In the South. 10 cis.
' No. 31. Special features in city school Systems. 10 cm.

No.32. Educational survey of Montgomery County, Md.
* No. 34. Pension systems in Great Britain. Raymond W. Ska. 10 cts.
* No. 35. A list of hooks suited to a high-school library. 15 cts.
No. 36. Report ou the work of the Bureau of EduCation for the natives of Alaska, 1911-12. 10 eta.
No. 37. Monthly record of current educational publications, October, 1913.

No. 38. Economy of time in education. 10 els. .

No. 39. Elementary industrial5icl,1 of Cleveland, Ohio. W. N. Hellmann.
*No. 40. Tho reorganized school playground. Henry S. Curtis. 10 cts.
*No. 41. The morganizasion of secondary education. 10 eta.
No.42. An experimental rural school at Winthrop College. H. S. Browne.

*No. 43. Agriculture and rumblifo day; material for its oliservtume. Eugene C. Brooke. 10 ate.
No. 44. Organized health work in schools. E. B. Hoag. 10 ins.
No. 4.5. Monthly record of current educational publIcatkins, November, 1913.

No.,46. Educatiortal directory, 1913. 15 cts.
*No. 47. Teaching material in Government publications. F. K. Noyes. 10 eta.
'No. 48. School hygiene. W. Carson Ryan, jr. 16 cts.
NQ. 49. The Farragut School, a Tennessee country-life high school. A. C. Monahan and Adams Phillips.

No. 80. The Fitchburg plan of cooperative industrial education. M. R. McCann. 10 eta.
No. 51. Education of the immigrant. 10 cts.
No. 52. Sanitary SchoolhOuses. Legal requirements in Indiana and Ohio. S cts.
No. 63. Monthly record of current educational publications, December, 1913.
No. U. Cementer reports on industrial education in Germany.
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No. 55. Legislation and Judicial *laicals relating to education, 1,1909, to Oct. 1,1912. Jima 0.

Boykin and William R. Hood.
No. 58. Educational system of rural Danmark. Harold W. Foght.
No. 59. Bibliography of education for 1910-11.
No. ed. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially supported by

the States 1912-13
1914.

No.l. Monthly record of current odlicatIonal publications, January, 1914. 5 eta.
No. 2. Compulsory school attendance.

* No. 3. Monthly record of current educational publications, February, 1914. 5 eta.
No. 4. The school and the start In life. Meyer Bloomfield.
No. . The folk high schools of Denmark. L. L. Friend.
No. B. Kindergartens in the United States.
No. 7. Monthly record of current educational publications, March, 1914.

* No. 8. The Massachusetts home - protect piano( vocational agricultural education. R. W.Stimson. 16 eta.
No. 9. Monthly record of current educational publications, Ayril, 1914. ".

No. 10. Physical groa th and sch I progress. B. T. Baldwin.
*No. II. Monthly record of currrn educayonal publications, May 1914. 5 cts.
* No. 12. Itural schoolhouses and g nods. F. B. Dressler. 50 rte.
No. 13. Present status of drawing and art In the elementary and secondary sch4Ls of the United States.

Royal B. Famum.
No. 14. Vocational guidance.
No. 15. Monthly record of current educational publications. Index.
No. 10. The tangible rewards of teaching. James C. Boykin and Roberta King.
No. 17. Sanitary survey of the schools of Orange County, Va. Roy K. Flannagan.

18. The public-school system of Clary, Ind. William P. Burris.
No. 19. University extension in the United States. Louie E. Bober.
No. 20. The rural school and hookworm disease. .1. A. Ferrell.
No.21. Monthly record of current educational publications, September, 1914,
No. '22. The Danish folk high schools. H. W. Foght.
No. 23. Some trade schools in Europe. Frank L. Glynn.
No. 24. Danistelementary rural schools. H. W. Foght.
No. 25. Important features in rural school imifrovement. W. T. Hodges.
No. 26. Monthly record of current educational publications, October, 1914.

*No. 27. Agricultural teaching, 15 t.ts.
No. 29. The Montessori method and the kindergarten. Elizabeth Harrison.
No. M. The kindergarten in benevolent Institutions.

*No. 30. Consolidation of rural schools and transportation of pupils at public expense. A. C. Mona-
han. 25 ets.

*No. 31. Report on the work of the Bureau of Education for the natives of Alaska. 25 eta.
No.32. Plirlicireaphy of the relation o; secondary schools to Welker education. R. L. Wadley.
No. 3.1. Music In the public schools. NI ill i :arhart.
No. 34. Library instruction Itrunlversitles, colleges, and normakgaleeels. BeLry, II, Evans.
No. 35. The training of teachers In EnglandVand, and Germany Charles II. Judd.

No. 36. Education for I lie home-Part I. Oen I statement. 13. It. Andrews. 10 cis.
'No. 37. Education for the home-Part II. State legislation, schools, agencies. B. R. Andrews. 30 eta.
No. 39. Education Orr the home-Part III. Colleges and universities. II. R. Andrews.
No. 39. Education for the home-Part IV. Bibliography, list of schools. B. R. Andrew,.
No. 40. Care of the health of boys in Girard College, Philadelphia, Pa.
No. 41. Monthly record of current educational publications, November, 1914.
No. 43. Monthly record of current educational publications, December, 1914,
No. 43. Educational directory, 1914-15.
No. 44. County-unit organisation for the administration of rural schools. A. C. Monahan.
No.45. Curricula in mathematics. J. C. Drown.
No. 46. School savings banks. Mrs. Sara L. Oberholtser.

. No.47. City training schooLs for teachers. Frank A. bf-iny.
No.49. The educational museum of the gt. pubic schools. C. 0. Rothman.
No.49. Efficiency and preparation of rural sehoolteachers. II. W. Foght.
No.50. Statistics of State universities and Statvolleges.

1916.

No. 1. Cooking in the vocational school. Irls P. O'Leary.
No.2. Monthly record of current educational publications, January, 1915.
No. 3. Monthly record of current educational publications, February, 1915.
No. 4. The health of school children. W. H. Heck. .
No. 6. Organisation of State departments of education. A. C.lionahan.
No. 6. A study of colleges and high schools.
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No.7. Accredited secondary schools In the United States. Samuel P. Capen.
No. 8. Present status of the honor system in colleges and unlversitie8. Bird T. Baldwin.
No. 9. Maktli ly record of current educational publications, March, 1915.
No. 10. Monthly.record of current educational publication, April, 1915.
No. IL A statistical study of the public school Itystems of the southern Appalachian it otuatatos. Nor

man vrcet.
No. 12. History of public school education In Alabama. Stephee B. Weeks.
No. 13. 'The schoolhouse as the polling place. E. J. Word.
No. 14. Monthly record of current educational publications, May, 1915.
No. 15. Monthly record of current educational publications. Index, Feb., 1914-Jan., 1915.
No. 15. Monthly record of current educational publications, June, 1915.
No. 17. Civic education In elementary schools as illustrated in Indianapolis. Arthur W. Dunn.
No. 18. Legal education In Greet Britain. A. S. Richards.
No. 19. Statistics of agricultural, manual training, and industrial schools, 1913-14.
No. 20. The rural school system of Minnesota. B. W. Foght.
No. N.. Schoolhouse sanitation. William A. Cook.
No. 13. State versus local control of elementary education. T. I.. MacDowell.
No. 23. The teaching of community civics.
No. 24. Adjustment between kindergarten and Scot grade. Luella A. Palmer.
No. 25. Public, society, and school libraries.
No. 25. Secondary schools in the States of Central America, South America, and the West Indies.

Anna T. Smith.
No. 27. Opportunities for foreign students at colleges and unhersitiee in the United States. Samuel P.

Copan.

No. 28. The extension of public education. Clarence A ?Perry.
No. 29. The truant problem and the parental school. James B. Hiatt.
No. 30. Bibliography of education for 1911-12.
No. 31. A comparative study of the salaries of teachers and officers.
No. 32. The school system of Ontario. II. W. Foght.
No. 33. Problems of vocational education In Germany. Oeo. E. Myers.
No. 34. Monthly record of current educational publications, September, 1915.
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